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Cruise through the deepest reaches of space in a life and death 
struggle to dt:dde the fate of the galaxy . Match wits with mighry 
magcs in the final battle for suprclllllcy of the planet Xarg. Test 
your drt\'ing skills on the tracks at Monte Carlo and Monza . Or just 
relax on a Sunday afternoon with a round or two at your local golf 
course . 

Salamander Software offers a wide range of games for the Dragon 
32 and Tandy 32K microcomputers. Whatever your age , whatever 
your taste , Salamander Software has the program for you! Sec us at 
the Midland Computer Fair, Birmingham, April 28-30. 

"Why can't all software come 
up to this standard?" 

- Computer & Video Games. 

Price List: 

Dragon Trek £9.95p. Wizard War £7.95p. 

Golf £7.95p. Grand Prix £7.95p. Vulcan 

Noughts & Crosses £7.95p. Games Com

pendium 01 £7.95p. 


PLEASE ADD 50p P&P TO ALL ORDERS. 

Send SAE for full catalogue with details or new 
releases. 

Cheques or postal orders payable to: 
SALAMANDER SOFTWARE, Dept. D. 27 
Ditchling Rise. Brighton, East Sussex BN 1 40L. 
Tel : 0273 771942. 

Programmers wanted : good royalties paid ! 
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How to submit •rtlcln 
The quality or the material we can publish in 
Dragon User each month wilt , to a very great 
extent. depend on the quality ot the dis· 
covenes that you can make with your Ora· 
gon. The Dragon 32 computer was launched 
on to the martlet with a powerlul version of 
Basic, but wi1h very poor documentation. 

Every one of us who uses a Dragon will be 
able to discover new tncks and quirks almost 
every day. To help other Dragon users keep 
up with the speed of the development each 
of us must assume that we made the 
discovery first - thal means writing it down 
and passing It on to others. 

Articles which are submitted to Dragon 
User tor publication should not be more than 
3000 words long. All submissions should be 
typed . Please leave wide margins and a 
double space between each Hne. Programs 
should, whenever possible, be computer 
printed on plain white paper and be accom
panied by a tape of the program. 

We cannot guarantee to return every 
submitted article or program. so please keep 
a copy . ti you want to have your program 
returned you must include a stamped. 
addressed envelope. 

We pay tor ar1teles according to the length 
and the quality - 1t is worth making that 
e)(tra bit of ettort 

!Contents 
Letti rt 5 
Advice on buying a cassette recorder and 
on saving programs (don't blame it all on 
the Dragon) 

•••• 1 
The Dragon is to get more memory and 
two new companions - one to battle with 
the BBC B, the other with the IBM PC. 

Clubs 11 
A personal account of the pleasures and 
pitfalls of setting up a users' group 

Sottware round-up 12 
Who said there was no software for the 
Dragon? Not John Scriven who found 
packages that will push the machine to its 
limits once arcade games lose their thrill 

In Ille red corner 18 
Have you got the right machine? The 
Dragon takes on the BBC machines, the 
Vic20 and the Spectrum. Boris Allan 
referees 

Mlcrocleal talk• 23 

Graham Taylor went to Cornwall to talk to 
John Syme of software house Microdeal. 

I Edltorlal 

Moonba11 Alpha 
See if you can land your shuttle on the 
hover pad at Moonbase Alpha 

28 

Command graphics 30 
David Lawrence (featured on the front 
cover) introduces two of the most 
under-used commands in Dragon Basic, 
GET and PUT 

Data tlllng 34 
How to save bodies of data on tape so that 
they can be used later, avoiding the need 
to re-enter information manually eacl'I time 
a program is reloaded 

Prlnterfaclng 31 
Making the most of your Dragon printer -
from using the control codes to making a 
high resolution copy of the screen 

Open Fiie 38 
We publish your programs: this month 
versions of an old Chinese boardgame, 
loading direct from the hex dump and the 
mysterious Dragonet 

Dragon Answers 41 
Increasing speed, muddled joysticks, 
using restore, finding out about SAM -
your questions answered 

Compentlon Corner 50 
Win a printer and meet Agog 

Welcome to Dragon User - Britain's first monthly magazine devoted entirely to 
helping owners of Dragon computers. 

It is nearly nine months since we first began to hear rumours that a little known toy 
company was about to launch a new home computer. At the time Sinclair was having 
problems with his Spectrum computer but we still thought it unlikely that a newcomer wi th 
no experience of the market would be able to break In. Then the Dragon 32 was 
launched in August. It was undoubtedly a good and powerful machine. We were stil l 
sceptical. The documentation was poor and the parent toy company seemed to be in 
serious financial difficulties. 

Dragon Data's Managing Director, Tony Clarke, has, however. managed to pull it off. 
Various financial institutions bought and re-financed the company which enabled it to 
build up the production rate to come closer to meeting the unexpectedly high demand; 
high street retailers and dealers accepted that the machine was going to prove popular 
and software houses began to include Dragon 32 material in their ranges. 

Dragon owners can now look forward to a long relationship with the company. Work is 
being done to offer upgrades to the Basic and the memory of the Dragon 32. New. more 
business orientated, computers are being developed at the moment so that Dragon can 
offer a range of computers of different capacities at differenf prices, so becoming less 
reliant on the possible vagaries of one market. 

Versions of the Dragon 32 are now being sold in many parts of the world. Later this 
summer a plant in the United States starts production for the American market. On top of 
the 100,000 Dragons which will have been sold in Britain by Christmas we can look 
forward to the additional support of up to 200.000 Dragons in the US. 

All this means that Dragon owners can grow with their machines. can bank on the 
support of any number of software and hardware companies which will , in turn, offer an 
ever growing range of add-ons and upgrades with which we can continually improve our 
machines. 

In Dragon User we will aim to keep you up to date with all the latest developments from 
Dragon, the latest software, which we will test and rate, and the latest hardware. We will , 
also. with your help and discoveries, learn how to make th'e most of the machine we 
already have. 
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THE DRAGON DUNGEON 

DRAGON 

GOODIES 


Now that we've shifted the rack out of the 
torture chamber. we've doubled our storage 
space and now stock the widest range of 
Dragon software available from a single UK 

source. 
The Dungeon Master has been persuaded 
to expand his mingy little Price Ust and we 
can now send you a descriptive catalogue 

(with an outline of each program). 
Best-selling books In stock: " Dragon 
Companion" £4.95, " The Working Dragon 
32" £5.95, " Dragon Extravaganza" £4.95, 

" Advanced BASIC for the Dragon" £6.95. 
Best-selling arcade games In stock: 
" Donkey King" £8. " Katerpillar Attack" £8. 
" Space Race" 1:7.95, " Planet Invasion" £8. 
Best-selling adventures: " Pimania" £10 , 
" Death's Head Hole" £5.45, " The Valley" 
£11 .45, ··uonheart" £5.45, " Dragon Trek" 

£9.95. 
Best-selling utilities: " Dragon Doodles 
and Demos" £5, DASM Assembler Cartridge 
£18.95, " Telewriter" Full-facility WP system 

£49.95. 

DRAGON 

STICKS! 


Top quality double 

potentiometer joysticks 


for the Dragon owner who 

demands arcade action 


Ultra-sensitive, but tough 

and reliable, Dragon 

Sticks will keep on 


zapping when others fail! 

£19.95 per pair 


inclusive VAT and postage. 


DRAGON 

OWNERS CLUB 


The Dragon Users Club at the Dungeon is the UK's 
largest (since our members hall from the Outer Orkneys 
to tile Arabian Gulf and Zambia. should we say the 
world's largest?) The monthly club Newsletter. 'Ora· 
gon·s Teeth' 1s packed with news. lii:>s. reviews. 
i:>rogrammtng advice . members adverts (free!). competi· 
tions. special otters and local User Group announce· 
ments . We have now introduced a " Cousins" column to 
scan US developments in he 6809 field 
The May issue ol 'Dragon 's Teeth ', due out on the hrst, 
lndudes hardware and sottware olfers and the chance to 
win the hrst Dragon Data printer that comes into stock 
Dragon Clul> badges . sweatshirts . etc for extrovert 
Oragon·bashers' 
Annual memberihlp, Including 'Dragon's Teeth' £6 UK 
(£8 overseas): s1x·mon h tnal sutiscnption £3 25 (£4 25 

overseas) 

THE DRAGON DUNGEON 

PO BOX 4, ASHBOURNE, DERBYSHIRE DE6 1 AO. TEL: ASHBOURNE 44626 

PROGRAM DESIGN PADS ( 100 Sheets A3 - 11'%" x 16%'' ) 
The use of this system w il l enable development 0f a struct ured 
approach to programming, a concept recommended by the 

BBC and other Educational Bodies. 
.. The sheets allow careful planning and storage of each 
-~ - program be ing designed and are cross referenced 

w ith each other when longer, more complicated 
programs are developed. They can be used 
as an immediate de-bugging guide when 
checking any newly coded program, and 

will prove an inva luab le too l for any 
micro-programmer , whichever make of 

computer is being utilised. 

GRAPHIC PLANNING PADS 
(100 Sheets A3 - 11*" x 16%") 

The large size sheet allows the incorporat ion o f 
an enlarged high resolution gr id, w i th the pixel 

coord inates numbered on all our ax is, to allow 
easier visual planning when programming graphics. Structured reference sections are clear lv defined 

to enable all relevant informat ion to be detailed on the same sheet, making i t simple to refer to i f 
prob lems are encountered when runn ing the program. Pads are avai lable for Spectrum, Dragon 32 and BBC. 

GRAPHIC PLANNING GRIDS (100 Sheets A4 - 8~" x 11 * "1 Each gr id is designed for use w i th specified m icro-computers, and is a 
low cost aid to programmers w ish ing to develop their sk ills in design ing high resolution graphic d isplays. Grids are marked on all fou r 
sides w ith pixe l reference numbers, appropriate to each compu ter for wh ich they are ava ilable (Spectrum , Dragon 32 and BBCI. An 
ideal aid for beginner and expert al i ke . 

PROGRAMMING AIDS FOR THE MICRO.COMPUTER
To : LOGIC·PLAN 52 LIMBURY ROAD, LUTON, BEDS. LU3 2PL. rLOGJC:'1 

I ,p[~~-Please supply:  NAME --- --- - ---- --- 
PROGRAM DESIGN PADS @ £5.99 
 ~~ 

includ ing 
....... GRAPHIC PLANNING PADS et £5.99 post /packing 

} and V .A .T. ....... GRAPHIC PLANNING GRIDS@ £2.99 


My computer is a ................ ....... .. ...... ... ... ............................ .. .. . .. 


I enclose cheque/P.0 . for£ ............... payable ro LOGIC·PLAN 
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This is the chance to air your views - send your tips, compliments and complaints to Letters 
Page, Dragon User, Hobhouse Court, 19 Whitcomb Street, London WC2 7HF Leners 

cialising in Dragon fodder? facility to control the cassette (2) Going Ahead With Extended 
You see at the moment I feedUseful remotely . I wou ld be grateful to Color Basic (Tandy). 

the beast by hand and I don 't li ke hear of any suitable Poke values . (3) Basic Microprocessors and 
the ghnt in its celtic eye ! For my particular set-up. both the 6800 (By Ron Bishop . Haydencommands Save me! Csaveing and Cloadtng are now Book Co . Inc) . 

THE FOLLOWING information ab Hywel Thomas (Head keeper) . totally reliable and trouble-free . D L George, 
out the use of Pc/ear may be of Moorlands Junior. Bath. When typing a long program , I Shoreham-by-Sea. 
use to other Dragon users. PS. I'm sure lots of teachers will always stop every ten minutes or West Sussex.. 
(1) When the Dragon·s manual read your magazi ne. so they so to save the work done so far. 
says 'Pc/ear behaves in a similar would benefit from such informa This ensures that if anything does 
way to Clear they mean exactly go wrong . the amount of efforttion . Recorderthe same way - all numenc and wasted is kept to a minimum. 
string stores are cleared and SJ Beal. advicearrays ·unDimed·. Addington.Word help(2) The Dragon's manual also Croydon. SINCE BUYING a Dragon in De· 
points out that 'As each graphics Surrey. cember 1982. I have used four 
page requires 1536 bytes of needed different makes of cassette recor
memory only reserve what 1s der with it, and found that theENCLOSED WITH this letter is my
needed '. Because the Pclearcom best results were obtained from afirst year's subscription to Dra
mand·s lowest number is 1. if Solved Binatone Radiocorder (£19.95gon User. 
your program uses no graphics at from Rumbelows) . This is muchOne article which would be of
all you will waste 1536 bytes of more consistent than the Sony.great interest to me would be a once ... memory ie Page 1 . Aiwa and Hitachi cassettes whichPhonetic Dictionary for use with I TOO experienced considerable It is possible to overcome the I have also tried - this may be" Computer Voice ... Personally I 

difficulty in loading and savingsecond problem. As Doug Dixon due to circuitry relating to Rehave found great difficulty in con
programs from a brand newpointed out tn P.C .W. Vol 2 No 7 mote. since some more expenstructing words . If an article is 
Sanyo recorder. purchased withthe start and end addresses of sive machjnes have delaynot possible for some reason then my Dragon 32 .Basic are at Peeks 25 to 28. So mechanisms to prevent snatchingpossibly ask readers to submit I discovered after many frusinstead of using Pc/ear use in at the tape (which can cause thewhat words they have con trating hours. that the leads weredirect mode Poke 25, 6 to move tape to stretch) .structed and up-date them each very badly connected. and afterthe start address to 1537 and However, even using the Binamonth . my husband had soldered thePoke 27 ,6 to move the end tone I can 't get rid of all 1-0 errorsJ Gale. 
connections in the ear. mike andaddress two bytes to the right to and so the following is the proceWroughton . 
remote jacks for the cassette1539. Now to check this type dure I follow when keying aSwindon. 
recorder . it appeared my probPrint Peek (25) • 256 + Peek program:Wilts . 
lems were over. A few months(26) 10 Key program
later. the other end (which plugsfor the new start address and 20 N=l
into the computer) became disPrint Peek (27) • 256 Peek 30 Run programStoring connected and this too . had to be(28) 40 If error then debug error:
soldered into position. Happily , I for the new end address. Now goto 30 
now have no problems.you gain an extra 1.5K of mem 50 Poke 65494,0 (In case thereproblems ... I do feel that this shou ld not beory. was a Poke 65495.0 speed
happening and that these leadsAn added advantage is that PERHAPS I can help P A Low up routine in the program
should be checked before leavingyour program is protected . Try (Popular Computing Weekly 3-9 60 Press record on the cassette
the factory . I now have a li ttlecalling any graphics mode and March 1983). I too had problems 70 Csave " Program name" 
trouble with the connection fromyour Dragon will not let you . As initially with storing programs 80 Press rewind on the cassette
the mains to the computer. Thethis new command is so useful from my Dragon on my cheap and 90 Skipf " Program name" 
plastic was not in the clamp andwhy on earth was the Dragon's nasty (£5. 00) cassette recorder . I (This is because C/oad de
was causing very bad connecRom not designed to allow Pc/ear traced the problem to the cassette letes the existing program
tions .recorder motor taking too long toO? Anthony Edwards. from store , but Skip!

MJ Marley,reach its running speed . with the doesn't).Amberley, 
Biscovey, Par.result that the first few bytes of 100 If 1-0 error then rewind casBerkhamsted. 

Comwall.the program header were corHerts. sette : check playback 
rupted when trying to Csave a volume: if it was okay, then 
program . The difficulty was com N= N 1: goto 60 else 
pletely overcome by always start Solved change volume: goto 90.Dragon 
ing the cassette recorder manual 110 The save is successful 
ly before pressing Enter. There switch everything off and gotwice. • • f,odder was no corresponding difficulty for N pints . 

A 10-YEAR-OLO g1r1 won a Dra when Cloadlng. IF YOU are having Saveing prob The above procedure results in 
gon 32 for the school recently . The Dragon must have a delay lems: first put a hand mic always having a reloadable prog
It's a friendly Welsh Dragon . I built into its operating system to rophone. or other source . into the ram . and so no keying effort is 
wou ld like to feed it on best recorder to test that it doespermit the cassette recorder to wasted . 
anthracite and good educational reach the correct speed before it actually record . F McCormack. 
programs . The former is easily By the bye. I would li ke tobeg ins to send data . In my case. Langley, 
found but the latter is non exis this delay is insufficient. but pre obtain the following. but Tandy Manchester. 
tent! sumably by Pokeing a suitable seem to have taken umbrage at P.S. The highest volume I have 

location 1t would be possible to the Dragon's use of the 6809 andCould you through your maga had N reach is 3 - if it reaches a 
are refusing to co-operate. Anyzine ask your readers to send me rncrease this delay and ensure sufficiently high level to drive you 

(or yourselves) details of casset error-free storage of data regard· suggestions? towards alcoholism . it may be 
(1) Colour Computer Technicalless of the cassette motor charactes. programs e c or at least the better to change your cassette 

names of software houses spe- Reference Manual (Tandy) .teristics . while still using the recorder. 
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DRAGON SOFTWARE 
. 

FOR ALL THE FAMILY 
FAMILY PROGRAMS • .. £6.95 FUN AND GAMES .•. £6.95 LIVE AND LEARN • .. £6.95 
e Strategic tank banle for 2 players. • Hi-res noughts and crosses (2 levels). • Slep-by-step tutorial . exploring the e Educational maths quiz (3 levels) • Brain-teasing maslermind test mysleries of High-resolution graphics. 
• Guess the tunel (100 songs) 1 2 e Race against time to collect the gold e Facts and figures about favourite zoo 

players. e F>iay card game. " Snap" against the animals with world map and a quiz. 
• Comprehenswe mortgage savings Dragon. e Educalional lour of England. Scotland 

calculator. • Unjumble lhe town name anagrams. and Wales. 
• MassJ11e 750 question Quiz tor 1 2 • Pin the tail to the donkey! e Instructional quiz on towns and cr11es ot 

players. 
e " Simon"-type memory game. 

• Who can score the highes1 at poker 
dice 

Britain 
e How would you survive in a desert? Trye " Day-<>f-weel<"' calculator. e Parr up the coloured circles. the quiz, then learn the facls 

e Test your speed of reaction. • Create and compare your computer art. • Play your own tunes a lld learn aboul 
e " Chase the lace"' across the screen . • Let the Dragon control your party music notation 
e Artists sketch pad. games. 
e Thread the ring through the w11e. 1-6 

players. 

CITY DEFENCE ... £5.75 .. • exciting misslle commalld arcade game for joystick. With good sound, coloor and graphics 

GENEROUS DEALER DISCOUNTS. SEND NOW FOR OUR STARTER PACK OFFER 

HEAR WHAT THEY HAD TO SAY: 
" Well· thought·out programs. made better by professional 
presentation and full use of Dragon facilities". Popular Computing Weekly 
" Exuellent for children's parties". Your Computer (FUN AND GAMES) 
" Very enjoyable, excellent quality". CG of Colchester (FAMILY PROGRAMS) 

e 48 HOUR DESPATCH BY 1ST CLASS POST 
e LIFE·T IME REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE 
e AUTOMATIC MEMBERSHIP OF SHARDS 

USER CLUB (with discounts and newsletter) 

£11.95 FOR ANY 2 CASSETTES; £15.95 FOR 3; £18.95 FOR ALL 4 CASSETTES!! 

At:

I ISEND CHEQUES! POs 
SHARDS SOFTWARE 10 PARK VALE COURT 

to: VINE WAY, BRENTWOOD 
(Prices include P&P) ESSEX CM14 4UR 

AN INCREDIBLE EXPERIENCE 

FOR ADVENTUROUS DRAGON 


OWNERS ... FROM WINTERSOFT 


THE RING OF 
DARKNESS 

The oame created to be the most complete. 
en1hralling, addlctNe and deuul9d adventure 
ever wntten Jor 1he Dragon 32. A whole 
grapn.e world (o! nearly 30001ravel days) with 
klnQ$, prlnce5.5es, mad jes1ers and danl)er
ous queslS will unfold belore you. Across 
ocean. river. mountain and fores1you1ravel IO 
1Jade in many town• and dare 1he deplhS o1 
vas1 dungeons tmore lhan 9 1eveis deep with 
over 20 dill rent crea1ures in hi-res 3-0 
graphlCS). '"search o1 fortune and the hidden 
curse of 1he Dari< Ring Many hours ol 
mys1ery, suspense and raw e•cltemoo1 awail 
you, 

" The mo•t impressive edventur. tested ... soon displaced brukfast 
TV In our houM" Your Computer (A/NII) £10.00 

ANO FOR REALLY HUNGRY DRAGONS: 
Pepper'• Game Peck (6 Great Games) .......... ............. .................. £7.95 


Dragon Trek 
" excellent valll!I for money . . lhe title seQuence was magnificent'" Your 
Computer ................. ........ ............. ........... ...... ... ...... .......... ... .. ........... [6.99 

Artist '• Designer (high-resolution utrlilies) .............. .... .... ... .... .... .. . £8.99 


All prices include p&p. VAT and the wintersoh guarantee ot quality and 
rellability. 

Available lrom good software outlets, or send cheque PO to: 

S. W. WINTER & Co. Ltd. 
101 Westminster Bridge Road 


London SE1 7HR 

Tel: 01-928 5945 01-633 9611 
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No Dragons 
at Smiths 

W H SMITHS has no plans to 
stock either the Dragon 32 or 
software to run on it. 

It seems both Smiths and 
Dragon are too busy to con
sider it. 

Smiths' John Roland com
mented: "What with the Spec
trum, Commodore 64 and Orie 

New factory opens 


Production will reach 10.000 Dragons a week 

we have enough on our plate 
already." 

Dragon's Richard Wadman 
said : "They are interested but 
at the moment we haven't got 
the capacity. I think it would be 
unfair to take on an additional 
retailer the size of Smiths at 
this time." 

Also. since Boots already 
stocks the machine, it is not in 
Dragon's interest to have two 
high-street stores competing 
on price. 

PRODUCTION of Dragon 
computers is to be stepped 
up, now that the move to new 
premises is complete. 

The new factory at Kenfig, 
near Port Talbot, has a much 
increased manufacturing 
capacity compared with the 
old site within Mettoy. 

Dragon is now manu· 
facturing just under 5,000 
machines a week. 

" The move went very 
smoothly and, over the next 
couple of months, we shall be 
stepping up our production to 
10,000 units a week, " com· 
mented Dragon ' s Tony 
Clarke. 

However, it will take some 

time for production to exceed 
demand. 

Dragon 32 machines were 
in very short supply im
mediately prior to Christmas 
and all of Dragon's outlets 
including the Boots stores 
are still receiving a restricted 
allocation. 

" Always when you get a 
great many orders there is a 
temptation to throw everything 
you can out of the door," 
countered Clarke. "But that is 
counter-productive. 

" All our machines are soak· 
tested and we have had to 
adopt a strict allocation sys
tem for all of the Dragon's 
customers." 

More micros 

to follow memory 

HAVING sold over 50,000 
Dragon 32 machines, Dragon 
Data plans a formidable hard· 
ware expansion in 1983. 

First come the discs, plan
ned for the end of Apri l. A 
single-disc system, with inter
face and disc operating sys
tem, will cost £275. 

'Fhe package uses a half· 
height, 51/4·inch single-sided, 
single-density 48-tracks-per· 
inch drive with a capacity of 
180K formatted (1/4M unfor
matted). 

Dragon Data is also licens
ing the OS9 disc operating 
system (around £40) and 
Basic 09, Pascal and Version 
7C compilers (all around £40) 
from Microware in the US. 

These will be available in 
the middle of May, at the same 
time as the expansion box 

TroJan lets 

out llght 


TROJAN Products is now sell· 
ing a light-pen for the Dragon. 

The unit costs £10 and is 
supplied complete with a cas
sette giving full instructions 
and examples showing how to 
incorporate the input from the 
pen into a program. 

The light-pen plugs into the 
joystick port on the Dragon 
and is addressable from the 
keyboard. 

It can be used to input x-y 
co-ordinate data from the 
screen and is also fast enough 

giving the Dragon 64K Ram. 
This add-on may include twin 
RS232 interfaces (not final· 
ised) but should cost around 
£30. 

An 80-column card (mono· 
chrome only) is in the final 
stages of development and 
should be out soon. 

Software to run the exten
sive range of business pack· 
ages avai lable under CIS 
Cobol is also planned - to 
work with programs under 30K 
in size. 

Dragon Data also plans two 
completely new machines, for 
launch later in the year. 

The first will sell for around 
£400 and be a competitor for 
the BBC Model B, the second 
will be a full-blown business 
system aimed at the IBM PC,1 
Sirius market. 

Just plug into the joystick port 

in reaction to be used in cer
tain types of games. 

More information from Tro
jan Products. 166 Derlwyn. 
Dunvant, Swansea. 

Users get options on assemblers 

SUDDENLY there is a reason· 
able choice of assemblers 
available tor the Dragon. 

Dragon itself has two ver· 
slons on the way - one on 
cassette and one in Rom. 
Other packages are available 
trom Compusense and J Mor· 
rison (Micros). 

The two Dragon Data offer· 
ings are assembler/editors 
with a de-bug facility . The cas· 
sette-based version, priced at 
around £10, is the simpler. 

The cartridge version will 

follow soon with more exten· 
sive de-bug capabilities and 
will be priced around £40. 

Compusense's assembler 
is a different sort of package 
- it is what is called an in-line 
assembler. Rather than being 
Rom independent. the car· 
tridge does not interrupt the 
Basic. 

Instead it adds extra com· 
mands which allow the 
assembly language to be 
added to an existing Basic 
program. When the assembler 

cartridg!:! is then executed it 
runs through the Basic prog· 
ram picking out and compiling 
the code. 

"The beauty of the pack
age," explained a Com
pusense spokesman, "is that 
the code is embedded in the 
Basic. That way there is no 
need for an editor - the editor 
is already there in the Basic." 

The Compusense DASM 
assembler is available from 
PO Box 169, Palmers Green. 
London N13. price £18.95. 

Finally, there is the editor· 
assembler from J Morrison 
(Micros) . Converted from a 
6809 system developed for 
the SW Tech machine, this is 
a two-pass assembler which 
functions independently of the 
Dragon's Rom. 

The package includes error 
notification (14 codes) and a 
machine-code monitor. It is 
supplied in cassette form and 
costs £27.65. More details 
from J Morrison (Micros) . 2 
Glensdale Street. Leeds. 
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1 Dragon 32 
goes west 

Dragon Da1a ·s Tony Clarke 

THE DRAGON 32 machine 
will be launched in the US this 
year. 

Three American com panies 
are currently in discussion 
with Dragon Data with a view 
to manufacturing the machine 
in the US. 

" Nothing has been finalised 
yet. " said Dragon managing 
director Tony Clarke. " What
ever happens it wi ll be manu
factured over there for econo
mic reasons as a joint venture 
with a US company. 

Decode tor Tandy tapes 

TAPE software written for the 
Tandy Colour Computer can 
be loaded directly into the 
Dragon 32 , using a new car
tridge from Compusense. 

Both machines run the 
same version of Microsoft 
Basic and have simi lar hard· 
ware. This means that a prog
ram keyed directly into either 
machine will run. 

However, because of differ
ences in the input/output 
routines, when a Tandy prog
ram is loaded into the Dragon 
from tape certain of the Basic 
keywords are misinterpreted . 

With in the machine each 
keyword - such as Gosub or 
List - is represented by what 
is called a 'token' . The prob
lem of software compatibility 
is that in some cases the 
same token is used to repre
sent different keywords on the 
different machines. 

The Compusense Decode 
cartridge simply goes through 

the Tandy program after it is 
loaded and makes the neces
sary corrections to the tokens 
so that it will run properly. 

First the Decode cartridge is 
plugged into the Dragon. Nor
mally this would interrupt the 
keyboard input but the De
code pin connector has been 
specially adapted so that this 
does not happen. 

Then the Tandy program 
required for conversion is 
loaded from tape in the normal 
manner. 

Finally, the Decode prog
ram is run by typing in the 
command EXEC &HCOOO. 

When the translation is 
complete the program, now in 
Dragon 32 format, can be 
saved to tape. 

The cartridge will success
fully convert almost any prog
ram written for the Tandy Col
our computer in Extended 
Microsoft Basic. The Decode 
program has been designed 

so that it ignores the content of 
strings. 

Machine-code held in sub· 
routines - used to set up the 
graphics for example - is not 
affected by the Decode prog
ram. Machine-code routines 
will work equally on both 
machines without an adapta
tion. 

''The only possible problem 
could come if someone has 
used part of the Tandy Rom in 
a program without using one 
of the standard machine-code 
entry points," explained Com
pusense's Ted Opyrchal. " But 
in practice professional soft· 
ware houses tend not to ac
·cess the Tandy Rom. 

"We orig inally developed 
the Decode program for 
ourselves and we still use it on 
a commercial basis." 

Decode costs £18.95 and is 
available from Compusense, 
PO Box 169, Palmers Green, 
London N13. 

ACCORD DATA 

Please send cheques 
Accord Data Ltd) to Accord Data Ltd, Church Street, Great 

* A LIGHT PEN AND PEN DRAW PROGRAM FOR 
ONLY £9.45 

* DRAW PICTURES DIRECTLY ON TO YOUR TV 
SCREEN 

* STORE UP TO EIGHT PICTURES IN COMPUTER 
MEMORY 

* 	EDIT PICTURES 

* VIEW PICTURES IN HIGH OR LOW 
RESOLUTION GRAPHICS 

* 	SAVE PICTURES ON TO CASSETIE 

* 	LOAD PICTURES FROM CASSETIE 

* 	PROGRAM WRITTEN IN BASIC WITH REM 
STATEMENTS TO HELP YOU DEVELOP YOUR 
OWN PEN PROGRAMS 

* PROGRAM CONTAINS FULLY 
COMPREHENSIVE OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

or postal orders (made payable to 

Budworth, Cheshire 
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BRIGHTON-based software house Salamander has announced 
three new titles for the Dragon. These are Statfighter, a 
machine-code arcade-type game; Super Hangman, featuring 
high-resolution graphics and a 1,000-word vocabulary; and 
Sketchpad, a graphics package. More details from Salamander, 
17 Norfolk Road, Brighton. 

Package 

additions 


on the way 

IN THE next two months Dra· 
gon will launch a substantial 


, catalogue of new software 

lilies. 

"We a·re just finalising 
agreements for 20 new prog
rams, " said Dragon's software 
development manager, Pam 
Bolitha. 

First comes Rail Runner, a 
Frogger-type game, followed 

by El Diablero, an adventure 
game set in the desert, Whirly· 
bird Run and Shark Treasure. 

Computer Voice is a speech 
synthesiser using string arrays 
to build-up phonetic codes. 
These can be used like build
ing-blocks to make up simple 
sentences which can be in· 
corporated into programs. 

Dragon also plans a series 
of 1 O educational programs 
aimed at the 4-12 age range. 
The first two titles in this 
Young Learning Series -
dealing with numeracy and 
literacy - will be available 
very soon. Four more lilies in 
the series are on the way. 

Tandy UK puts

Dragon at ease 


TANDY has denied claims 
that it is planning legal action 
against Dragon Data because 
of the similarity of the Dragon 
32 to the Tandy Colour Com
puter. 

"We have absolutely no 
object ion 10 the Dragon 
machine," said Tandy's UK 
managing director, John 
Sayers. " We do not have any 
copyright on our computer in 
the UK. 

" II is true that the two 
machines are similar in a lot of 
respects - they use the same 
or very similar Rom pack, for 
example - but I can tell you 
categorically that we are not 
planning any legal action. 

" Besides, by the time these 
things are settled out of court 

the machine is often out of 
date," he added. 

Because both machines 
license the same version of 
Microsoft Basic and use the 
same processor some soft · 
ware for the Tandy is directly 
applicable to the Dragon. 

Increasingly, British soft
ware houses are looking to the 
US for Tandy material which 
can be easity converted for the 
Dragon. For example, Micro· 
deal is selling material by Tom 
Mix originally developed for 
the Tandy. The same is true of 
Compusense. 

Ted Opyrchal of Compu· 
sense commented : "In· 
creasingly, the market is mov
ing to produce standard soft
ware for the two machines." 

.......................................... 

I FOR A LOT OF FUN ON YOUR DRAGON I 
I 	 JOIN OUR CLUB I 
: Members· program listings. competitions, special offers, jokes : 
• and snippets of news and comments. • 

We have a vast selection of games. utility and business software •.•: 	 :i 
•	 . .. Over 100 titles C\lrrently in stock! 

• THE STATACOM TOP 10 • 
• Donkey King (Microdeal) Wizard War (Salamander) • 
:. Planet Invasion (Microdeal) Goll (Salamander) •: 

Telewriter (Microdeal) Pimania (Automata) 
:. Strategic Command (Romik) Chess (Dragon Data) I 

Warlord (Lothlorien) Banking/Bank Rec. (Hilton) :• Also : DEMON. DASM and DECODE from Compusense. :• 
:. NEW TITLES: Cosmic Zap . Galactic Ambush. Talking •: 
• Android Attack. Ring Of Darkness and more • 
• on the way! •: PRINTERS: 	 Oki Microlines a speciality. also Epsons & •

Selkoshas. 

MONITORS: Primaters Luxor colour monitor/TV (14"). 
: ACCESSORIES: Printer/monitor cables, dust covers and " The I1 	 1 

• 	 Plug'". 

: o~ O OJOO ~ 00000 o ooo 
0 c 0 0 0 0 0 0 

: o:..:; 	 o o o o oo
•• :-; c 	 00000 0 000000

0::•0'.)0 (') 0 0 0 0 0 000 

:
• AMERICAN - .. 
• EXPRESS ~ 

• 

coo o o I 
0 000 00 • 
o oo o o • 
0 00 0 :

000 0 0 

:
DINERS • 
CLUB • 

:.: STATACOM LIMITED 1
234 HIGH STREET, 1

I SUTTON, SURREY SM1 1NX : 
I 	 :I 	 Telephone/Mail Orders welcome. :• ......................................... 


MlCBO 
LTD 

310 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON SW16 &HG 
Tel: 01-769 2887 

Open Tuesday-Saturday 10.30 am to 5.30 pin (Closed Mon
days) 

SOFTWARE FROM ALL THE BEST SUPPLIERS 
- OVER THE COUNTER - PLUS GROWING 
RANGE OF PERIPHERALS. SEE IT BEFORE 
YOU BUY IT. 
SAE appreciated for catalogue  but please specify 
for which computer. 

O\\~GOM ZX81 ZX SPECTRUM 
-t"~ DRAGON'S LAIR 
New DRAGON SOFTWARE COUNTER just opened 

Software demonstrations every day 

BBC KE'iBOARDS AssE'f'TES t>\\
-ACORN t.OD·0 ""

5 
CBOOKS ~\C'" 

NEW! - BUFFER CLUB for regular customers. 
Special Offers - Lectures - Foreign Trips -
Software Promotions. Ask for details of mem
bership on your next visit. 

MEMBER OF THE COMPUTER TRADE ASSOCIATION - YOUR FAIR OEAL 
GU~ANTEl 

VISA - ACCESS - AMERICAN EXPRESS - DINERS CLUB CAAOS 
WELCOME 
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PROGRAM 
DIRECT 

SOFTWARE 

.... 


DRAGON GAMES PACK 

_,, ____ 
LUNAR LANDER o BOMBER o BREAKOUT - All 
in one cass_et e 

E c1 ll ny and addict ivc. £5.95 (inc.) 

SUBMARINE COMMAND 

Take a modern Nuclear Submarine on anti -shipping 
patrol across the Atlantic Stalk he enemy's convoys 
and sink his ship but b ware - enemy warships will 
be hun ing you! 

Gr at new game especially writlt'n 
full co lour graphir.s in Mc.1ch inc Corle 

for Dragon with 
£7.95 (inc.I 

FEATURES INCLUDE : 

Animated map and sonar screen 
View the enemy through he periscope 
Convent iona l and horning torpedoes 
Surface-surf ce inissiles 
The enemy us'S surface warships and ai rcra f s 
ayainst you 
Full status report 
fu ll easy to und rstand instruction sheet 

-

MASTER CARDS PLAYER 

Sophisticated implementations of two of th most 
popular C<Jrd games POKER and PONTOON . 

Each prograrn uses h igh reso lution co lour graphics 
Bluff or be bluffed. £6.95 line.I 

GREATNEW GAMES FOR YOUR DRAGON32 CO.PUTER 


OUR GUARANTEE 

I our product ever fails to load. simply return i t with 
in 14 days and w will immediately replace it with 
refund or the postage. 

All r ices include VAT, Postage & Pac ing. 

S nd Cheques I P.O. made payab le to . 

PROGRAM DIRECT LIMITED 
378 NEW CAVENDISH STREET 
LONDON W1 M BJR 

DEALERS ENQUIR IES WELCOME 

----------- -~- - ---- ---- -, 
Please send me the fotlow1ngsoftware 1mrned 1atelv I 

0 Submarin, Comm41nd £7 .95 Inc. : 

0 Master Cards Player £6 .95 inc. I 

0 Dragon Games Pack £5.95 inc. 1 

I enclose a Cheque I P 0 for ( 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

Postcode 
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Each month we write about one particular club- if you think yours should be 
featured here write to Clubs Page, Dragon User, Hobhouse Court, 19 Whitcomb 

Street, London WC2 7HF Clubs 
YOU WOULD THINK that being on the 
committee of two local camera clubs as 
well as having a full-time job that involves 
two or three evenings a week plus doing 
an evening class in computer program
ming would be enough for anyone. Howev
er, when I first approached Doug Bourne 
with the germ of an idea about starting a 
Dragon users' group he was immediately 
keen. As a local magistrate I also have 
plenty to occupy my time so the decision to 
form the Dragon Independent Owners ' 
Association was not taken lightly. 

Part of our enthusiasm came from Dra· 
gon Data's slowness. As you are frantically 
unpacking your brand new Dragon, impa· 
~ent to connect it to your television and 
perform miracles of programming, a small 
white card flutters to the floor. A few hours 
later, realising that you really do need to 
read that manual. you sit back to take 
stock and come across that card again. 

Part of the card is the usual guarantee. 
Another part invites the new owner to fi ll in 
the printed form and become a member of 
lhe Dragon Data Club, Dragon's own user 
group. Unfortunately, at the time of writing, 
that is the last you will hear of this club. 

How many brand new computerists sit· 
ting gazing at a faulty listing have wished 
that there was someone they could turn 
to? Of course many hardware retailers are 
very good. They must be very patient, 
hearing over and over again the same 
problems which customers find as they 
unravel the mysteries of whichever 
machine they are the proud owner of. 

So it was in the light of thoughts such as 
these that the DIOA was conceived. We 
first considered a local group. A quick 
survey of two schools (to which we have 
access) turned up a dozen or so ZX81s, 
three or four Spectrums, an odd Vic or two 
and just three Dragons. On the face of it, 
therefore, a local group was a non-starter. 
So we decided to take the plunge and 
began making enquiries to try to guage the 
interest both among owners and within the 
mushrooming software industry. 

A first tentative advertisement brought 
around 60 requests for information. Within 
two weeks this had risen to well over 100 
so we felt that the need was there. Many of 
these requests were accompanied by long 
letters detailing snags that owners had 
come up against, mostly wilh tape recor
ders, and many complaining about the 
Dragon manual. 

The next step was lo contact software 
houses as we fell that we should offer 
members more than jusl a shoulder to cry 
on. The response to our requests for a 
discount for members was amazing. With
in a few days we received not only many 
lelters offering discounted software but 
also copies of the software for us to 
evaluate and eventually review in our 
newsletters. 

A visit to the bank furnished us with 
much needed financial advice. Though of 
course banks cannot lend money to start 
an association such as ours. the manager 

Doug Bourne {left) and Dave Windle {right) 

Two-man 

band in 

full flow 


Dave Windle gives a personal 
account of the pleasures and 

problems of setting up a users ' 
group. 

was most helpful in pointing out some of 
the pitfalls slrewn across our path. 

The next problem, as one enquirer 
pointed out, was one of politics. He was 
not sure about the ethics of a group run by 
two people rather than by a committee of 
members. This is, of course, a very valid 
point. However, it is a chicken and egg 
situation - how do you form a committee 
without having any members in the first 
place? We decided, therefore, that we 
would take it upon ourselves to make the 
decisions and, inilfally at least. finance the 
venture. 

We felt justified in risking a few pounds 
on further advertising for members. Our 
first shock came with the first professional
ly printed work that we had done. Having 
designed lhem ourselves, we were sur
prised at the bill for our information sheets 
which was more than double the expected 
amount. It meant that other plans we had 
for good quality graphic pads and flashy 
membership cards would have to wait. 

II also meant that our newsletter would 
have to be duplicated rather than printed. 
However, we hoped members would be 
more interested in what we could actually 
do for them than how showy we were, and 
in fact this seems to be the case. Our 
newsletter, The Dragon 's Tale is, as yet , 
only one Issue old. The first edition was, of 
necessity, quite skimpy. A short editorial, a 
few reviews. some details of our discount 
scheme and a list of software houses filled 
(almost) the four pages. 

We were pleasantly surprised at the 

Further details of the group can be 
obtained by sending a self-addressed 
(stamped) envelope to: DIOA, School 
House, Nevem Road, Rayleigh, Essex. 

reaction of members who wrote and con
gratulated us on the newsletter. This was 
followed by a letter from one of the 
software houses involved in our scheme 
which also was most encouraging. 

To be absolutely honest, we were dis
appointed that after the rush of enquiries 
the numbers joining us trickled rather than 
gushed in but that trickle thankfully con
tinues. On reflection how we would have 
coped with say 200 members overnight is 
difficult to imagine. As things have worked 
out we now have a workable system set up 
and most enquiries are dealt with within 
two or three days. New members should 
get a letter of receipt of subscription within 
the same period of time. 

Eventually we hope that it will be possi
ble to form a committee as referred to 
earlier. The problems of doing so still 
loom large - the biggest of these being 
that members live all over the country and 
in one case overseas. So, at present , the 
workload is split between Doug and my
self. 

Doug is our PR man and also our 
supplies officer. He was unbearable when 
he received a large envelope recently 
addressed to "The Marketing Director··. 
He also has the task of contacting software 
houses and is responsible for keeping the 
peace when we step on somebody's toes. 
Once, fu ll of enthusiasm, we failed to read 
properly a reply from one of the biggest 
software houses and involved it in our 
voucher scheme - which was not quite 
what it had agreed to. However. to its 
credit, the firm was very fair with us and in 
fact, under a different arrangement, has 
offered our members a larger discount 
than before. 

My job, or jobs, are those of mem
bership secretary and editor of the news
letter. I must admit that I am finding it most 
enjoyable sifting through the letters, as 
well as very informative. 

The first newsletter was a bit of a 
one-man band as far as contents go but I 
am sure that this is going to change. With 
subsequent issues the aim is to get our 
members to use The Dragon's Tale as a 
discussion platform and, in my mind at 
least, it is the most important aspect of our 
fledgling group. 

Already the letters we have received 
show that out there in micro land are some 
very active and bright minds. 

We hope the Dragon Independent Own
ers Association will be able to do a lot 
more for the Dragon owner. We have to 
accept that we must learn to walk before 
we run. The days when anyone who had 
anything to do with computers was an 
electronics wizard are gone. Many of us 
ordinary but interested people now make 
up the majority of owners. We all need 
help however far advanced we are in our 
new hobby and that- is why the DIAO was 
started, to try to help other Dragon owners 
by sharing knov,:ledge and information and 
by providing a platform for discussion on 
the many aspects of "taming the Dragon" 
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Software 

round-up 


Fighting Samurai and spaceships, manipulating databases and 
synthesising speech - John Scriven finds software that will push 

the Dragon to its limits once arcade games have lost their thrill. 
WHEN THE DRAGON appeared last sum· 
mer, it was encouraging to see that Ora
gon Data was launching software at the 
same time. All too often, manufacturers 
produce good hardware but neglect the 
software side, forgetting that machines 
that are sold with games potential will not 
be bought unless the games are available . 

lndeed, computers sell to a large degree 
on the software support available. Since 
those early days many more programs 
have become available, and it 1s interest · 
ing to see what progress has been made 
since then. 

Soltware for the Dragon is available in 
two forms - Rom cartridges that plug into 
the side and cassettes that have to be 
loaded via a cassette player. The material 
available on cartridge consists mainly ol 
arcade type games. As they are written in 
machine code. they are fast and some 
incorporate modifications that make them 
more fun than the originals. 

When you purchase any software, 
check up to see if you need joysticks. The 
packaging does not always make this 
clear, and they are often essential. There 
are several models on the markel of 
varying quality and price, so if you have 
not yet acquired a set, it is wise to shop 
around. 

Dragon's own 
First of all . the Dragon Data cartridges. 

Meteoroids is a version of Asteroids, with 
a few advantages over similar games. 
It is possible to select the skill level from o 
to 15. It is also possible to use 1,2, or even 
no joysticks. Controlling the errant 
spacecraft is fairly difficult until you realise 
that Newton's Laws on gravity are obeyed 
rather well, and take this into account. 
Once you learn to cope with this. 1t is a lot 
of lun. 

The object 1s to destroy as many 
meteoroids as possible before you lall foul 
of the flying saucers, which are too accu
rate for comfort . Individual and best scores 
are shown in a league table . Unfortunately, 
the display is in black and white in order to 
use the highest resolution. but this is 
inherent in the machine and a problem that 
occurs in many games. 

Cosmic Invaders is a rather weak ver· 
sion of the old favourite Space Invaders 
and is somewhat lacking in sparkle. Any
one who has played the original would 
soon tire of this cartridge. It is fairly easy to 
master, and once you discover how to beat 

it, even the prospect of a high score fails to 
excite. 

Starship Chameleon can be played by 
one or two players and involves destroying 
enemy rockets by colliding your own craft 
with them . The interesting difference is 
that craft are colour-coded according to 
whether they are made of matter or anli
matter. If your craft has the wrong matter 
status (selected with the " fire" button on 
the 1oystick) then you will explode. Red 
missiles that are smart, ie home in on you, 
add to the challenge of the game. Skill 
levels from 1 to 9 may be selected and the 
scores are shown on the screen. 

My one criticism of this game is that the 
background colour is the emetic green that 
Dragons produce, and with all the high· 
speed movement on screen you could end 
up the same colour. On a more serious 
level , this is more original than Cosmic 
Invaders. and to my mind, otters much 
more of a challenge. 

There are two cartridges that involve 
chasing round mazes. although Dragon 
Data has avoided calling either of them 
" Taff-man". 

Cave Hunters presents you with a cave 
maze, always the same, with four bars of 
gold at the base. The intrepid pot-holer has 
to collect them one at a time and deposit 
them just outside the entrance. Nothing 
could be that simple, however - lurking in 
the cave are unpleasant creatures who 
devour you when they catch up with you , 
unless you've recently passed over a 
power pack, when you have a few seconds 
to turn the tables on them. This game is 
fast-moving, entertaining , and more diffi
cult than it at fi rst appears. 

Ghost Attack is rather more familiar in 
design. The object here is to gobble up 
proton pills li ttering a maze while avoiding 
the attentions of three ghosts (unless 
you've recently passed over an " energis· 
er'). There are three levels of difficulty 
" easy" , "hard" , and " tuff". This game is 
lun to play but for some undisclosed 
reason is more expensive than the other 
cartridges. 

Berserk, the last of the Dragon Data 
cartridges, is based on a popular arcade 
game that is not often translated to the 
home computer format. This is another 
game where colour has had to be sacri· 
f1ced for high resolution. You control a 
small man who must be steered through a 
series of inter-connecting rooms. Robots 
inhabit the maze and you have to shoot 

SUPERH A L.1
SKILL . · : ti 

His life in your hands - 8 timer ticks away the 11 

them before they zap you . The walls are 
electrified, as are the robots, so steady 
hands are necessary. 

As you move off the edge of the screen , 
another series of rooms appears. It is 
important to resist the attentions of a lethal 
bouncing ball called " Evil Orville". He 
cannot be destroyed and tends to move 
laster than you can. This is a well-written 
game and makes good use of the graphics 
of the Dragon. 

The cassettes from Dragon Data oover a 
wide range of activities and demonstrate 
the many possible uses for a home com· 
puter when arcade games lose their thrill. 
They are considerably cheaper than cart
ridges, but naturally take much longer to 
load and leave you at the mercy of a 
sometimes unkind cassette operating sys· 
tern. If you've used your Dragon for some 
time, then you 've probably discovered that 
once the correct level has been set, you 
have no trouble with your own cassettes , 
but those recorded on other machines can 
be temperamental. 

Special Selection 1 contains four simple 
games that tax the parts that arcade 
games do not reach, namely memory and 
intellectual skills rather than well-co
ordinated hand-eye movements. Brain 
selects two characters from the keyboard 
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and gives you clues as you attempt to 
guess them. Four is a version of Connect 
Four, which is itself a larger version of 
noughts and crosses. Horse is a gambling 
game (in which the computer cheats - I'm 
sure it does!). Simon is the familiar colour/ 
sound memory game. This tape is good 
value and even invites you to list the 
programs in order lo discover how the 
various effects are achieved, so can be 
used to learn more about the workings of 
your Dragon. 

Graphic Animator uses joysticks to de· 
sign shapes and pictures on the screen . 
There is an option to save several pages of 
graphics and to flick them through quickly 
lo produce an animated effect. This is an 
interesting cassette, but needs practice to 
control the movements. 

Personal Finance contains three home 
management programs, Family Budget, 
Family Ac.counts and Family Address. The 
names are self-explanatory, and the pro
grams utilise the excellent fi le-handling 
capabilities of the Dragon. Once the main 
program is in memory, different files can 
be selecled , sorted, changed, deleted, etc, 
and lhe new version stored for later use. 
The documentation, as with all Dragon 
Dala software, is clear and well-written , 
and lhe tape is good value if you want to 

exploit the serious side of your Dragon. 
Special Selection 2 also uses the file 

system lo manipulate a database. This 
program is better than some costing twice 
as much - even without considering the 
other programs. It allows you to set up 
your own database and lo pul lhe entries 
in order, not just in the first field. but in all 
the others. This means that if you used the 
system to slore names, addresses and 
telephone numbers, you could sort the fi le 
into alphabetical order of names or 
addresses, or even in the order of the 
phone numbers. 

Of the other programs, Music uses the 
screen as a sheet of manuscript upon 
which notes may be written. The tune can 
be played after completion and stored on 
tape if you fancy your chances with a new 
Eurovision song winner. The version of 
Hangman is extremely feeble - drawing a 
large Dragon is no substitute for the 
gallows! 

Computavoice is very good value. It 
allows you to output speech from your 
television . This has to be entered carefully 
using phonemes. or sound blocks. If you 
enter the words as they are spelt, the 
result is awful, but if you experiment with 
the instruction book in hand, it is quite 
simple to make your Dragon offer a friend

ly word of advice during a game. Longer 
phrases are possible, but I confess it was 
two days' work before it said: " Brain the 
size of a planet and I end up here!"' The 
quality could not be considered any1hing 
more than rudimentary, but as an introduc
tion to speech synthesis is has to be good 
value. 

Quest is a cross between Adventure and 
Kingdom. The aim is simple - to traverse 
a patch of unpleasant country and invade 
Moorlock's Citadel. Achieving this aim is 
considerably more difficult. You need to 
equip yourself at various markets with men 
and tools as your progress is slowly 
revealed on a map of the terrain. My 
verdict is entertaining - but difficu lt. 

Madness and the Minotaur is in the 
mould of traditional text adventures. The 
challenge is to seek treasure in a labyrinth 
of passages and bring it to the surface . 
Inhabiting the many rooms are both friend
ly and unfriendly creatures. Exploring the 
many locations and learning the different 
spells is a time-consuming business, but if 
you enjoy this sort of game. you will nol be 
disappointed with this version. 

To the limits 
There are now many firms apart from 

Dragon itself which are offering software. 
In some cases it is not of a particularly high 
standard - in others it pushes the Dragon 
almost to its limits. There appear to be 
more cassettes on the market than car
tridges, so that is where I shall concen
trate. 

Games Compendium from Salamander 
Software contains six games. Donkey 
Derby is similar in concept to' Horse on a 
previous Dragon Data cassette, but has 
more entertaining graphics. If your steed 
falls, it lies there with its feet in the air! The 
game also allowed me to win much more 
than in real life. The second game, K.ing
dom, is a management simulation of ruling 
a country. I did not get on as well as on the 
BBC demonstration tape version, but this 
probably says more about my skill in 
governing lhan the quality of the program. 

Blackjack is the American form of Pon
toon, a card game where you try to get a 
hand worth 21 points. The graphics are 
reasonable, and the game seems fair, ie I 
didn't feel the computer cheated all the 
time! Hunt the Wumpus is such an old 
computer game, it probably has its origins 
in valve-driven mainframes. You need to 
explore a cave system seeking this 
strange animal, the Wumpus. The compu
ter will tell you if you are getting close and 
you may fire crooked arrows into the 
cavern that is his lair. If it's the wrong cave, 
you may get the arrow on the rebound; if 
you stumble into his cave, you are eaten 
- with mustard! Not as addictive as an 
adventure game, but still a pleasant diver
sion. 

The cassette also contains Noughts and 
Crosses and Lunar Lander Ooystick re
quired). Although no new frontiers are 
crossed, the cassette is competently writ 
ten, reasonably documented, and fairly 
idiot-proof. A~ with all Salamander soft
ware, the cassette comes in a little library 
case similar to a video cassette holder. .,.. 
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.,.. For a selection of games, it is good. 
Another offering from Salamander is 

Golf. The simulation is as close as the 
Dragon will allow and includes such lea· 
tures as choice or club and strength of 
shot. The cou rse is shown on a plan. with 
the various features colour-coded so as to 
help in choosing options. Just to help the 
atmosphere (and destroy your nerve) 
there are additional bits of reality, such as 
bunkers, trees. wind velocity and direction 
that tend to interfere with your game. 

The graphics are adequate, and this 
version compares well with others on the 
market. I think I still prefer the outdoors 
version, but Salamander's version would 
do well on rainy days. (I sti ll miss the 
nineteenth hole.) 

Hangman is one of those perennials that 
is easy to adapt for the computer and that 
software houses issue when they can 't 
think of anything better to do - at least 
usually. 

. 

ting Seppuku (the Japanese word for ritual 
self-sacrifice). 

Although the concept is a trifle gory, the 
game is interesting and well thought out. 
There are some graphics - Samurai 
versus bandits , for example, but it isn 't as 
exciting as a Kurasawa movie. I en1oyed 
the novelty of the game, however, and 1t 
certainly made a pleasant change from 
run-of-the-mill settings or most games. 

It is fairly clear to anyone entering a 
store like W H Smiths that the quality of 
software packaging is improving all the 
time. Although this is pleasing to the eye , 
the contents do not always live up to the 
expectations conjured up by the superb 
artwork. It is also true that some excellent 
programs slip by unnoticed when they are 
concealed in simple covers. 

Superhangman from Salamander 
seems to have had some thought and 
effort put into it. There are three skill 
levels depending on how much help you 
want and a vocabulary which won't be 

Mlcrodeal is a case in point. Some of its 
soflware is beautifully packaged but 
proves disappointing, while the least flashy 
conceals originality. Alcatraz II shows a 
fugitive from a Minotaur on the cover, but 
In order to reach this stage you must 
negotiate prison guards and lasers. This 
sounds quite inviting unti l you realise that 
the game uses low-resolution graphicsMC Lothlorien produces a game called 

quickly exhausted (the computer has a 
thousand words stored in its memory) . 

More than that the high resolution man 
whose life depends on your ski ll is convin
cingly done and a timer ticks away the last 
seconds of his life as you try to win him a 
reprieve. All in all, if you haven·t got it 
already this looks to be the version to go 
tor. 

Samurai Warrior. This is similar to King· 
dom, as it is a game where various choices 
are available to you, and the outcome 
depends partly on wise choice and partly 
on luck. The location is old Japan, and you 
are among a band of Samurai hoping to 
achieve a good score. This can be 
obtained through fighting other Samurai, 
defending helpless vi llagers, or by commit· 

and, being written in Basic, does not have 
the speed of a machine-code program. 

The concept of the game is interesting 
but the result is merely average. From the 
spelling and the fact that the instructions 
are in a short separate program, it seems 
possible that Alcatraz II was designed for 
use with the Tandy Colour Computer. 

Planet Invasion, agaln Microdeal's. ~ 

£5.95 

Dealer 
Enquiries 
Welcome 

£5.95 

Dealer 
Enquiries 
Welcome 

START PROGRAMMING 
NOW! 

With " The Power Of The Dragon" (177pp) you can 
quickly and easily learn how to write, structure and 
de-bug a range of fi rst class programs on your 
Dragon 32. 
All aspects of programming covered and includes 
an easy to follow step by step guide. 
Why sit and watch your Dragon rule you when you 
can make it your slave at £5.95 only plus 75p for 
p&p. 
Send cheque/postal order, payable to Vignesh Ltd. 

VIGNESH LTD 
28 BIRLEY ROAD 
LONDON N20 OEZ 

VIGNESH LTD 
I enclose cheque/postal order for £6.30, please rush me "The 
Power Of The Dragon" . 

Name................ ... ....................................... . ................................ . 

Add~ess .................................. ............................................... ....... . 

LEARN PHYSICS 
WITH YOUR DRAGON 

Two exceptionally high-quality educational 
programs written by professionals for 
school or home use. 

OHM - A program allowing you to simu
late an experiment to verify Ohm's Law and 
test understanding with problems. Colour 
graphics. 

£9.00 inc. VAT, P&P 

MOTOR - Superb animated colour 
graphics are used to teach the principles of 
the direct-current motor. Problems test 
understanding of the rules connecting the 
direction 
force. 

of current, magnetic 

£9.00 inc. VAT, P&P 

field and 

Cheques/PO s to 

GARLAND COMPUTING 

35 Dean Hill, Plymoutti, PL9 9AF 
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TEXTSTAR ENABLES THE USER
TO CONSTRUCT FILES IN ASCII
FORMAT WHICH MAY BE RE-
CORDED ON CASSETTE TAPE
AND SUBSEOUENTLY RELOAD-
ED FOR EDITING. EXAMINA-
TION OR PRINTING.
TEXTSTAR MAY BE USED
EITHER ASAWORD PROCESSOR
INCLUDING ALL THE USUAL
FUNCTIONS DR TO EDIT BASIC
PROGRAMS.
TEXTSTAR WILL HANDLE UP TO
ZIOOO BITS OR A ZOK PROGRAM
ON IIZK MACHINES. THIS IS THE
EOUIVALENT OF 6 PAGES OF
A4 TEXT PER LOADING.

DRAGBUG IS ESSENTIALLY A
MACHINE CODE MONITOR FDR
THE DRAGON 32K GIVING THE
USER EASY WRITING, ENTER-
ING AND DEBUGGING FUNC-
TIONS FOR MACHINE CODE
WRITING. IT INCLUDES ALL
THE FEATURES OF PROFES-
SIONAL MONITORS FOUND ON

LARGER MACHINES.
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ATTACK IS A SUPER FAST, ALL
MACHINE CODE ARCADE STYLE
GAME FOR YOUR DRAGON 32K.
YOU ARE THE CHIEF SECURITY
OFFICER ON THE PRISON
PLANET 'KOVENTRI'WHERE
ALL THE CAPTURED SPACE
INVAOERS ARE KEPT UNTIL A
HUMANE WAY OF DEALING
WITH THEM CAN BE FOUND.
THERE HAS BEEN A MAJOR
BREAKOUT AND IT IS A RACE
AGAINST TIME TO STUN THE
INVAOERS AND CARRY THEM
BACK TO THE SECURITY COM-
POUND. AFTER BEING IN THE
OPEN TOO LONG THEY MUTATE
AND BECOME MUCH FIERCER.
SEE HOW LONG YOU CAN KEEP
THEM ALL LOCKED UP FOR.

‘LA.’  
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THE POLICY OF PSS IS TO GUARANTEE A COMPLETE REFUND IF NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED WITH YOUR PURCHASE

I ¢| ‘.3

DATAPLAN IS A DATABASE
TYPE FILING SYSTEM WHICH
ALLOWS THE USER TO ACCESS,
SORT AND PRINT INFORMA-
TION AS IT IS REOUIREO.
IT IS ENTIRELY MENU DRIVEN
FLEXIBILITY IS ITS STRONG POINT
DATAPLAN WILL STORE UP TO
ZOO LINES OF INFORMATION
EACH OF 64 CHARACTERS OR
IOII RECORDS EACH OF 127 BITS

THIS VERSION OF THE POPU-
LAR GAME OF STAR TREK
PUTS YOU IN COMMAND OF
THE SS ENTERPRISE DURING
THE WAR WITH THE EVIL
KLINGONS. YOU ARE TOLD
THAT THE EMPIRE HAS BEEN
INVADED AND IT IS YOUR
MISSION TO DESTROY THE ENEMY
FEATURES INCLUDE: BATTLE
COMPUTER, LONG/SHORT
RANGE SENSORS,WARP DRIVE,
IMPULSE ENGINES, PHASE RS,
PHOTON TORPEDOES ETC ETC.

I‘"2"

SEND CHEOUE OR PO TO PSS
452 STONE‘! STANTON ROAD

COVENTRY CV5 SDG
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~ has a gaudy sleeve. This time, the 
book can be judged lrom its cover', as this 
game is a competent version of Defender, 
complete with smart bombs and high
speed machine-code action. The scene is 
set rather differently, in that "caloxin crys
tals" rather lhan small people are being 
lifted from the surface of the planet. but the 
rest of the game should satisly any Defen
der addict who wishes to play at home. 
This game originates in the United States, 
according to the copyright information. 

Microdeal 's Ultimate Adventure 4 comes 
in a rather plain cover but inside lurks an 
entertaining adventure. The locations leap 
from Arctic wastes to jungle with incredible 
rapidity, but the program was written by 
someone with a sense of humour, and is 
reasonable for a text-only game. It is 
written in Basic, but this is last enough for 
this type of program. My only serious 
quibble would be with the atrocious spell
ing - I counted eight mistakes in the . 
instructions alone (" obsticals" being one 
of the more amusing) . This is a high 
number for a finished product and spoils 
an original game. 

Donkey King is the last from Microdeal 
and is a " Dragonised" version of an 
American original written for the Tandy by 
Tom Nix. The cassette contains not one 
but three versions of the arcade game 
whose name dilfers only in one vowel . 
True enough the only difference is that of 
the background/foreground colours but if 
you choose black and white the resolution 
is noticeably higher. 

When it comes to reviewing straight 
arcade copies the main criterion must be 
"how good is this version?'". This one 
lacks the caged gorilla threateningly shak· 
ing the bars but does have fireballs and a 
helplessly screaming Fay Wray. 

Despite a practice option I failed to 
rescue the girl and was regularly crushed 
to death by barrels and/or fireballs. Written 
in machine code. the game is fast enough 
to be addictive and I found that one 
humiliating failure was quickly followed by 
another as my finger, acting against my 
better judgement, insisted on another go. 

Forbidden City is an adventure game 
from Apex Trading of Brighton . The object, 
as always, is to amass as much treasure 
as possible without falling foul of the 
unpleasant things that lurk within the walls 

of a city. As adventure games go, I was not 
particularly impressed. It is purely textual. 
which means that the descriptions have to 
be inspiring, amusing or original and here 
they are barely adequate. It is fun to play, 
but not really in the addictive class. 

Cassette Two is the uninspiring title of a 
collection of games from Video Produc· 
tions. The tape seems to be good value in 
that it contains an index as well as six 
programs. They are, however, very short, 
and the graphics are the feeblest possible. 
With the potential of the Dragon for excel
lent displays, one wonders why programs 
should be produced using maths symbols 
to represent spacecraft . This gives the 
games the feel or something written for the 
ZX81 . luckily, the programs improve 
slightly towards the end of the cassette. 
Although they are fairly idiot-proof, most 
users could write comparable games - so 
why buy this cassette? 

Games Pack Two, from Gem Software, 
contains four games. This collection is far 
more varied than the last and is far better 
value. The first game is a flight simulator 
that enables you to attempt a landing 
provided you have a pair of joysticks. 
"Attempt" is the operative word as it is not 

an easy task. There are no graphics, and 
the instrumentation is rudimentary, but it is 
unusual to find so challenging a game 
amongst a collection. 

Hangman, the second program, is a 
reasonable version with the words stored 
in data lines, so the program could be 
altered to contain your own words in a 
classroom or at home. This is a lot better 
than the Dragon Data version. The third 
game is called Speed Boat, the object of 
which is to race down a river bursting 
balloons: nothing out of the ordinary, but 
quite entertaining. 

Ships, the last in the pack. is a version of 
the co-ordinate guessing game, battle
ships. You have to discover the position 
of the computer's hidden ships, and if you 
are successful, there is a display of the 
unfortunate ship being hit . My criticism of 
this game is that the co-ordinates have 
their origin in the top left-hand corner, and 
the " y" value has to be entered before the 
"x" co-ordinate, which goes against the 
accepted conventfons. Apart from this, it is 
an exciting game, and completes a tape 
that represents good value for money. 

To complete this selection , there is a 
financial cassette from Hilton Personal 
Computer Services - Personal Banking 
System. This cassette contains enough 
functions to allow you to check on your 
own bank account. It js menu-driven and 
can support separate data files. It copes 
with standing orders and corrections lo 
entries as well as printing statements 
which you can compare with the bank's. 

It could be used by a small business to 
check individual accounts, but this might 
be risky - I managed lo crash the 
program twice by entering values outside 
the permissible range. A program with any 
business potential would not have allowed 
me to do this. 

To sum up, it seems that there is still 
room for innovative software on the Dra
gon. Six months ago; Dragon Data re
leased its first batch of programs, and this 
is still able to hold its head up in the 
software marketplace. Of the cassettes 
and cartridges reviewed here. there seems 
to be a tendency towards over-charging for 
products that rarely rise above mediocrity. 
If the quality of software is not improved. 
more people will write their own . Ultimate· 
ly, of course, this would not be a bad thing. 

Game 
Golf 
Games 

Compendium 
All £7.95 

Forbidden City 
£4.95 

Personal Banking 
System 

£9.95 

Samurai Warrior 
£6.95 

Software packages reviewed 11111 monlb 

Company 
Salamander Software 
27 Ditchllng Rise 

Game 
Games Pack II 
£7.95 

Company 
Gem Software 
UnitD 

Game 
Meteroids 
Asteroids 

Company 
Dragondata -
available from relail 

Brighton BN1 40L 

Apex Trading 
115 Crescent Drive 

The Mailings 
Saubridgeworth 
Herts 

Cosmic Invaders 
Starship 

Chameleon 
Cave Hunters 

(prices shown are 
recommended only) 

South Cassette II Video Productions Berserk All £19.95 
Btighton BN2 6$8 

Hilton COmputer 
Services 

14 Avalon Road 
Orpington. Kent 

£3.95 

Planet Invasion 
Alcatraz II 

31 Delmar Road 
Knutstord 
Cheshire 

Microdeal 
41 Truro Road 

Ghost Attack 
£24.95 

Special 8elect1on 1 
Graphics Animator 
Personal Finance 
Special Selection 2 

MC Lothlorien Ultimate St Austell Computavoice 
4 Graney Road 
Cheadle Hume 
Cheshire 

Adventure 
Donkey King 
All£8 

Cornwall Quest 
Madness and the ·· 

Minotaur Alt £7.95 
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v 
PROGRAMS FOR THE 

DRAGON 32 
SULT~ll'S MAZE ~· Cnris1opner Hunr 
Enler Int! 30 M~ze on search of the Su ran s rew•ls out oe..Jrt vour s1r"1gl mav run out or 
\"OU miy comt face to lace w1h Ille Mad Guardian A. multi d11f1culty game 'Notn 1an1as"c 9raph1cs 
iod wiuod P11ce £7 .95 . 
EDllQUIZ I by Pe1er Chas• 
Three greal educa11onal Quiz Qll'ltS Be1 on the ans"•er ot yO<J< cho11::e an<! be a winner' fdlJQu•Z 
ma ts learning tun' On tn1~ tape ompro•e vour know dge of ~ography lnv.intors and 
I r 1nventJ0<1$ ~Ail lllf Kings and Oueens ot G<Ut Bntain Proc:e £11 .95. 
EOUQUIZ 11 bv ~'" Chas.e 
hree more sllb:ec s on Int €duttu z """' Tll•s taoe helps you ream aoout Wmers Painter ~ 
aDd MuH1ans Price l'.ll .95 
AINMATHS I lly Pele< Clr.lse 
lmpra.11 your maths •••llole yoo play ll"'se to..e Qreat oames' In ~ umber Race you must beat the 
tompu1e• or a troend lo "actly 100 by eating the rumbers MathS Maz• a$k5 ttutSt•ons as you 
•'Orto \'Our way around tile maze C~em1st 15 a oame ot ratios where 'f'O<I m,. rwo 'hemoca!s 
1ry1Ag not to gel blot<n up' Dragon e•erc1s.es your Sk1I al expressing coo1 donal<S - you have to 
t1M tile Draoon hidden n a gf'd Lasl but no means least 5'.mon mu your memory tor 
tu~ colours numbers P •Ce £9.95 
6£MPACK IV by W E M.1cGO\\·an 
1111t1 gre•t machine code oames w1t1t lull colour graph1C$ 
In Sea Hamer you must land your plane on the aircraft "'"'' alter dispersing the Ckruds with 

em1c.1born~ but oon t ltJt Ille ship' In Sub Chase you rnusl depth char e the woll pack 
lloul being sun I Botlt w•tlt 4 ll!Vl!IS ot play t•om !i!Sy to kam11o..1ze 1?;ice n. g~. 

ALIEN lllTZ by Peter Chase 
Your cran os run BQ tow on 1111!1 ar>O vou mus! nd ' VO\J nave to use your bombs to Cl ..r a spa" 
amon9st tile skyscrapers but OPWme ol craters • A super!J murt1 · l~el ae11on game tor tltt 
D•aoon "~ h supertl sound aBd oraphlCs Price £7 .9S 

LYNX PROGRAMS 

Please te 01 phone for de1il)IS . I a•atlable by m•1I oroer rrom 


GEM SOFTWARE 

UNIT D. THE MALTING$, SAWBRIDG~OR'Ol. HEATS 


Ttlepllone; (0279) 7235117 
TRADE ENOUIRIES wELCOME - PLEASE Rl/llG FOR DEALER PACK 

Access orders wei.::om. 

MST CONSULTANTS 
otter 

SERIOUS SOFTWARE for DRAGON USERS 
Buy any TWO cassenes at £19.95 EACH inclusive 

and get the MST MAILER·ADDRESS SOOK FREEi 

MST Hom• Don't be caught out again by that unexpectoo bill or 

Account• forgonen budget item. Display your household budget 

£12.95 Inc estimates and actuals month by month. Automatic 


surplustdelicil colour plots over 12 months. Printer 
copies of full financial monlhly summaries. Insert 
projections lor months ahead and see the effect in 
Dragoo colour. 

MST O.t1bue Essenlial card index filing system with sorts. searches. 
£111.95 Inc field tolals etc . 


MST Invoice• Prints superb invoices and statemenls - in daily use. 

end Statements Oiseount and variable VAT calcularkins on invoices. 

£1!1.!151nc Customer/Trader address storage. User-defined 


messages at loot of documents etc. 


MST Stock Produces slock-evaluation and recorder reports , stoek 

Control lists. 200 stoek items per lile . 

£111.95 Inc 

MSTBuslneH Gives up-to-date Debtor/Creditor details and 

Accounts summaries on hard copy printouts. Other reports 

£19.115 Inc include Transactions List. Bank Summary, Account 


Search. YTD. 


MST Malter A dedicaled database which prints. selectively, 

£1U51nc formatted address and other labels by Searchkey or 


Record Range. Search and Print option Browse 
Records etc. A beautiful program. 

Each program comes with descriptive leaflet. opera.tor notes and sample 
printouts (where appropriate). All ol our programs are user-friendly with 
concise screened instructions. Each customer will receive details of our 
hoMlne link. 

1M1tllonse you to ~eblt my ACCESS At00trnt with the amoun1ot C~-------------~----------· 
Canl umce• 
OR )'OU u.~ te'e1111one you1 ACCESS A.ME .. 

Onlff lo 0616-113'26 17 

o~ you can send y'Our SIGNATURE 

d1elJ~ orller Lo 

MST COllSUlTAllTS ADORE SS 

OEPJOU1 

MlWTOll ROAD 

IOVET l1W)lT 

DM>ll T013 HI .. , .DATE . 


CA.SH WTtH ORDER ,WSE DUI 

SUPPLY CASSETTE 50 FOR _ _ ______ COMPUTER 

I enclose cheque/P.0 . 
OU 5 83 

Narne ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Address _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Mail O«Jer onty. 

Bamby 
software 

We have more new games 

for 


Dragon 32 


Golden Apples : find the stolen apples, then de
feat the warlock. £5.95 

Planetary Trader: buy your cargo, and lift your 
ship. The hard part is delivery. 
£5.95 

Surprise: a dragon, spells, a magic ring , 
but this is not another 'Lord of 
the Rings'. £8.95 

Amazing series of five graphic mazes, 
aimed at children under 5. 
£5.95 

- -..-.. ~ 

For further details. or to order, 
please write to us at: 

Bamby Software 

Leverburgh , Isle of Harris PA83 3TX 


or phone: 085 982 239 or 085 982 313 

anytime between 9 ani' and 9 pm 
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~ AC. · . 32 

The Dragon is one of a new /:)reed of computer designed to last a long lime, making it ideal for serious use as weli as games 

And in the red corner, 

we have the Dragon 


For some people there is always that nagging doubt. Did I buy the right machine? Or, as is more often 
the case, was I given the right machine? Boris Allan reviews popular home computers. 

tT IS NEVER possible to buy the best 
computer, because such a machine does 
not exist, cannot exist. The answer to the 
question " Is the Dragon the best computer 
for me?" is also equally uninformative: the 
answer is "Perhaps, it all depends ..." . 

There are quite a number of competitors 
in the race to produce a cheap, versatile, 
microcomputer; and, as it is difficult to 
evaluate any computer in a vacuum, I will 
try to see how the Dragon 32 compares 
with three other "home" computers. 

The three computers I have chosen to 
compare to the Dragon are the ZX Spec
trum, the Commodore Vic20, and the 
Acom BBC Computer; and they have been 
chosen to exemplify different styles of 
computing, and different philosophies of 
design. 

A computer can be designed down to a 
price, that is, the manufacturer starts out 
with a price, and then builds a machine 
which can be sold profitably at that price. 
The Sinclair machines are examples of 
this " built to a price·· philosophy: it is 
obvious that the prices of £125 and £175 
were fixed well in advance of the machine, 
before it was built. because that was what 
it was felt that the market could stand. 

Another example of the price-dominated 

mentality of Sinclair machines is the £50 
compact disc promised when the Spec
trum was launched: the disc has not yet 
been launched (we do not even know if it is 
a disc) but it is still priced at £50 - though 
the disc is now going to have a device to 
attach it to the Spectrum at some extra 
cost. The disc price has remained con
stant, the price of attaching (and therefore 
using) the disc seems to be increasing. 

The Spectrum was also sold for quite a 
time by mail order only: and this, again, 
showed the "money at all costs" mentality. 
There are an untold thousand and one 
stories (plus) about long waits for the 
Spectrum, and advertisements being pro
duced offering the Spectrum within 28 
days when many people maintain that 
there were no Spectrums in production. 

The BBC computer is, unfortunately, 
tarred with the same brush: sale by mail 
order, with no machines to support the 
advertisements, though in the case of the 
BBC there were a few in specialist shops. I 
say "Unfortunately" because the BBC 
computer was built to a specification, and 
not mainly to a price. 

The specification of the BBC computer 
is very good, and shows the influence of 
the accent on the specification being grea

ter than the accent on the cheapness of 
the computer - though it is an unrealistic 
manufacturer who ignores the importance 
of price. It is also an unrealistic manufac
turer who ignores the specification to 
concentrate totally on price. 

If a manufacturer is willing to take 
money on the basis of a promise for the 
future, we should be wary. 

The Vic20 was never sold by mail order; 
it was sold at first in specialist shops which 
were Commodore agents, and later in less 
specialist shops in the High Street. By the 
time it was introduced into the UK, the Vic 
had been on sale in other countries. and 
the Vic was notable for the general lack of 
bugs when it was first introduced. 

The Vic was the first low price colour 
microcomputer of any importance, and 
when it was introduced in 1981 it was 
priced at about £200. This now seems to 
be quite a high price, and - as the profit 
margins on computers seem to be rather 
high - when the Spectrum came along to 
undercut the Vic, the Vic's price took a 
drastic fall (as did the price of the ZX81 ). 

How does this compare to the history of 
the Dragon? The Dragon was notable for 
being one of the.first of the newer, cheap
er, computers not to offer itself for months 
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before its appearance as " available within 
28 days" by mail order. (The Vic was 
probably the first.) 

The Dragon was released only in shops, 
and in quantity: the Dragon appeared in 
many non-specialist outlets. but to assure 
a proper back-up it is still wise to try to get 
a Dragon from a specialist store. 

The BBC and Spectrum are similar in 
that both relied on postal sales. and the 
Spectrum is notable for relying upon mai l 
order repairs . Depending upon the mail , as 
lhey do. might explain why both Sinclair 
and Acorn seem so slow at communica
tion. The Vic. Dragon. and BBC, can all be 
repaired in-house by specialist suppliers. 
whereas the Spectrom is a Sinclair prob
lem. 

If the Vic and Dragon are not supplied by 
specialist retailers. then they too have to 
be sent away - sometimes the same is 
true of the BBC. 

Different philosophies 
I have spent some time on the boring 

subject of support and sales technique 
because quite often such things end up 
being very important: support , and the way 
the computer is sold, tend to give valuable 
clues about the nature of the computer's 
manufacturer. 

The philosophy behind each computer is 
made obvious in many different little ways: 
the type of keyboard, the container which 
holds the computer. the type of language. 
the potential for expansion, and other 
similar considerations . 

Once we start looking at these charac
teristics we can begin to learn about the 
Dragon. what it can do, why it can do it, 
what ii is capable of doing. 

Start with how a user wi ll approach each 
of these machines: wh ich of these 
machines is the most " user-friendly" at the 
outset, especially for a total novice? The 
answer has to be. without doubt. the 
Spectrum. 

The most important consideration in the 
design of the Spectrum (apart from being 
cheap) would seem to be the initial ease of 
use. The Spectrum has a form of Basic 
which is easy to learn, and does not 
require the ability to spell , because it uses 
keywords (one key only is used to produce 
Print). 

The Basic has simple graphics com
mands, which make complicated appear
ing figures able to be drawn wi th ease (as 
long as one only uses one Ink colour). 

A computer which is very easy to use at 
the outset. is not always a computer which 
is easy to use when one wants more 
demanding things. All the three other 
computers have proper keyboards, though 
at the outset it might be more difficult to 
remember how to spell Print (or that on the 
Dragon colour is spelt Color) ultimately it 
will be found lhal keywords are very 
restrictive. and that the dinky touch· 
sensitive keyboard on the Spectrum is a 
pain. 

If a computer is designed to be easily 
extended. then it must have a moving-key 
board, and not have to depend on private 
suppliers to produce proper keyboards. An 
industry has grown out of the deficiencies 

The Sinclair Spectrum has the least built-in potential for extension 

of the ZX81 and Spectrum. Of the three 
proper keyboard machines, I have found 
that the nicest keyboard is that on the Vic. 
though none of the three is poor. 

When we move to the languages avail· 
able on the machines. at one end is the 
Spectrum and Vic, and at the other end is 
the BBC and the Dragon. Though the 
Spectrum (like the BBC and Dragon) has 
special graphics commands, the language 
as an entirety is limited, and the Vic 
(though a colour computer) does not have 
in-built high resolution commands 
though by buying a special Rom pack it is 
possible to add such commands to the 
language. 

With the Spectrum it is almost impossi
ble to add new commands, partly because 
of the extreme dependence in Sinclair 
Basic upon the use of keywords. 

Both the BBC and the Dragon use 
extended Basics and the languages have 
potential for expansion. The Dragon's ex
tended Basic is not as power1ul as the 
BBC Basic developed by Acorn. but given 
the content of most of the books published 
so far about the BBC computer the power 
of the BBC's Basic has not been recog
nised or used. 

Where some of the books on program

ming for the Spectrum and Vic are pushing 
the use of their Basics to the limit, in the 
case of BBC and Dragon books this 
potential is still dormant. As the BBC and 
the Dragon are both more complex 
machines, the manufacturers themselves 
are probably not aware of the full potential 
of their own machines. 

As the Spectrum and Vic are inherently 
simpler machines ii is far simpler to cover 
a larger area of knowledge about the 
machine: this is partly why the manual for 
the Spectrum is so much more compre
hensive than most other manuals. One 
has to be very keen to get beyond the 
information in that manual. 

The same is true, but less so, for the Vic: 
the Vic developed out of the Pe CBM 
series of machines, and that Basic has 
been very successful over a series of 
years. When a colour graphics language is 
developed ii makes sense to try to develop 
special graphics commands as part of the 
language, and the Basic for the Vic did not 
make sufficient movements towards 
graphics, eg the lack of high resolution 
graphics commands. 

BBC Basic is, as I have noted, a 
potentially very power1ul langua1=1e - used 
to its potential - and though Dragon ..,, 
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-<Ill Basic is less powerful in some respects , 
some of the facilities on the Dragon are 
superior to those on the BBC. 

Commands such as Play, or Circle 
(which can also draw ellipses) are very 
helpful, though setting up a loop to play the 
same tune at all 255 different speeds is 
very wearing on the ears. 

A rather surprising omission in the 
Dragon's Basic is the lack of a facility for 
forming user-defined characters (a facility 
available on all the other three colour 
computers) . David Lawrence (Chapter 5 of 
The Working Dragon) gives routines to 
overcome the deficiency. 

In terms of the loading and storing of the 
Basic programs you have written, the Vic 
and Spectrum come out best - possibly 
because both are designed for the utter 
novice, or possibly a variation in emphasis. 
The use ol cassette recorder on both Vic 
and Spectrum is easy, though easier on 
the Vic than it is on the Spectrum (because 
with the Vic one has to buy a special 
Commodore cassette recorder) . 

On the Dragon and BBC the connection 
between computer and cassette recorder 
is by Din plug connected to three jacks: it is 
possible to control the cassette recorder 
from the computer (as is possible with the 
Vic) . The Dragon's commands Motor On 
and Motor Ott are useful extra facilities : on 
the BBC you have to pul l out the Remote 
jack. 

For somebody such as myself, I find the 
availability of the Tron (trace on) and Troff 
(trace off) to be highly useful. Tron outputs 

The Dragon - its chip wins 

on the screen the number of each state
ment as it is encountered within the prog
ram. Again, as a person used to more 
sophisticated systems, the renumber com
mand in Dragon Basic (Renum) is very 
helpful : these are the type of commands 
normally provided by toolkits which are 
sold as extras on other computers. 

In the case of the Vic and Dragon it is 
possible to plug in cartridges which run 
instantly when the computer is switched 
on. The use of cartridges means that the 
Basic system is frequently switched off, 

and other languages can be used with the 
least difficulty; to load a language and 
compiler into Ram uses up .:;pace, and 
thus restricts the room available for prog
rams. 

On the BBC computer it is possible to 
insert Rom chips, with la. guages or utili
ties such as word processors, but this is 
rather more tedious, and less flexible (and 
more likely to lead to bent pins on chips). 
The Spectrum has no facility (in the de· 
sign) to use Rom-based languages and 
utilities. 

The potential for improvement for the 
Dragon is greater than the potential of the 
basic machine in the case of the other 
three computers. The reason why this is 
so, is that the microprocessor for the 
Dragon is the Motorola 6809, whereas for 
the Spectrum it is the Zilog Z80, and for the 
other two it is the MOS Technology 6502. 

Over a wide range of benchmarks, 
running machine code, the 6809 was 
upwards of 11/z times faster than the ZSO 
or 6502; and 6809 Uniflex Pascal (Pascal, 
like Basic, is a programming language) 
was only 1112 times slower than a Z80 
using assembly language. (68' Micro Jovr
nal Vol 3 (4)) . 

The Dragon is, then. a potentially power
ful machine: if it is possible to use a 
common language such as Pascal, and be 
only slightly slower in running than a 
machine code program on other compu
ters, this gives the user great power. It is 
far simpler to write a program in an 
ordinary language such as Basic (or Pas-

SMASH £7.00 
A super " break out" lype game in high resofulion graphics. 
Features include a demonstration mode . 9 bat angles and walls 
of increasing difficulty lrom a single wall up to a full three walls. 
Continuous display of score. best score and balls rem aining. 
RECOMMENDED BY THE MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE 
CLUB. 

ALIENS + £7.95 
A machine coded Arcade game presented in high resolution 
graphics. Features 48 invaders, mother ship, 4 delenders per 
wave, 4 shields + bonus shields. Continuous display or score 
during game. 

DRAGON STARTREK £8.45 
A real-lime version reaturing a 10x10 galaxy. shield con trol. 
pholon torpedoes. slatus reports , signals received. galactic 
search. scanner oonlrol. warp drive. star bases with docking, 
black holes, planets an.d planet landfall , pulsars, novas, stars. 
asteroids, meteors, shuttles and shutt le docking, automatically 
converging and attacking Klingons. Four levels of difflcully. 
comes with instruction manual. 

Ali pnoes lnctusrve, mail order . Ci'tOQu&S or postal Otcle<s to 

WIZARD SOFTWARE, DEPT DU, PO BOX 23 
DUNFERMLINE, FIFE, KY11 5RW 

Also available frOm software rfi'talle<$ 
Send la<ge SAE lor ful program catllJOgue 

Royalites paid for •uperi0< quality OAAGON softw~re 
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MAKE THE MOSTOF
lllAGON32 .-mW§Of t(}(lll 

Two treat books to help 
you tap the power or 
your Dragon 32. 

MAIUNG THE MOST Of YOUR 
DRAGON, by Clive Gifford , leads 
you through programming the 
Dragon from first principles, and 
includes more than 150 complete ~~;i 
programs, including major arcade E 
games. £5.95. 

DYNAMIC GAMES FOR THE DRAGON 32  Tim 
Hartnell and Robert Young. Thirty magnificent games 
for the Dragon are lurking in thl$ 180 page book, to 
make your computer behave just as you hoped it would 
when you bought it . Programs include MAGIC CASTLE, 
SNARK ATTACK, SPACE RESCUE, REVERSI/OTHELLO, 
CHECKERS and CUBIKS RUBE . Just £4.95.----------,I ~.•..,... Pol>Ucel-. &tpc. Dtr, "4-46 llar!s c ......... d. LD•dD• we HJ. I 

I enclos.e £. . Please 5end me the books indicated . I C Dynamic Game5 for the Dragon 32 I 
I . Making the most of your Dragon 

I N~e I 
I Address I 

L---------.J 



cal) and takes much less programming 
time, so that if the resulting program is not 
that much slower there is no need for 
writing in machine code. 

When we talk about the basic machine, 
we realise that few computers ever stay as 
the Basic machine, and become extended 
in many directions. An important point to 
consider is thus the ways in which a 
computer can be extended. 

The computer with the least built-in 
potential for extension is the Spectrum, 
and that with the greatest potential is the 
88C Computer (Model B). At the moment 
the computer with the greatest range ol 
peripherals is probably the Vic, partly 
because it has been around for the 
longest, and partly because it was de· 
signed to use many of the peripheral 
devices available for the PeUCBM series. 

Though many private firms have pro
duced extras for the Vic, Vic owners are 
encouraged by Commodore to buy Com
modore peripherals - starting with the 
obligatory special cassette recorder. In 
terms of its initial design, though, the Vic is 
limited. 

Considering that the Spectrum has now 
been with us for quite a time. there has 
been little produced to expand its potential. 
By "expand its potential" I do not mean the 
production of proper keyboards, or sound 
boxes to amplify the Spectrum's tiny chir
rup, but items such as discs. Most of the 
expansion of the Spectrum can be seen to 
be to remedy deficiencies in the original 
Spectrum : buying a soundbox and 
keyboard (to try to attain the facilities of the 
Vic or uragon) will bring the price above 
£200: mind you, to increase the size of 
memory on the Vic to any decent amount 
is also going to be expensive. 

Moving up 
One thing there is for the Spectrum, are 

games galore: however, for how long will 
the Spectrum be Sinclair's main machine? 
Will there be any easy way of upward 
compatibility? (Tandy's TRS-80 series are 
very good at assuring upward compatibil
ity.) 

The BBC has the greatest potential 
because it was so designed, but even then 
there have been problems with the up
grading from BBC Model A to Model B. 
With the up-coming "Tube", the BBC 
computer will be able to use other microp
rocessors (such as the zao or 6809, or the 
NS16032) as well as other devices. The 
BBC was produced before the Spectrum 
appeared. but it is only now that discs have 
become readily available. The BBC is a 
proper machine designed to be of use for 
quite a few years; the Spectrum, one feels. 
is not intended to have such a long life: 
though some think that the ZX81 is a 
disposable oomputer, the Spectrum is still 
too expensive to have reached that stage. 
How long will the keypad last? 

The Dragon is one of a new breed of 
computer, computers which are not de
s.igned to be this year's computer, but 
designed to be of longer val idity. On those 
grounds alone, of the four machines I 
could only recommend the BBC or the 
Dragon for anything which pretends to be 

lncrt1asing memory size on the Vic is expensive 

a serious use. So how have I found the 
Dragon performs when I am using it? 

I hate computers without an OnlOff 
button, I find something primitive about 
having to unplug everything, or to pull out 
the jack, so I was pleased to discover the 
button at the rear. I was also pleased to 
find that (unlike Acom computers) I did not 
have to buy a lead to connect my computer 
to the cassette recorder. I like the reset 
button, as well as the break key, and was 
glad that when I reset the system r did not 
lose my program (to be recalled by Old, as 
has to be done on the BBC) Switch on c.nd 
wai t. 

I get the heading, and start typing: nice 
feel to the keyboard. No lower case. pity, it 
can tart up printed output quite nicely, but 
who really cares? The colour wavers after 
a while and goes. and I wonder ii this is 
anything to do with the fact that the sound 
comes out of the television speaker. The 
reason why I wonder this , is that the same 
happens on my television when I use a 
Vic: the Vic also sends sound to the 
television speaker. 

The problem is definitely due to my 
television because I have used Vies which 
are well-nigh perfect on other televisions, 
but they collapse into black and white on 
mine. The colour of the Spectrum and the 
BBC is always good on my television, and 
both those have internal speakers (and 
little else in common) . 

Having made my first mistake, I have an 
error message: an incomprehensible ?SN 
at line something or other. Looking at the 
list of errors I find I have made a syntax 
error, and given time I expect I would be 
able to decipher most of the error codes at 
sight; and as there are 24 errors which can 
be reported I reckon that error-reporting is 
quite good. But what was the error? 

I am used to typing in programs where 
spaces are not significant (ie spaces be
tween letters do not matter). Searching 
through the Dragon manual I could not find 
where it was explained , but it seems that in 
Dragon Basic, spaces are sometimes 
needed, and sometimes they are not 
my error seemed to be in a For loop. It took 
quite a time before I realised that this was 

what was prod;ucing the error. and the 
manual did not help greatly here . 

Reading the section on For Next loops 
(p. 56) I came across the interesting line 
20 FOAl = AtoBSTEPC 
where it was not too clear where there 
were spaces, and the "TO" part ol the 
statement was printed as " to" . 

What the Basic interpreter was doing 
was taking a line FORl = NTOM as equiva
lent to FOR I = NT with the rest of the line 
missing (Dragon Basic thinks that the 
variable NTOM is NT, it forgets all letters 
after the first two). This should be made 
much clearer. 

The Dragon is in good company (eg the 
Atom and the IBM Persona l Computer) in 
being fussy about s11aces, but it should be 
made clear. What makes it more compli
cated is that sometimes spaces do not 
matter. 

As a machine the Dragon has great 
potential but to use that potential the 
manual should have some explanat ion of 
how memory is set out, and to find that out 
needs reference to the four sides called 
" Addi tional information". Even then the 
information is fairly uninformative. A furth 
er useful item is a list of useful locations, 
such as those in the helpful sections of the 
Spectrum manual, or those in the Apple II 
documentation. Others, le ;s bigoted than 
myself, found the manual quite helpful (but 
intime ... ?). 

Having to edit out my syntax error. once 
I had found what it was, came very easily 
wi th the Dragon's Edit command , and after 
some experience with the editor, I was 
very impressed. I was also very impressed 
by the need for a repeat key. 

With the 6809 chip being the best 8 bit 
chip available, I am looking forward to 
trying out languages such as Forth. which 
are perfectly suited to the chip 's power and 
capabil ities. All in all . the Dragon is a 
machine with potentia l as well as present 
attractiveness. 
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Active ''S CO ~o 	 ,,
Software.... E ND I ~ N0 NE 

" 	 The best buy must now be the recent Games Tape 1 from a new source - Active Software - which has taken some 

established ideas and implemented them beautifully using all of the Dragon ·s facilit ies cleverly. There are eight games, 

several of them as good as those offered elsewhere as Individual cassettes." (YOUR COMPUTER - APRIL 1983 }' 


• Better than any I have had before.• W. PATTON (Cheshire) 


" This tape Is by far and away the best we have. You are to be congratulated on the end product." M. RAVENSCROFT(W.Mids) 


" I have received immense enjoyment from each ol your games without exception.* B. HUMPHRIES (S. Wirral) 


~uperb ~ull length programs on one cassette. An incredible 200K ofa 1mpress1ve programming, spectacular colour graphics and sound effects! 

Interplanetary Trader 
A massrve 30K of real 11me ad'llenlure 
trading 1n lhe year 2283. Encounler the 
hazards or space 11ight: pirates. meteor 
storms. energy loss, elc. Comprehen· 
sive on-board computer gives status 
repor1s . damage repons. warnings. 
etc. Definitely a chal lenge. 

Wumpus Mansion 
Incredible tun! Outwit the Wumpi (if you 
can ...) and ra id the m;inslon. Collect 
treasures, and Wumpus Blasters and 
escape through the maze ol tunnels, 
but don't tr igger the TI ME BOMB. 
Oilferent each time you play. Uses 
29K! 

Hi-lo 
Is it skill or luck? Turn £50 mto 
C1 ,000.000 with this simple. yet hlghly
entertaining game. Brilhant sound 
eltecis and 4-oolour hi-res graphics. 
Uses over 20Kl 

Atom Hunt 
95 per cent lull-colour graphics! 
Another superb feat ol programming to 
stretch your mind and your Dragon's 
memory chips to the absolula limits! 
1-4 players. 1ndrvidual ratings Includes 
a unique repeat game facllrty Uses 
over 20K! 

Active Software 
117, lckneild Street, 
Birmingham
818 BRZ. ·compendium category 

GAMES TAPE 1 
8 game cassette. Just : 

£6.25 

which includes postage 
and an UNCONDITIONAL 
REPL ACEMENT guarantee. 

JOYSTICKS NOT NEEDED 

In the unlikely event of our 
product failing to load just 
return It to Active Software 
for an immediate replace 
menl. 

Execution 
Superb hi -res moving graphics 
game. Play the computer or an oppo
ne"t. Features lnexhaustable data 
base. continuous scoring. overall rat 
ing. 1-4 players and good sound 
eltects. Hours of lun guaranteed! A 
massive JOK. 

Wtpeout 
Challenging game of rast reaction !hat 
begins easy but gets progressively 
harder. 1-4 players, on-screen sooring. 
good sound effects and 4-coiour 
graphics. Be warned - !his is not 
easy! 

Snail Pace 
The graphics are excellent - !he ex
citement is almost unbearable. 1-8 
'racing snails· wtliu up the racecourse 
to the finishing line. Computer calcu
lated odds and form tha.t really works. 
A superb pieoe of complex program
ming ensures hours of entertainment. 
A massive 26K! 

Air Assault 
A simple yet addic!Ne game in full 
4-cok>ur hi-res graphics. Allempl lo 
blast the skyscrapers 10 make a space 
and land your crippled helicopter. Uses 
sound and rea1isl!C movement of helt
copler. 
COMPREHENSIVE 3-PAGE IN

STRUCTION SHEET IS INCLUDED 

Why not put a first class stamp on your order and we 
will de1patch your cassette within 48 hours ol receipt.,----- - - - - - -- ---- - 
! Post coupon now to: 

Active Software I 
117 lckneild Street,


I Birmingham, 818 6RZ. 


I 
Please rush me a copy of GAME..S_T:_A_P_E_l_____I 


I I enclose a Cheque/P.O. for I.._£________. 

I 
I Name: 
I Address=~~~~~~~~~~-
I 
I 
I 
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John Symes - "A good Dragon program could be converted to Tandy and marketed in America - the royalties could be considerable · 

FOR TWO COMPUTERS that 
appeared in signrficant quantities 
at approximately the same time it 
is surprising how different is the 
slate of the software markets for 
the Sinclair Spectrum and the 
Dragon 32 . 

The long establ ished ZX sup
pliers took only a few months to 
get 10 grips with the new mach ine 
and began to produce interesting 
new programs that made full use 
of its potential _ 

Despite being well received by 
the computer press and being the 
one big sales success of the 
parent company Mettoy the soft
ware market for the Dragon has 
been both small and uninspired . 

Many of those who bought 
their Dragons at Christmas and 
who are not yet skilled enough to 
write their own programs were 
disappointed . 

One of the companies trying to 
transform this situation is Micro 
deal , a St Austel l-based-software 
house which specialises in Dra
gon software. 

Microdeal began as a one-man 
operation with company director 
John Symes distribu ting Tandy 
Colour computer software from 
home; "We decided to take on a 
new computer and the Dragon 
sounded interesting ." explained 
John. 

It 1s temptmg to suppose that 
just as Spectrum software could 
develop naturally from the ZX81 
so the Dragon could depend on 
the constantly emphasised link 
between itself and the Tandy as a 
similar basis for development. 
According to John this link is 
more fiction than fact: certainly a 
good deal of conversion is re-
quired . "Ninety-nine per cent of 
the material for the Tandy colour 
won 't work on the Dragon.'· 

Microdaal tills 

software gap 


Software Editor, Graham Taylor, talks to John 
Syme of Microdeal, one of the first firms to 

develop a full range for the Dragon 32. 
Th is 1s a fact important to John 

since at the moment nearly all the 
games he markets are converts 
from Tandy originals. 

Apart from the technical diffi
culties there are other problems. 
It certain ty isn 't a Question of 
converting everything available 
for the Tandy in America into 
programs for the Dragon over 
here-: there are important differ
ences in the markets. 

" In a way we 're selling an 
American product to English peo
ple: it's important to remember 
that Ame rican programs are writ· 
ten for American tastes - they 
don 't like complicated adventures 
for example and are very much 
more add-on minded . 

"There are a lot of things like 
Rom packs for programming 
Epsons that we coutd adapt from 
the Tandy but the market Isn 't 
Jnterested ." 

It was again a question of 
adapting a Tandy original with 
their first significant serious prog
ram the " Te lewriter" word
processor; John is very proud of 
it . " Telewri ter is our first-ever 
business program; it proves the 
Dragon isn't just a toy. " 

Although the " Telewriter" 
looks like being a success it 
seemed to only emphasise the 
Question I impl icitly raised at the 
start: " Why do we have to rely on 
a converted American original 

where are all the British Dragon 
programs?'' 

John shrugged his shoulders: 
" What little we've seen in Bri tain 
just hasn't been good enough . I 
think it's partly because the 6809 
is an unknown processor over 
here; those who understand 
machine code have often learnt it 
in college - that usually means a 
Z80 ." 

John also lays part of the 
blame squarely on Dragon itself. 
" Dragon has been of no help 
whatsoever to any of the software 
houses; they didn't even tell us 
they had reconfigured the Ram 
it meant we had to withdraw two 
games. 

" People bought games after 
playing them in the shop but 
found they didn't work on their 
machines at home - naturally 
they assumed the machine was at 
fault - it must have cost Dragon 
a lot of money in unnecessary 
repairs ." 

Whatever the initial setbacks 
Microdeat is now doing well , 
although John was reluctant to go 
into details: " Let's just say we are 
meeting the market demand _" 

Microdeal currently has four 
staff and may take on more to 
cope with the demand. " Up to a 
month ago it was virtually runn ing 
from home but we needed to get a 
24-hour turnaround ." 

John was keen to stress the 

importance he places on speed . 
" Orders on my desk by ni ne were 
packed and ready to go by ten 
thirty. To be honest mail-order is 
a pain with all the time it takes up 
but it's necessary until the dealer 
network builds up." 

Now that Dragon software is 
starting to be produced in sub
stantial quantities building up a 
rel iab le dealer network is 
obviously a major objective but it 
has to be done carefu lly. " We 
won 't let just anyone sell our stuff 
- people have to be able to get 
the correct back-up advice and 
information - most prospective 
distributors are turned down ." 

His concern that as the fledg
ling market is developing the 
retailers should be protected is 
reflected in his uncompromising 
altitude towards software librar
ies. " We don't let them have 
anything - how can tile dealers 
survive if we do?" 

Perhaps as a sign that British 
programmers are finally waking 
up to the potential the home
·g rown mach ine represents . 
Mlcrodeal is soon to produce its 
first game from a local program· 
mer - a version of backgammon 
utilising a light pen. 

Certainly John hopes it's only 
the beginning . " II isn 't trom 
choice that I'm paying thousands 
of dollars in American royalties 
I'd much prefer to see British 
programmers getting their act 
together. 

" If anyone has got a decent 
Dragon program they'd be crazy 
not to do something with rt . 

" Remember the whole process 
could work the other way, a good 
Dragon program could be con
vert~d to Tandy and marketed in 
America - the royalties could be 
considerable ... 
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DRAGON 32 OWNERS 

Now you can buy a professional disk system to turn your Dragon into a real computer' 

DELTA 
6 DELTA GIVES YOU:
• High speed mass storage of programs and data. 

• A ful ly integrated disk operating system included in the contro ller cartridge. 

• Available with or without disk drives. 

• To all standard 8" , 5%" and 3" MCDl disk drives. 

• Full featured file handling included in the D.O.S. 

• No modifications required - just plug in and run . 

• Comprehensive user manual included. 

• Up to 1.6 Megabytes of storage using 51/ 4 ' double sided disk drives. 

• Different drive types supported by one controller cartridge. 

• Supports up to four double sided drives (most systems on ly support two) . 

• Housed in attractive plug-in cartridge. 

• LOW COST:

~ DELTA SYSTEM 1 
Controller inc DOS + 2/3rd height canon 40 track 

disk drive + all cables + comprehensive manual 


£299.99 inc VAT 

6 DELTA SYSTEM 2 

Controller inc DOS + 2/3rds height cannon 40 track 

double sided disk drive + all cables + manual. 


£345.95 inc VAT 

6 DELTA CONTROLLER 
Controller inc DOS + comprehensive manual. 

£99.95 inc VAT 

P&P Controller only £3.50 Controller + one disk drive £5.50 SAE for further deta ils. 

PREMIER MICROSYSTEMS 

A DIVISION OF PREMIER PUBLICATIONS 


208 Croydon Road, Anerley, London SE20 7YX. 

TELEPHONE: 01-659 7131 
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BUY A BRAND NEW 

DRAGON 32 


FROM THE EXPERTS 

The leading UK Dragon House, Premier 
Microsystems, can supply you - right now 
with a factory fresh Dragon 32, plus a free 

cassette lead and 3D Maze program. 

£199.50 inc VAT + £3.00 p&p 

IN ADDITION 

Premier Microsystems can GUARANTEE you the following: 

1. 	 Instant delivery of an exciting range of Dragon 
Software (with more to come!) 

2. 	 Honest expert advice on your purchases. 

3. 	 The best available technical support to you the 
customer. 

4. 	 Constant advice & help to all customers through 
a regular Dragon Newsletter and a Customer 
Phone-In Evening. 


QUALITY SOFTWARE 
(Available Now') 


PLEASE NOTE: All garr.es requ ire lo al concentra11on and can become 11dd1c!ive""' 


ADVENTURE PLUS ...... .... .... .... ...... ..... ... .... .... .. .... ........ . .... ...... £9.95 

DRAGON STRATEGY PACK ... ............ .. ....... ....... ... ............. ... ... £7.95 

DRAGON PERSON AL PACK .. .. ....... .... ... ................. ..... ..... ...... .. £7.95 

CATACOMBS . ... . ... .. .. ........ .... .... ..... .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ...... .............. .. ... £7.95 

ACCOUNTS TRAlNER .. ... ............... ...... .. . ... . ... . ................ . ..... £19.95 

CAVERNS OF DOOM ... ..... ... ... ............... .. ........... . .. .. ............... £5.95 

DUNGEONS OF DEATH ........... .... ......... .. .. . ..... ... .. ... .. ........ .... .. £7.95 

DRAGON TOWER .. ...... ........ ....... ...... ........... ..... .... .................. £7.95 

CRIBBAGE .. .... ... .............................................. ..... .............. .. £9.95 


PLUS 75p P&P PER ORDER 

For al l information or orders for Dragon, contact the experts: 


CALL 01-659 7131 


PREMIER MICROSYSTEMS 
208 Croydon Road, Anerley, 

London SE20 7YX. 

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 


(Available now') 


MATHS GAMES PACK .... ............. ... .. . ... .. ..... . £9.95 

PAIRS .. ...... ...... ........... ... ...... . .......... ...... ..... £7.95 

SPELLING TEST & MATHS EXERCISE .. ..........£7.95 

FRENCH VERBS ........................ ... ..... ... .......£7.95 

PLANT (ECOLOG ICAL) . ... .................. . ..... .. ... £7.95 


PLEASE SEND ME THE FOLLOWING, IMMEDIATELY: 

I ENCLOSE A CHEOUE/ P.O FOR THE TOTAL 

Name·_ __________ _ 

Address·_ - ------ --

______Postcode-____ 
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Landing on the 

lunar hover pad 

David Windle introduces a new game for the Dragon 32 which uses the high level graphics 

commands to draw the lunar landscape. 
IMAGINE YOU ARE a pilot on an earth 
mission to Saturn. It is a mission that has 
gone badly wrong. A fire on board the 
Probe Mother Ship has wiped out all but a 
handful of the crew. You have managed to 
get the survivors into the one serviceable 
shuttle, which has taken three months to 
get you back to lunar orbit. 

Your problem now is to land the shuttle 
on the Hover Pad at Moonbase Alpha. The 
three-month journey has left you with only 
200 units of fuel. Your navigator has got 
you across millions of space miles to within 
50 miles of the lunar surface. Now you find 
that the low level homing navcom has 
been damaged. The landing will have to be 
manual. 

You are not sure of the landing tripod 
and have been advised to use the 
emergency hover pad at Alpha built in the 
early colonisation days. This pad holds the 
ship a few feet above the surface so 
enabling damaged ships to off-load pas
sengers and cargo through extending 
umbilicals. 

On reaching a predetermined height 
above the pad the ship is locked into 
position, held within a powerful magnetic 
field. 

There is a moderate solar wind blowing 
your shuttle down-range from the pad 
towards the inhospitable moon peaks. If 
you should run out of fuel you have just 
one chance. If you can hit the eject button 
in time the survival capsule will blast away 
from the shuttle and you will be back to 
square one with another 200 units of the 
fuel to use. 

If you are not quick enough or miss the 
eject button, well ... 

Program notes 
This program uses the high level graphics 
to draw the lunar landscape and uses 
many of the other functions available on 
the Dragon. 
Line 140 draws the shuttle at the foot of the 
screen. 
Line 190 gets it and 300 puts it in position 
at the start of your descent. 
Line 360 uses the ppoint function to detect 
a crash landing, whereas line 370 draws 
the magnetic field around the pad. 
Line 500 disproves the manual when it 
says that the Dragon wi lt only print text in 
black on green (or vice versa) . 
Moonbase Alpha was submitted by D. 
Windle of Nevern Road. Rayleigh in 
Essex. 

10 "MOONBASE ALPHA COPYRIGHT D. E. 
WINDLE, ·1982 


20 CLS3:FOR C = 224 TO 255:T = 0 

30 PRINT@C, CHR$(150) :NEXT C 

40 PRINT@256, " MOONBASE ALPHA " 

50 FORD = 288 TO 319 

60 PRINT@D, CHR$(150) :NEXT D 

70 PRINT@320," COPYRIGHT D. E. WINDLE 


1982" 

80 P$ = "T255;05;CCDDEEGGAAFAABBAACC" 


:PLAY P$ + P$ + P$:T = 0 

90 FORT = 1 TO 2000:NEXT T 


100 CLS:PRINT@163," YOU ARE THE PILOT OF A 
LUNAR SHUTILE. YOU HAVE TO LAND YOUR 
SHIP ON THE PAD ON MOONBASE ALPHA. 
YOU HAVE ONLY 200 UNITS OF FUEL. GOOD 
LUCK. PRESS 'S' TO START DESCENT' 

110 PRINT@385,"CONTROLS 'U' =UP 'R' = 
RIGHT' 

120 S$ = INKEY$: IFS$ = " S" THEN 130 ELSE 120 
130 PMODE 4, 1 ;PCLS: SCREEN 1,1 :COLOR 

0,5:DIM R(16, 16,) 
140 R$ = " BM110, 177;U3E3R4F3D3G3BL 

4H3R4BR2R4U3L4BL2L4D3F3G3R2 
BL4R2E3R1 BR2R1 F3R2L4" 

150 L$ = " BM0,170 ;U5R49F6R3F8R20 
U14E4R45F5R20E7R10F5R2F9R13D 
22R35U25E20" 

160 8$ = " BM0, 165;E7R2E9F12R2E8F 
4R2E6F4R2F4R2F12E15R3E5F5R2R1E4F6 
R3E8R2E7F12E9F12E4R2E7F6D3F16D2" 

170 H$ = " BM206, 147;R35D45L35U45" 
180 DRAW R$: DRAWL$: DRAW 8$ 
190 GET( 103,169) - (127,193) ,R,G 
200 Y = 15:X = RND(200) 
210 'FUEL SECTION 
220 F = 232 

. . Continued on page 29 
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On•stop shopping for all your Dragon's needs! 
If you own a Dragon 32. there's 'now no rleed to sea-ch through 
endless megazines, or contact numerous different suppliers of software, 
h•dware and periph«als for your Dragon. Just a phone cal 1way
or a FREEPOST lett• lno st'"" reqtiredl away - is "THE DRAGON 
SUPERMARKET" an ElKAN ELECTRONICS exclusive service for 
II Dragon 32 and Tandy color computer users. 

Ask for OU' free mai order catalogue listing all lwell, nearly 
all of the very many products we distribute-games, books, software, 
accessories, etc. - and we add to the list every single day. 

"THE DRAGON SUPERMARKET" is also distributed 
free every month with every copy of all the fabulous magllines we 
import trom the U.S.A. 

·eoNKA FOR 
DRAGON 32 

Action-packed MACHINE CODE Arcade game. usmg superbly animated 

HI-RES COLOUR GRAPHICS AND SOUND. 

Chase up and down ladders luring homicidal Meanies 1n10 holes dug with 

your space hammer. When you trap one. rush over and BONK him on the 

head. Bui hurry! If you loiter he will cl imb oul and fill in lhe hOle. The 

slightest touch lrom a Meanie and you are electrocuted. 

Just lo add to your problems. your OXYGEN LS running out. 

FEATURES INCLUDE: 

4 drtlerent screen lay0uts. 

Score and Hi-Score counter displayed on screen. " Hall of Fame" high 

score record. Four select<ible speeds and up to nine Meanies to starl 

More po<n1s scored for more levels Meanies fall . NO JOYST1CKS 

NEEDED. 

SOLO ON CASSETTE ...... .. .... ....................... .. ...... .. ......... £7.95 

PRICE INCLUDES VAT, POST & PACKING. 


Cheques and POs payable to 
J . MORRISON (MICROS) LTD 

2 Glensdale Street, Leeds, 

YMklhlre LS9 9JJ. Tel : (0532) 480987 

Callets welcome. 

Other software available for Dragon. 
Stnd SAE for details. 

J. MORRISON 

(MICROS) 


the 
RAINBO 

"RAINBOW" Afabulous 200-plus page magazine imported 
exclusively by ELKAN ELECTRONICS. and crammed full of programs, 
hints, tips for Oragon 32 and Tandv color computer users. 

. Color Computer
News 

"COLOR COMPUTER NEWS" Acompanion magazine 
to "Rainbow" also devoted entirely to Dragon 32 and Tandy TRS80 
color computers. 

Both magillines include an exclusive U.K. and European 
supplement with Dragon c~libility charts and FREE advisor:y 
service. 

Send [2.25 lplus large 56p s.a.e.I or your Access or Visa 
card number for a sample copy of either magazine. 

ELKAN ELECTRONICS, FREEPOST. 11 Bury New Road, 
Prestwich, Manchester M25 6LZ or telephone O&H917113 
124hcu..W:.I 

MONSTER SOFTWARE CLUB 
SOFTWARE LIBRARY FOR THE 

DRAGON 32 
TOP QUALITY CASSETTES FOR HIRE 


ALL TAPES USED WITH THE 

MANUFACTURERS PERMISSION 


(WE PAY ROYALTIES) 

SAE for details 

MONSTER SOFTWARE CLUB 
32 LENNOX DRIVE, LUPSET PARK 

WAKEFIELD, WEST YORKS 

DRAGONTREEPROGRAMS 

TANGRAMS BOWLING 

The ancient Chinese pastime. 1-3 can play this realistic 

50 problems to solve plus interpretation of tenpin 

your own creativity . bowling . (Needs joystick) 


Both activities, old and new , will cost you only £4.95 each 
inclusive or both for £8 .95 inclusive (cassettes) . 

Make cheques payable to: 

C~P.P~!w!?~!!~..~ @ 
7 March Street, Kirton in Lindsey, 
Gainsborough, Lines DN21-4PH 
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230 	 DRAW" BM1 ,0;09U4R2L2USR4BR209R 
4U9BR2D9R4L4U4A3L3U5R 
4BR2D9R4" 

240 	LINE (32,2) - (F,4),PSET,BF 
250 	LINE (32,2) - (F,4),PRESET,BF 
260 	 ' LEFT HAND DRIFT 
270 	W = RND(3) 
280 	X = X - W 
290Y = Y +1 
300 	 PUT (X,Y) - (X + 24,Y + 15).R.PSET 
310 	PAINT (0,180),0,0 
320 	 PAINT (25Q, 180)0,G 
330 	 IF X < 3 THEN X = 5 
340 	 IFX>219THENX=217 
350 s = y + 24 
360 IF PPOINT(X,Y + 16) =0 THEN 500 
370 	 IFS= 184 THEN DRAW H$ --
380 	 IFS= 184 THEN 540 
390 	 A$ = INKEY$ 
400 	 IF A$ = " U" THEN Y = Y - 2 
410 	 IF X < 1 THEN X = 2 
420 	 IF A$ = " U" GOSUB 480 
430 	 IF A$ = " R" THEN X = X + 5 
440 	 IF A$ = " A'' GOSUB 480 
450 	 IF A$ = " U" OR A$ = " R" THEN F = F - 2 
460 	 IF F < 32 THEN 580 

470 GOT0230 
480 PLAY" T 50;01 ;V5;CDEFGAB" 
400 RETURN 
500 CLS: PRINT@ 226," CRASH LANDING NO 

SURVIVORS": SCREEN 0, 1 
510 PLAY " T200;05BGD; 04BGD;03BGD; 

02BGD;01BAGFEDC;T100 ;01BAGFEDC; 
T50;BAGFEDC;T10BGD" 

520 CLS: PRINT@226, " ANOTHER TRY? (YIN)" 
530 INPUT T$:1F T$ = " Y" THEN RUN ELSE 530 
540 CLS: FOR N = 1 TO 1000: NEXT 
550 PRINT@226," WELCOME TO MOON BASE 

ALPHA YOU HAVE "F" UNITS OF FUEL LEFT": 
SCAEEN0,1 

560 PLAY " T6;04;CP4L2CL3D;03B; 
04CDEP4EFL2EL4DCL3DC; 
03L2B;04L2C" 

570 AUN 
580 CLS 8:PRINT@224," OUT OF FUEL ... EJECT 

.. . EJECT ......" 
590 N = 1 
600 SOUND 225, 1 
610 N = N + 1 
620 N$ = INKEY$: IF N$ = " E" THEN 630 ELSE 600 
630 IF N < 10 THEN RUN 
640 IF N > 10 GOTO 500 
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Getting the most 

out ot graphics 

David Lawrence introduces two of the most underused 

commands in Dragon Basic, GET and PUT, and shows how the 
manual got it wrong. 

LOOKING AT THE programs published in 
magazines suggests that one area which 
many Dragon users have not really begun 
to explore is the use of GET and PUT. If 
that's true, then it's a great shame be
cause in many ways it's these two com
mands which make the Dragon's graphics 
capabilities stand out from those of other 
micros on the market. 

Other micros have sophisticated line 
drawing commands, the ability to colour in 
limited areas of the screen, the ability to 
print the same design at a different angle. 
But how many have the ability to photo
graph part or all of their own screen for 
later use? Using GET and PUT to do just 
that, the painfully slow graphics proce
dures that so often bedevil Basic programs 
can be revolutionised. 

So why is it, at the moment at least, that 
GET and PUT aren't more prominent in 
people's programs. Well, almost inevit
ably, a large part of the blame has to be 
laid at the door of the Dragon manual. 
Even those Dragon owners who have 
become -used to detecting the inade
quacies of ) he manual will probably not 
have discovered that when it comes to 
GET and PUT the manual is not merely 
inadequate it is a disaster. With the best 
will in the world, GET and PUT are 
consigned to the backwaters of program
ming by the manual for the simple reason 
that the amount of memory necessary to 
use the two commands on an area of 
screen is overestimated. 

According to the manual, to store a 
screen area of 20•20 Pixels in the highest 
resolution mode (PMODE 4) requires an 
array of 20•20 or 400 elements. Since 
each element in an array requires five 
bytes of memory, such an array would 
require some 2000 bytes of memory to 
store only a relatively small design. To 
store a whole screen using GET would be 
a literal impossibility on either the 32K or 
64K machine, since it would require an 
array of 192•256 elements, a total of 
49152, taking up nearly a quarter of a 
million bytes of memory. 

The largest design that a 32K machine 
could actually store. with no Basic program 
cluttering up the memory at all. would be 
some 6000 Pixels in size, say 80•75. What 
that means in practice is that anyone 
following the Dragon manual's advice on 
using GET and PU"'F would find them
selves limited to the storage of no more 
than a few moderate sized designs before 
running out of memory. Far better, it would 
seem, to use relatively complex and con
siderably slower DRAW commands 
whenever any considerable area of screen 
is being delt with. 

The GET command does not need 
anything like one whole array element to 
remember each separate Pixel on the 
screen. In fact. in the highest resolution 
mode it needs only 1 bit (eight bits to a 
byte, remember} . Of course, when you 
come to think about it, this is quite logical. 
In PMODE4, with only two colours on the 
screen at any one time, all that needs to be 
remembered about the state of each Pixel 
position on the screen is whether it is on or 
off, a task for which a single bit is ideally 
suited since it, too, can only be either on or 
off. 

Saving memory 
In other, lower resolution, PMODEs the 

situation is slightly more complex, though 
the memory saving is even greater. So 
how exactly does this work out in practice? 
Consider the following table: 

ARRAY SIZE CALCULATIONS 
ARRAY 

PMOOE DIVISOR ADJUSTMENT 
4 8 5 
3 8 5 
2 16 5 
1 16 5 
0 32 5 

The table provides a straightforward 
method of calculating the most economical 
size of array in which to store a given area 
of screen. It is used in the following way: 
1) Determine the size. in high resolution 
Pixels, of the area of screen to be saved. 

100 PMODE 4 ,PCLS ,SCREEN 1,0 
110 FOR I•l TO 191 STEP 2 •FOR J•l TO 255 STEP 2 ' PSET (J , I) •HEXT 
120 DIM R<1229 ) 
130 GET ( 0 , 0 >-<2551191 ) , A, G' SLIGHT PAUSE HERE 
140 PCLS 
150 IF INKEY••"" THEH 150 ' PRESS KEY TO P.EINSTATE SCREEH 
160 PUT ( 0 , 0)-<2~~ . 191 ), A , PSET 
170 GOTO 170 

~ , I 

Listing 1 - a whole scre~n can be stored in an array 

170 IF I NKEYS•" '' THEN 170' PRESS KEY WHEN READY TO SAVE 
180 CSAVEM "PICTURE",1536 , 153!5+6144,61441 

Listing 2- saves your graphics as a block of memory on tape 

Thus if the design to be saved covers the 
top left hand comer of the screen for 50 
screen positions to the right and 50 screen 
positions down (i.e. 0-49 in both direc· 
tlons), its size will be 50•50 high resolution 
Pixels, or 2500. 

The reason thal high resolution Pixels 
are specified is that it does not matter at 
this state which PMODE you are in. All 
screen measurements on the Dragon are 
done on a 256• 192 grid representing the 
Pixel positions in PMODE4. Your 50 by 50 
area may actually contain 2500 useable 
positions (PMODE4) or 12•12 positions 
(PMODEO), according to the smallest 
block available in the PMODE you are 
using. 
2) Divide the number you have obtained by 
the number in the divisor column opposite 
the PMODE you are· using. If the result Is 
not an integer number, then round it up to 
the next highest'integer. In the case of our 
example, a 2500 Pixel area if we were 
using PMODE 4, 2500 would have to be 
divided by 8, giving a result of·312.5 or. 
when rounded up, 313. 
3) You have now calculated· the number of 
bytes you will need in order to store that 
area of screen - you must now calculate 
the minimum size of array that will contain 
this number of bytes. This is simply done 
by dividing by five. Once again, if the 
number is not an integer, it must be 
rounded up. Referring again to our exam
ple, 313 must now be divided by five. 
giving a result of 62.6, which rounds up to 
63. 
4) Having settled on the number of array 
elements you need, all that remains is to 
declare a one dimensional array equal to 
the number you obtained via. the calcula
tions above. In the case of our example 
this would require an array such as A(63). 

The result of all this Is that an ·area of 
screen which would have required, if the 
advice of the manual had been followed. 
an array of 50•50 elements, or some 7500 
bytes of memory, has been reduced to 63 
elements, or some 300 bytes. The require
ment for a full screen is reduced to only 
some 6000 bytes (1200 array elements). 
This is still a sizeable chunk of memory but 
not so large that even two or three different 
screens cannot be stored, if necessary. 
alongside a fair1y substantial program. 
even in high resolution modes. Quite an 
improvement on a quarter of a million 
bytes for one screen! 

In use 
Free from many of the constraints of 

memory, GET arid PUT take on quite a 
new lease of life. One of the first areas you 
might like to explore is exactly the one 
which seemed so impossible before, and 
that is the storage of whole screens of 
graphics. 

Imagine that you have written a game 
which involves a fairly complex screen 
design which needs to be reprinted afresh 
with some regularity. No doubt the original 
design was set up using some combina
tion of DRAW and PSET commands. This 
Is fine for the initial set-up but it can 
become extremely tedious if it has to be 
done too often. 

The speedy solution, provided that you 
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have around 6000 bytes of memory left, is 
to set up the initial screen and then GET it 
into an array. From then on, whenever you 
need to reset the screen you need only 
PUT the array back on to the screen. While 
for a simple design this is hardly worth it, 
the difference in speed for a complex 
design is dramatic and can make the 
difference between an amateurish prog
ram and one with all the slickness of a 
professional product. Listing 1 shows how 
a whole screen can be stored in an array 
and later replaced on the screen. 

On occasions, however, you may well 
be pushed for space. The lines necessary 
to set up the design in the first place may 
take up a considerable amount of memory 
and it may not be practical to add to that a 
large array, no matter how much you 
desire to speed up the program. In that 
case, why not consider setting up the initial 
design, storing it on tape separately from 
the program itself, then reloading it when 
the same is played and GETting it for use 
in the game - doing away with the need 
for all those DRAW,PSET and PRINT 
commands in the main program itself. • 

Procedure 
Alt that you need to do is to design your 

screenful of graphics. When it is done to 
your satisfactioA, save it as a block of 
memory on tape using lines such as those 
in Listing 2, which are meant to be added 
to Listing 1. 

The three numbers in line 180 refer to 
the beginning of the memory area, the 
fini.sh point and the number of memory 
locations. Provided that you are always 
starting at page one in the video memory, 
the figures for the various PMODEs would 
be as follows: 

PMODE START FINISH SIZE 
0 1536 3071 1536 
1 1536 4607 3072 
2 1536 4607 3072 
3 1536 7679 6144 
4 1536 7679 6144 

If you wish to use video memory starting 
at any other page but 1, then you must add 
1536•(page no.-1} to the first two num
bers. 

You can now add Listing 3 to the main 
program. It will pick up the screenful of 
graphics from tape (it's best to store it 
immediately following the main program 
on the tape so that there's less fiddling 
about). All the graphics commands can 
thus be omitted from the main program. 
Not only does this technique allow you to 
save memory, it's also extremely impress
ive when you show the program to your 
friends, with complex graphics appearing 
out of nowhere in a program which 
apparently has no graphics commands! 
· You will note that in these listings I have 
included ttie 'G' option in the GET state
ments, which means simply that full 
graphic detail is picked up into the relevant 
array. This appears to make no difference 
to the memory demands. There is no 
apparent hard and fast rule for when 'G' 
must be included, it is simply that some

190 IF W KE'r'$=" " THEN 190' PRESS 
200 CLEAR •PCLS •DI M AC1229> 
;210 AUDIO ON 
:220 CLOADM "PICTURE" ,0 
;230 PMODE4 : SCREEN t .• 0 
2 40 GET (0,0J-C 255,191 ), A,G 
2~0 PCLS 

·~: E 'r WHE~I REAC•Y TO LOACl AGR IN 

;260 IF IN~:E Y'!ti-=" " THEN 260' 'RE '.SS: ~'.E V l·lHEN READY TO REIM~:lATE 
270 PUT (0,0)- ( 255 . 191),A, PSET 
;280 GOTO 2S0" 

Listing 3 - picks up the screenful of graphics from tape 

times its omission can give some strange 
results - whether you can leave it out is 
really a matter of trial and error . in your 
particular application. 

You can also omit the PSET option from 
the PUT statement and obtain a big 
increase in speed. PSET, PRESET, OR, 
AND and NOT (discussed below) can all 
be used in a put statement without the 
inclusion of 'G' in the GET statement. Test 
this for yourself by removing the 'G' from 
line 130 of Listing 1 and running the 
program. Now remove the PSET from line 
160 and notice the increase in speed. 

GET and PUT are not limited in their 
usefulness to applications involving the 
whole screen, or even large sections of it. 
Properly used they represent not only a 
way to higher speed but a massive in
crease in the overall graphics capabilities 
of the Dragon compared to a machine 
which only has such commands as PSET 
and DRAW. Many users have not disco
vered this because they have yet to see 
the real relevance of the PUT options, 
PSET, PRESET, AND, OR and NOT. 

The simplest of these options are PSET 
and PRESET. To include PSET or PRE
SET in the PUT statement (e.g. PUT 
(X1, Y1°) - · (X2, Y2),A,PSET (or PRESET]) 
simply means that whatever was taken 
from the screen will be replaced as it was 
found (PSET) or inverse (PRESEn. 

Anything which was originally in the area 
on to whk:h the design is being placed will 
be obliterated by the design contained in 
the array in exactly the same way that it 
would if you were over-printing text. In 
·effect, what the two options provide you 
with Is a flexible form of graphics PRINT @ 
statement - flexible because you can 
specify down to the last Pixel where the 
character or design you have stored will be 
placed on the screen. The PSET option is 
ideal for simple moving graphics. where 
the characters do not have to move in front 
of existing material on the screen. 

Smooth moving 
When the character to be used has been 

defined (probably using DRAW) simply 
GET a screen area which contains the 
character and a margin of blank screen 'on 
each side. If you intend to move the 
character only one Pixel at a time then a 
one Pixel blank margin will do. The charac
ter can now be moved smoothly around 
the screen, always obliterating its previous 
position as it moves. 

Listing 4 gives a very crude example of a 
circle which moves in a straight line across 
the screen but there is no difference in 
principle for more complex movement. 
Changing the PSET in line 160 to PRESET 

will illustrate the difference between the 
two options. 

The remaining three options available 
for PUT really do need to be explained 
together since it is not so much their 
individual capabilities but their interactions 
which make them so interesting: 

a}OR This option makes your PUT 
statement perform in a way very similar to 
the OVER characteristir. on the Sinclair 
Spectrum. What it does ;s to superimpose 
the design · stored in the array on to 
whatever is currently in the target area of 
the screen. Thus the original screen con
tents are not obliterated unless the design 
in the array covers all the pixels that were 
on (or rather 'set') before it was placed 
there. 
.'"lfle result -is a mix of both what was 
on the screen and what was in the array, 
with any Pixel in the designated screen 
area being set if EITHER it was set before 
the PUT statement was executed OR it 
was set in the design stored in the array. 
As we shall see, this can be extremely 
useful when it is desired to move some
thing through or over what is already on 
the screen. 

b)AND This leaves only those Pix· 
els set which were originally set BOTH in 
whatever was on the screen before the 
PUT statement was executed AND are in 
the design stored In the array. If you were 
to PUT a character on the screen and then 
PUT it again in the same position using the 
AND option, you would see no effect 
because all the Pixels which are set 
coincide and thus they all remain set. 

If, however, you were to put a small 
outline circle within a larger one. they 
would both disappear completely because 
they share no common Pixels. Usually 
AND is at its most useful when employed 
with the next option, NOT. 

c)NOT This may seem a strange one at 
first, since provided that the array is of 
sufficient size to cover the screen area 
designated, what is in the array specified 
in the PUT statement makes not the 
slightest difference to what happens on the 
screen. What does happen is that within 
the specified rectangle on the screen any 
Pixel that was previously set is reset 
(switched off) and any Pixel that was 
previously reset is set. The contents of the 
rectangle are thus inverted. At first sight 
this might not seem incredibly inspiring 
but. together with AND it enables us to 
perform a very selective erasure from the 
screen. 

Listing 5 illustrates how an erasure of 
one design can be achieved without 
necessarily blotting out another design 
with which it shares an area of screen. ~ 
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LOAD AND GO WITH YOUR DRAGON 

32 PROGRAMS FOR YOUR DRAGON 32 

* Ga mes Pairs 
Pontoon 
Snakes and Ladders 
Ski Run 
Castle Walls 

'* 	 Ho mework helpers 
Sums Tester 
Vocabulary tester 

• 	 Graphics section 
Full. explanatio n of all Graphics 
commands with worked examples 

• Hints and Tips 
• How to debug programs 

AND MUCH MORE 

128 pages £5. so 

Dept D FREEPOST EM463 (No stamp required) 

PHIPPS ASSOCIATES 99 East St, Epsom, Surrey KT171BR. 
Telephone 03727-21215. 24hrphonc service. 

,.. 
-

Prices include postage but for air mail delivery in Europe add 90p (outside Europe add £1.70) per item. ,..._ 
Access and Barclaycard accepted ~. 

DRAGON SOFTWARE 

We offer a new mall order software service and can supply 
programs from .most of the leading software houses. The 
following are a few examples - if you can't see what you want, 
please ask. 

DRAGON DATA 
Donkey King· 
Kllerplllar Attack 
CGsmicZap 
T1lking Plrlraid AnH:k 
Blckgammon 
G1lacbe Ambusll 
Tlltsa and all Oflllf MlctCKINI 
Qa11111$11Y1ilable .. . ... . .. .............. . . . a.• 
•Wllh Free Badoe 1 

Amo1Ju11 ..... ...... . .................... . £11.n 
Bledc Slnclum .. ......... ..... ......... .... £7.• 
ChHs ............ .... .......... ......... 124.• 
GM AllU ... .. .... .. ... ... .. .......... £11.• 
Gllost Alm:k.... .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . ........ aue 
llenelk. .. ..... . . . " ' .... ....... ..... . £1t.ll 
Ml1lotoids .. ' .•.. '' ' ..... .. .. .. ......... ' £11.11 
Cosmic Invaders .. .......... ...... ....... £11.n 

QUARXDATA 

Right .. .... . ... ..........1:1.11 D<Jgcn r,.k .. .......... 11.11 
M.R.C .. ... ..............1:1.!ll Wlr.ardW11r ........ •.... . V .11 
Ponla(ln.. ... .. .. ...... ... .£4.• Goll .......... ........ .. . . £7.11 
Look& Learn.. .. ...... .. u .• Games 
HomtPlan.. ........ .... .. £7.tll Compendium ... ........ .U .tll 

Vlllc.n 
Nolllllft & ClOssts .' ·." .£7•• 

Slmulli warrior 
Tyran4otAlhen1 
Wlllonl 
EUl lllCll 

A a F SOf'TWARE JOYSTICkS 

Deldwood ................ m.• n1.• paif GP1 00A EZ15 

WORD PROCESSING 
JUNIPER: MenUla.irsor + <*iver. Menu Qfltions inckJde CREATE! 
EDITISAVENERIFYIPRINT!TAPE-PRINT. Edit functions include 
repeat key, tabs, cursor up, down, left, right, delete up/down 
(lines), right, teft (character) will operate with any printer. £25.00 
MICAODEAL Telewriter similar to Juniper but with 51 x 24 
display, block copy move/delete. £49.95 

ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P. 

SEND CHEQUE/PO/or ACCESS NO. TO 


.!Jl!JW UIJIJW CBl!JWIJl!JUVCJI] 
8 PEMBROKE GREEN. LEA, MALMESBURY. WILTS SN16 9PI 

TEL: 06662-2689 

BOND SYSTEMS 

YOUR DRAGON INCREASES 

YOUR LEARNING CAPABILITIES 
VOCAB FRENCH and VOCAB GERMAN. Transfer 
the 700 most commonly used words from computer 
memory into your memory. 

TOUCH TYPING. Your DRAGON can type at up to 
100 words/minute. ·Can you? New system for 
quickly acquiring accurate high speeds. Typing 
speeds indicated throughout each session. Ideal for 
teaching yourself or others a useful skill. 

TRAINER. An almost universal self-teaching guide 
to learning almost everything. If your tape recorder 
uses the REM or AUX plug, use this tape. Examples 
of MATHS, GEOGRAPHY, HISTORY, SPELLING, 
and ADVANCED SPELLING are shown, together 
with details for the introduction of your own data. 

WAFFLE DODGER. When you write do you use 
plain English or is it complicated and not under
stood? This program shows how good/bad your 
prose is. 

VOCAB FRENCH ...... £5.00 
VOCAB GERMAN .....£5.00 
TOUCH TYPING ......£5.00 
TRAINER ... ........ ...£5.00 
WAFFLE DODGER ....£3.50 .. 

BOND SYSTEMS 
15 BELMONT ROAD 

HARROGATE 
NORTH YORKSHIRE 

HG2 DLR 
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100 DIM A(2) 

t10 PMODE4 1l ' PCLS •SCREEN 1 . 0 

120 LET D!ll="8t1100 . 100 .;U2 ,; E2 .: R2 .; F2 ; D2 .•G2 .;l2 ; H2" ' DRAW D$ 

130 GET <99,95>-< 107,103),A,G 

140 PCL.S 
150 FOR I=10 TO 100 
160 PUT <I,I>-CI+B , 1+8 ), A,PSET 
170 IF INKE'~$:i::"" THE!"-~ 170 ' THIS LWE IS OPTIONAL 
180 NEXT I 
190 GOTO 190 

Listing 4 - shows a circfe which moves in a straight line across the screen 

100 D I M A< 2 ) , B< 2 ) 
110 PMODE4 .. 1 , PCLS ' SCREn' 1 , 0 
120 LET D•="BM100 .· 100 JU2 ; E2 ; R2.; F2 ; D2 .1 G2 ; L2 .1 H2" • DRAl.J C• S 
125 IF IMKEYS= " " THEN 125' LINES ENDWG IM 5 ARE OPTIO~~RL 
130 GET C99,95 )-(107 , 103 ), R.G 
140 PUT C99 , 95 >- C107 .. 103 ) ,A,NOT 
145 IF INKE'r ..="" THEt~ 14~ 
1!!50 GET C99,9~)-C107 , 103 )1 8 , G 

160 PCLS 
170 PUT C100 100 )-( 108, 108 ), A, PSET 
175 IF I t~KEY$=" " THEN 175 
180 PUT ( 107 1100 )- < 115 1108 ) , A, OR 
185 IF INKEYS="" THEN 185 
190 PUT C100, 100 >- C1 08 , 108 ) ,B,AND 
200 GOT0200 

Listing 5 - how to erase one design without bfotling out another 

100 
110 

DIM A< 1 ) , 8 ( 35 ) " C< 1 ) 
PMODE 4,1 : PCLS •SCREEN 1,0 

120 DRAW"BM100 , 100j IJ2; E2 .; R2 .• F2.1 t•2 ; G2.; L2; H2" 
130 GET (100.96)  <106 , 102 ) ,R , G' NB NO 8LANK 
140 PCLS 
150 FOR I=10 TO 20~ STEP 10 
160 PUT CI. 100 )-( 1+6,106),A ,PSET 
170 NEXT I 
180 GET <10.100 )-( 206 , 106 ) ,8,G 
190 PCLS 
200 DRAl~ "·BM100, 100 ; E3 ; BL3; F3" 
210 GET C100,97)-C103.100),C,G 
220 PCLS 
230 FOR 1=15 TO 200 
240 PUT CI,101>-CI+3 , 104),C,OR 
250 FOR J=l TO 50 : NEXTJ'TIMING LOOP TO SLOW 
260 PUT ( 10,100)-(206 , 106 ) ,8,PSET 
270 t~E~:T I 
290 GOTO 281a 

BORDER 

IT DOWN 

Listing 6 - provides a small cross moving afong a line of circles 

1~'30 C> IM AC 1 ) • B< 35 ) . C( l. >.. D< l ) 
110 PMODE 4 , (:PCLS =SCREEN 1,0 
120 DRAlJ"8M100, 100 ; U2 ; E2 ,; R2 ; F2 .o C•2 ,; G2 ; L2; H<:~" 
130 GET (100 , 96 )- ( 106,102 ) ,A,G'N8 NO BLANK BORDER 
140 PCLS 
150 FOR !=10 TO 200 STEP 10 
t60 PUT CI,100)-(1+6,106),A,PSET 
170 NEXT I 
180 GET C10.100)-C206 . 106) , 8 , G 
190 PCLS 
200 DRRl•J "BM100,100 .:E3 _; 8L3 .;F3" 
210 GET (100,97)-(103,100),C,G 
220 PCLS 
22~ PUT ( 10,100>-(206 , 106 ), B, PSET 
230 FOR I=15 TC1 200 
235 GET CI,101 >-CI+3 , 104 ) ,D , G 
240 PUT CI , 101 )-(1+3,104 ) ,C , OR 
250 FOR J=1 TO 50 =NEXTJ'TIMING LOOP TO SLOW IT DOWN 
260 PUT ( l , 101 )- (1+3 , 104 ), D.PSET 
270 NE>.:T I 
280 GOTO 280 

Usting 7 - gives faster and smoother movement for the cross 

.,.. If you enter and run the listing you find 
that two circles are printed so close to 
each other that the blank borders of the 
rectangles containing them actually over
lap. They do not erase each other because 
the second circle is printed with the OR 
option. 

One of the two circles is erased when 
any key is pressed by the printing over it, 
with the AND option, of an inverse copy, 
which was created in line 140 by using 
PUT and NOT and then copied into a 
second array. When the inverse copy is 
placed over the original using AND, there 
are no set Pixels corresponding. by defini 
tion , so the circle is obliterated. 

However, all the blank areas in thf' 
original design are replaced by set Pixels 
in the inverted array, so where there is a 
set Pixel on the screen which is not a part 
of the design being erased, it coincides 
with a set Pixel in the second (inverted) 
array and true to the rules of AND it 
remains set. Unfortunately if there are any 
Pixels shared by the two designs, for 
instance if the two circles had been inter
locking. then those Pixels are erased. 

More complex 
The problem of erasing designs where 

they actually overlap others is not always 
quite as straightforward. Sometimes, It is 
true, the number of Pixels shared by the 
two designs is so small that their dis
appearance will make very little difference 
but this is not always the case. It is then 
necessary to reprint the design that you 
wish to leave on the screen. 

Listing 6 shows how this technique can 
be employed to provide a small cross 
moving along a line of circles. All that 
happens here is that the cross is PUT on to 
the screen with the OR option, so that it 
appears over any circle in that position. To 
erase the cross before it moves to the next 
position, all that is necessary is to PUT the 
whole line of circles on to the screen again 
using PSET, which erases the cross. The 
overall effect is one of motion by the cross 
along the line of circles and the method 
can be easily adapted to a variety of 
applications, especially in games. 

Where the design over which you wish 
to move something is changing, so that 
you cannot keep PUTting the same back
ground on to the screen, the solution is to 
use GET to photograph the area of screen 
on to which the moving design is about to 
be placed and restore the background to 
that state when the moving design has to 
be erased. 

Listing ?illustrates how this can be done 
with the circles and the moving cross and 
shows that the movement is both faster 
and smoother than the previous method 
mentioned. 

No doubt on first reading this seems to 
be overly complicated, but half an hour's 
playing with the listings provided will rea.s
sure you that GET and PUT hold no 
horrors. What they do hold is a great deal 
of promise that many of us have only just 
begun to realise. More than that, they 
provide a timely reminder that while few 
modern micros do less than their manuals 
claim, the good.pnes are often capable of 
a lot more. 
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Getting to grips 

with handling 


tile procedures 

David Lawrence introduces some advantages and pitfalls of learning to use the Dragon 's data files. 

ALMOST ANY serious programming on 
the Dragon will sooner or later require the 
use of data files ; that is the saving of 
bodies of data on tape so that they can be 
used later, thus avoiding the need to 
manually re-enter information each time a 
program is reloaded. 

Data files are also invaluable in develop
ing programs. Since the Dragon unfortu
nately clears its variables every time a 
change is made to a program line, a 
routine to save and reload the variables 
can be a life saver when the program is 
being debugged. 

At the same time, data files can be one 
of the most frustrating aspects of Dragon 
programming for the simple reason that 
when things go wrong you cannot see 
what is on the tape to identify the problem. 
The purpose of this article is to identify 
some of the major pitfalls in using data tiles 

and to suggest ways of avoiding them. In 
order to illustrate the methods employed, a 
specimen data file handling module is 
included. 

One important point before starting to 
work with data files concerns the control of 
the cassette recorder through the remote 
socket. 

A positive pain 
No matter what the benefits when it 

comes to saving space on a tape, the 
Dragon·s control of its own cassette re
corder can be a positive pain when it 
comes to loading or saving data files while 
a program is running , since the user is no 
longer able to switch the motor on and off 
at will to position the tape correctly, without 
disturbing the program in its operation. 

One solution to the problem is, of 
course. to leave the control line unplug· 

ged. While this is perfectly acceptable 
when it comes to the loading and saving of 
programs or during the saving of data it 
can cause problems when done during the 
loading of data files from tape. The reason 
for this is that in loading data from tape the 
Dragon will regularly pause to ensure that 
the data so far accepted is properly placed 
in the memory before accepting another 
batch. If the control line is connected then 
the cassette motor will be switched off 
during this pause but without the control 
line the motor continues running and the 
result can be that some of the data on the 
tape is missed. 

The real solution to the problem is to 
include in the data file module a routine 
such as that shown in listing one - it is 
designed to allow easy positioning of the 
tape, with the motor on and the contents of 
the tape relayed through the TV speaker, 

~000 AUDXO ON•MOTOR ON•PRXNT•XNPUT "POSX 
TXON TAPE THEN PRESS ent~r <MOTOR XS ON 
:> •• J Gl• • MOTOR OFF 
1 010 PR :t NT • X NPLIT ••PLACE RECORDER :t N CORR 
ECT MODE THEN PRESS .-nt.er •• J Cl• 
1. 020 PR J: NT I PR J: HT •• FUNCT x ONS AVA x LABLE I .. ~ 
.. 1. :>SAVE DATA •• ~ ~ •• 2 :>LOAD DATA •• I xNPUT •• WH J: t 
H DO YOU RECIUJ:RE 111 JGl•ON Q GOTO 1040 ... 1100 
:1.030 RETURN 

Listing 1 - designed to allow easy positioning of the tape with the motor on (the £ symbol should be read as # J 

:1040 MOTOR ON•FOR X=1 TO 10000•NEXT I 
11 1

10~0 OPEN 11 0 .... £- 1 ... "'DATAFILE " 

1060 PRXNT:e-1 ... N1 ... N2~v1 ... v2 ... vs ... v~ ... v1•,v2• 
:l 07'~ FOR X=0 TO N1-1•PRXNT£-1 ... A•<X>•NEXT 
1080 FOR:t-0 TO N2•PRINT£-1,A<X> 1 NEXT 
:1090 CLOSE£- 1 • RETIJRN 

Listing 2- printing a header for tape hand/mg (the £ sign should be read as #) 

11:l :100 OPEN •• J: ... £:- 1 ... •• DATAF X LE" 
1. 11121 J:NPUT£-1 ... N1 ... N2 ... v1 ... v2 ... v3_.v4 ... v1• ... v2• 
1120 FOR X=0 TO N1-1=XNPUT£-1 ... A•<X>•NEXT 
1.130 FOR X=0 TO N2•XNPUT£-1 ... ACX>•NEXT 
1.140 CLOSE:£-1 • RETURN 

Listing 3 - combining the listings gives a module adaptable for most filing purposes (the £ symbol should be read as #) 
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One important f)Oml before starting to work with data files concerns controlling the cassette recorder through the remote socket 

before the user hands back control of the 
cassette recorder to the Dragon for either 
loading or saving. 

Before saving data there is another 
important point with regard to tape hand
ling which is illustrated by line 1040 of 
listing two - the printing of a header. ti 
you have experimented with storing data 
on tape then you have probably already 
discovered that the Dragon is extremely 
finnicky about what is on the tape when it 
first begins to listen. 

If there is irrelevant noise or the improp
erly erased remnants of some previous file 
immediately before the specified set of 
data, an error is flagged and the program 
stops. For this reason ii is vital to ensure 
that a clear space is placed before each 
data file on the tape. The length of the 
header (as dictated by the size of the loop) 
is a matter of preference but having one as 
long as that shown has the advantage that 
if you accidentally begin recording at the 
very beginning of the tape it will carry you 
safely over the tape leader and no data will 
be lost. 

Having set up your tape correctly, the 
next necessity is to open c;ommunicalion 
between the Dragon and the cassette 
recorder (which the Dragon knows under 
the name of device - 1 or # - l for short) . 
This is done automatically when programs 
are saved and loaded but with data you 
have to do it yourself. 

The file you open can be one of two 
types, an output file (line 1050) for saving 
data lo tape or an input tile (line l l 00) for 
loading data from tape. The file you wish lo 
open must also have a name. II you are 
saving data then it will be saved under that 
name whereas if you are loading data the 
Dragon will not load a file with a different 
name. 

So what can be saved? In fact anything 
that can be stored in the Dragon's mem
ory, though some of it requires some 
trickery. Examination of the specimen 
module should show that any numeric 
variable (or indeed a literal number if you 
like) and any text string can be saved or 
loaded simply by name, using the format 
PRINT# - 1 or INPUT#- 1. The main 
limitahon is that you cannot save non

100 PRINT# - 1,LEN(A$) :FOR 1= 1 TO 
LEN(A$):PRINT#-1 ,ASC(MID$(A$,l,1 )) : 
NEXT 200 INPUT# - 1, L:LET A$= '"' :FOR 
1= 1 TO L:READ#- 1,CH :LET A$ = A$ 
+ CHR$(CH) :NEXT 

Table 1 - how to save a strmg of graphics characters 

standard characters. such as the low 
resolution graphics characters. 

Should you wish to save a string of 
graphics characters - say a string that 
prints a design - you must translate each 
character into its ASCII code, save that 
number and then. on reloading. translate 
each number back into a character. The 
two specimen hnes in table one show how 
ii is done. 
Loading 

Another point of interest Is what is not 
present in listing three. the loading routine. 
According to the Dragon manual it is 
almost obligatory to make use here of the 
EOF function. This stands simply for End 
Of File and is a way of detecting the 
special marker which denotes the end of 
the data stored on tape. The importance of 
this is that if the Dragon attempts to read 
beyond the end of the file It will encounter 
unintended data and probably stop with an 
error. EOF can be used to avoid this by 
including a line such as: 
100 IF EOF( - 1) THEN GOTO 200 
just before each group of items is read 
from the tape. If the end of file marker is 
encountered, the program execution can 
be made to jump out of the module which 
reads the data. This function can clearly be 
useful in certain circumstances but in most 
cases it is unnecessary and can hide 
programming errors. The reason that ii is 
unnecessary is that for the vast majority of 
programs, the number of items of data of 
any particular type is, or should be, con
stantly recorded and updated in the form of 
variables used by the program. 

In the module shown, apart from a few 
loose variables, the program is storing two 

sets of items on tape (the two arrays A$ 
and A) and the number of items in each set 
is recorded by the variables N1 and N2. All 
that is needed is to save Nl and N2 first 
and, when the data is picked up from tape, 
the module wi ll know exactly how many 
items to read in order to input the whole 
file. 

The reason I say that this is a better way 
of saving and loading data is that it will 
automatically highlight any errors in the 
way that data is being stored. Either 
precisely the right amount of data is 
present or an error is likely to occur. Using 
EOF this can be disguised since. whether 
or not the correct amount of data is 
present. the loading will terminate suc
cessfully at the end of the file. 

It is as well to remember that you cannot 
load data into arrays that haven't been 
created. That is to say, it's no use loading 
your program from tape and then calling 
up the data file module unless. either in the 
main body of the program or in the routine 
represented by fisting three, you recreate 
with DIM statements all the arrays that 
once held the data but which were not 
saved on tape. It's easily forgotten. 

Lastly, when loading or saving is com
plete. the file you have opened must be 
CLOSEd. The reason for this is that the 
Drago!"\ can only cope with orie file at a 
time, and failure lo close the previous one 
will result in an error being flagged the next 
time you try to communicate with the 
cassette recorder. 

The three specimen listings, combined 
into one module, are easily adaptable for 
most fili ng purposes, so without more ado 
you can gel down to the· task of applying 
your Dragon to some serious file handling. 
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screen copying Dragon's 
printing
pleasures 
THE SEIKOSHA GP-100A is a versatile 
and popular low-cost dot-matrix printer 
with the Dragon-type Centronics parallel 
interface. It can produce both single and 
double width character and also has a 
dot-addressable graphic printing mode. 

Printing mode selection 
On power up single-width characters are 

produced but normal characters. double 
width characters or graphics can be 
selected by simply sending the appropriate 
control code (CHR$(15) , CHR$(14) and 
CHR$(8), respectively) to the printer by 
typing PRINT# - 2,CHR$(X). The new 
mode will be held until it is countermanded 
or the printer tumed off. If you find no 
characters print out you have probably left 
it in graphics mode. 

Character sets 
The GP-100A has four alternative charac

. ter sets available and you need to decide 
which one to use. The selection is made by 
means of an internal DIP switch, so this is 
really a set-and-forget decision. Most of 
the characters in each set are the same 
but twelve differ. Two of the sets produce 
unusual German and Swedish accented 
symbols, and so are of little value to the 
average user. The other choice is between 
the UK and USA sets, which only differ in 
that in the UK set the hash sign is replaced 
by the sign for the pound sterling. Certain 
other useful characters such as various 
brackets, arrows and Greek symbols are 
also available via the appropriate charac
ter code. 

Listing Basic programs 
The first use ot a printer is to make 

program listings. Typing LUST will print 
out the current program until the program 
end is reached, or BREAK is pressed. The 
full width of the paper is used (80 columns) 
and lines automatically wrap round. If you 
want larger print out change to double
width characters before typing the com 
mand LUST. 
The PRINT#-2, command outputs ASCII 
character codes to the printer and the 
effects of punctuation are similar to on 
screen. If you use this command in direct 
mode then nothing will print until you press 

ENTER. If you want to include blank lines 
on the printer just send the carriage return 
control code CHA$( 13). 

Defaulting 
The default print start setting is at the left 

margin of the paper. If you want to move 
this to the right you need to first Indicate 
that you want to make a change of print 
position (by sending CHR$(16) (POS)), 
and then specify how many character units 
you want to move with the next two bytes. 
This data must be repeated at the start of 
each print line so it is best dealt with in a 

FOR/NEXT loop. Some print formatting 

can also be achieved by the PRINT# - 2, 

USING format : output list command. 

The text screen memory runs from 1024 to 

1535 and you can easily PEEK what is on 

the screen. However, it you try to copy the 

characters on the text screen to the printer 

by PRINT#-2, CHR$(PEEK(1024+ N)) 

you may not get the result you expect, as 

not all the characters are stored in the 

screen memory of the Dragon as their 

ASCII codes. 


To convert screen PEEKS to ASCII 
codes PEEKS between 96 and 126 need 
to have 64 subtracted, PEEKS between 1 
and 26 need 96 adding to them. 0 needs to 
be changed to 32, and PEEKS between 27 
and 95 print correctly. 

That is not as bad as it sounds at first 

Keith Brain explains how to 
make the most of your printer, 

from control codes to 

and a whole screen copy can be produced 
rapidly by these two lines. 
10 FORY= OT015:FORX = OT031 : 
A= PEEK(1024+ X+(Y"32)) :1FA> 95 
ANDA< 127THENA= A - 64ELSEIFA>O 
ANDA< 27THENA= A+ 96ELSEIFA== O 
THENA= 32 
20 PRINT#-2,CHR$(A); :NEXTX: 
PRINT#-2,CHR$(13): :NEXTY 
A copy routine for the hi-resolution screen 
is invaluable but is a bit more complicated 
to achieve. The Dragon hi -resolution 
screen Is mapped differently according to 
the PMODE selected but fortunately the 
coordinate specifications used are the 
same for all modes. 

To see how the display is produced set 
PMODE0, 1 :Screen1 ,0 and then CLS 
when you will see a plain screen. If you 
now POKE 1536,255 a dark band will 
appear at the extreme top left of the 
screen. It you try poking smaller numbers 
into 1536 you will find this band changes 
and breaks up. Poking 1537 will similarly 
affect the narrow strip which is to the right 
of 1536. 

The Dragon hi-resolution mapping sys
tem thus sets each screen point as one bit 
in this mode, moving from left to right, but 
with the most significant bit on the left. If 
you PSET(0,0,0) you will tum on the point 
in the extreme top left comer of the screen 
(that is the same as POKE 1536,128}. 

The GP1 OOA looks at printing graphics 
in an up-and-down fashion, rather than the 
side to side set-up of the bits in the screen 
memory. In graphics mode seven dots are 
addressed by setting bits 1 to 7 in a single 
byte, with bit 8 always set. To convert the 
screen image to printout we therefore 
need to look at screen position 0,0. If that 
bit is set then set bit 1 of the first byte to be 
sent to the printer. 

Moving down 

We now need to move down the Y a.xis 
one point to 0, 1. If this bit is set then set bit 
2 of the first printer byte. This must be 
repeated until seven bits have been 
tested, and then the eighth bit set to 
complete the first byte. 

Fortunately Dragon Basic has PPOINT 
which actually checks the status of each 
bit on the screen (using the same coordin
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POKE&HFFD7.0 but be sure to remember 
that you must reset the speed before you 
can save or load. 

A comprehensive menu-driven program 
for printing the Dragon hi-resolution screen 
with the Seikosha GP100A is available 
from the author. The program allows full or 
partial screen printing in black and white, 
inverse black and white, and tour shades. 
It also includes a scaling-up facility . and 
details of how to produce custom shading 
patterns. It costs £5.95 on cassette or 
£2.95 as a listing . Keith Brain 's address is 
Penygaer. Groeswen, Carditf CF4 ?UT. 

~0 

2 

3 

PRINTER 
4 BITS 

(128 always 
added lo5 set bit B) 

6 

7 

B 

ates for all modes) and returns a 1 or 0, but 
we still need to set the printer bits by 
adding the appropriate numbers to the first 
byte. The sequence for the first byte is 
therefore: 
10 A= PPOINT(X,Y)*1 + PPOINT 
(X,Y+ 1)*2+PPOINT(X,Y+ 2) 
'4+ PPOINT(X,Y+ 3)*8+ PPOINT 
(X,Y+4)*16+PPOINT(X,Y+5) 
'32+PPOINT(X,Y+ 6)"64+ 128: 
PAINT# - 2,CHR$(A) 

Moving across 
Thus you move across the screen one X 

column at a time which is seven Y rows 
deep, and when you have collected 255 
bytes you need send a carriage return 
CHA$(13), and then move down the Y axis 
of the screen seven rows and start to 
calculate the next line of graphic print. 
Note that in graphics mode no gaps are left 
between any of the lines so they will join up 
neatly. 

In the four-colour modes bits are set in 
pairs to indicate the four colours: 

First bit Second bit 
First colour OFF OFF 
Second colour OFF ON 
Third colour ON OFF 
Fourth colour ON ON 
and a consequence of this is that a four 
colour screen will print out as white, black, 
and left and right-handed zebra stripes. 
There are ways around even that problem 
which allow you to produce more subtle 
shading, as well as scaling and partial 

prints, as shown in some of the examples. 
It is not necessary to have the screen

print routine included in a program produc
ing graphics you may want to print. You 
can store graphics (or even text) pages on 
tape by using CSAVEM. and appropriate 
memory values acoording to the PMODE, 
and then CLOADM them back for later 
printing. 

Although the screen to print conversion 
through Basic is not exactly superfast it 
proceeds at a reasonable rate especially 
considering there are up to 48K calcula
tions to be made. You can speed it up with 

X COORDINATES 

PRINT il! - 2 , CH~128t: 
CHR$(16G);CHR$(188j: 
CHAl(134);CHR$(134): 
CHRl(188);CHfl$(160); 
CHRS(128):CHRSI 13) 

a; 

ii~ 
• 
ct 

• 
• 
• 
ct 

• 
128 
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Conversion of a high resolution screen to a GPTOOOA graphics format 

7 BIT ORDER OF FIAST BYTE 

-....,..--PPOll\IT t7,3)

---r--PPOINT (6,5) ""1 

0 

Q 
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1111111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 It:-COMPU SENSE LTD 
286D Green Lanes, PO Box 169 
Palmers Green, London N13 STN 

Tel: 01-882 0681 01-882 6936 

SOFTWARE FOR DRAGON 32 
I . DAS M Machine Codt DRAGON c•rtr.. C-18Jl5 
A true 6809 assembler IQr tne OAAGO compUler Assembty statements i\Je e 1ered 
1n BASIC mode nd can be •nle<m1xed with BASIC siatem nts Use BASIC t"' load and 
save nd lo< .cl• "'9 source - sr pie anel no time wasted learning new commenCIS A 
sopn1sbeated oroduc tor a demanding tas~ 
2. Hl·RES M•chlne Coae DRAGON cartrtdgec-25.30 
T.recl of that 32 x 16 d<Sjltay' Ht -RES re~ces 1t1e s1ar>d d OAAGON display..., ,.. a 
lull 5 1 character by 24 tne display T8"1 c11rteren1 cnaracte< se•s (1nctud1ng mos1 
European langua S) Us.er dehnable ct>arac1ers M1< Htg" ResolU110n graphcs and 
1e~1 0<1 1he same screen Retum 10 tne srandatd mode a1 ""Y lime. A must 10< 1t>e 
S4lfl0\JS pr0grammer and essen1181 tor business p<ograms. We repeat tna 1111$ ~rac;es 
rne BASJC inour ovtpur routones BASIC runs Ill s I l>y 24 mode 1 

3. OECOOE Machine Code COLORIDRAGON cartlid!i19 £18.95 
Th<S cartridge could save you a small fortune' DECOOE oonvens TANDY COLOR 
programs ro DRAGON Jonnat Of vooe versa Load a TANDY COLOR tape 0<1 your 
DRAGON. 0< a DRAGON tape on your TANOY COLOR. an<! run OECOOE to corw1trt 
the program into I e other BASIC' (Prov& it wori<s - conve'1 II beck again' I Now all you 
COLOR oompVter ow ers can 1a~e advantage 01 al !Nit lovely DRAGON software• =4. OE.MON Mach lmt C-ode Monitor COLOR/DRAGON c•rtr~ C18 95 
A c001plete system ror enrer.ng machine oode programs. as reviewed 1n Pcp<J!a1 
Compunng We ly VOi 2 No 4 - 'easy IC> use a uselul tool reasonably 
pnce<f 
5. SPACE RACE Mac" ne Cod• 16 K COLORIDRAGO... cartrld11e £18.95 

caHetta C7.95 
Acbon paolred arcade game Chase around the traci< de&110y1ng hordes e>f ah&ns --walch out '"' the mines• Uses keyooard or .Joyst1c~s. 15 skin levels. l'llgh resolut100 
graphics. sound. AOcllct•ve 1 	 
6. C-TREK BASIC 16K COLORIDRAGON caosette C7.95 
Super space adventure game. graphics d sound destroy the Klingons be1or th~ -get Y°" · 
7. DESERT GOLF BASIC 32K COLOR/DRAGON cuaette £7 .95 • 
High <eSOlutoon dcsplay and good sound etteas 
I . POKER BASIC 16K COLOR/DRAGON cnoette £7.95 
Fast ac11on. excellent grap111cs and sound. machine cod• ass'5ted IOf speed! 
9- PIRATES AHO\' BASIC 32K COLORIDR.t.GON cnselt• £7.95 
An adventure game. $Qlve 1tte puzzles to Imel all the lle~Ufe - sort>ong 
Au1honsed OrstnbUl()fS IO< $il8Clrat Inc. USA. TSC Inc USA. csc Inc. USA -

Oder by ACCESSVISA or cheque by lelephone or po51 24-h()ur 
answewhone service ._ ~ 

. • 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111-:: 

Let's face it - the sound from your Dragon 32 
wouldn't win any prizes at an Eisteddfod . What you 
need is a: 

--------Dragon 32-------..., 

SOUND EXTENSION MODULE 

• 	 Fully-cased module plugs into cartridge port 

e 	Provides 3 channels of sound: 3-note chords and 
harmonies over 5 octaves 

• 	 Uses new BASIC command. No need to 'Peek' 
or 'Poke' 

• 	 Many built-in sound effects (e.g. bomb, laser) 

• Music and graphics can occur together wi thout 
loss of speed 

e Based on popular, wel l-proven sound generator 

• 	 Two lnpu output ports included 

e User manual provided , with examples 

Cheque! P. 0. to 
J .C.B. (MICROSYSTEMS) ONLY 

29 SOUTHBOURNE ROAD 

BOURNEMOUTH BH6 SAE 
 £34.95 
Tel : (0202) 423973 	 Inclusive 

Write or phone for further details 
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DRAGO 32 
NEW FROM 

TROJAN 

''SPACE TREK" 

Space Trek is an absorbing space wars game in real lime which 
can be played in any of four levels. Special fealures include: 
Onboard baltle computer. long-range galaxy scanning, a galaxy 
containing 100 quadrants, impulse and warp drive speeds, shield 
control and status reports. 

THE TROJAN LIGHT PEN 
PLUGS INTO JOYSTICK POAT 


SUPPLIED WITH CASSETIE OF INSTRUCTIONS 

A SIMPLE-TO-USE DEVICE FOR MICRO FANS 


REVERS I 
THE CLASSICAL GAME WRITTEN IN HIGH RES WITH 

COLOUR AND SOUND. 4 LEVELS OF PLAY. SUITABLE FOR 


ALL AGES 


Send to: TROJAN PRODUCTS, Dept OU 

166 OERLWYN, DUNVANT 


SWANSEA, WEST GLAM SA2 7PF 


~-----------------Please send: 
SPACE TREK D I enclose cheque/PO for £7.50 
LIGHT PEN D I enclose cheque/PO for £1 o.oo 

REVERSI D I enclose cheque PO for £5.50 


All prices include post and packing 

MR/MRS ................ ......... ... ............................................... ..... ...... .. 


ADDRESS.. ... ...... .... ... .. .................... ...... ..... ... ....... ....... ............ .. .. . 


DRAGON 

IN 


DERBY 

SOFTWARE 

Microdeal, Salamander, Cosma, Peaksoft, Dragon 

Data, Compusense, Romik, etc. See the new 


Telewriter Word Processor from MicrodeaJ 


ACCESSORIES 
Joysticks , Printers, Dust Covers, Light Pens, 

Graphics Planners and coming soon - Disk Drives 


BOOKS 
From the beginner to the machine code program

mer we have books to suit everyone 
Come to the computer experts at: 

FIRST BYTE COMPUTERS 

FIRST BYTE COMPUTERS 

10 MAIN CENTRE 

LONDON ROAD 


DERBY 

Tel: DERBY 365280 


Next to House of Holland 

http:enrer.ng
http:cartrtdgec-25.30


II 

Send us your Dragon program•, beginning with • general description end 
txplalnlng how the program I• constructed. Take care that the llatlnga are Open Fiiebug-free. We pay £6 for each program published. 

I~ 

H. 

trapping him/her. The first to do so wins 1160 As there are 11 rows on the 

the game (after a game is won the prog board, CHR$(58), ";" is used 

ram must "break" and run again). This for 11 .
I,_________________,I program was submitted by D. Owen of 1170 As above, "O" is used for row 

This program shows the graphics capabil- Prestwich, Manchester. 10. 
ity of the Dragon and the Tandy colour 1200-1300 The INKEY$ function finds let
micros. Wrrtten in mode 3, a colourful and Program notes ter on the keyboard being 
impressive display can be achieved with Lines selected and converts it into a 
the minimum of programming. The game 60-130 Opening program by asking row number. 
itself is a new version of an old Chinese for instructions. 1320 Computes area being tested 
boardgame. 140-350 Instructions. in tines 1040 and 1090. 

The instructions are included In the 370-400 Sets up mode, colour of Keys 
print-out, but the object of this two-player screen and characters. A·K Rows 1-11 (rows A-K on 
game is to be the first to build a " bridge" of 410·1010 Draws screen layout. screen). 
counters across the hexagonal board, 1040 & 90 Test to determine set colour of 1-: Columns 1-11 (columns 1-11 
whilst trying to block your opponent by point (X,Y). • on screen). 

10 REM************* 
2c.J REM * HEX * 

30 REM * BY D. R. OWEN * 

40 REM * JAN '83 * 

50 REM************* 
60 CLS(O) :PLAY'T255ABDG E02AFDECGBFANDGCFEGABG FEGDFAG03AGDL12GADB" 
70 SOUND60,5 
80 PRINT@13," HEX "; 
90 PRINT ro45, " === "; 

10c.J PRINT@96, "DO YOU WANT INSTRUCTIONS? (YIN)" 
110 D$ = INKEY$:1F 0$ = " Y" THEN 140 
12<.J IF D$ = " N" THEN 360 
130 IF D$<>"Y" OR D$<>" N" THEN 100 
140 ' INSTRUCTIONS 
150 SOUND140,5 
160 CLS(4) 
17c.J PAINT a 35,"THE RULES OF HEX" 
18c.J PAINT@67, "==== ===== =======" 
190 PRINT w129," THE OBJECT OF THE GAME IS TO BRIDGE THE PLAYING BOARD WITH YOUR 

COUNTERS, EG. BY TAKING TURNS, THE PERSON FIRST TO COMPLETE HIS BRIDGE ACROSS THE 
BOARD WINS. WHITE GOES FIRST. WATCH OUT FOR SOME SLY TACTICS !" ; 

200 PRINT@480,"PRESS RETURN FOR MORE" ; 
210 F$ = INKEY$:1F F$ = CHR$(13) THEN 230 
22G IF F$<>CHR$(13) THEN 210 
230 CLS(3) 
240 PRINT(a 2, " HOW TO PLACE YOUR PIECES" ; 
250 PRINT@34," ====== ======= = === ====== == "; 
260 PRINT@97,"PIECES ARE PLACED ON THE BOARD BY INPUTTING THE CORRECT CO-ORDINATES 

OF THE DESIRED POSITION, EG: G,7 WOULD PLACE EITHER A WHITE OR AN ORANGE COUNTER 
ON POSITION G,7 AND SO ON" ; 

270 FOAi = 1T0500Q:NEXTI 
280 CLS(6) 
290 PRINT 35, " HINT"; 
3011 PRINT@67,"= = ==="; 
310 PRINT@129,"SINCE THE OBJECT OF THE GAME IS TO BUILD A BRIDGE ACROSS THE BOARD, AS 

WELL AS TRYING TO BUILD ONE YOURSELF, YOUR OPPONENT IS ALSO TRYING TO BUILD ONE 
SO A GOOD TACTIC WOULD BE TO BLOCK HIS/HER PATH."; 

320 PRINT a 480 ,"PAESS RETURN TO START"; 
330 A$= INKEY$ 
340 IF R$ = CHR$(13) THEN 360 
350 IF R$<>CHR$(13) THEN 320 
360' START 
370 PMODES,1 
38Q COLORS,7 
390 PCLS 
400 SCREEN1 ,1 
410 FOR N= 11 TO 1 STEP - 1 
420 X= 116 - 10*N:YO = 12 + 8•N:Y1 = 172 - B•N 
430 I= 0 TON 

Continued on page 40 
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Open File 

440 	X1 = X + 20•1 + 1Cil:X2 = X1 10:X3 = X2 + 10 
450 	LI NE(X1 ,YO - 8) - (X1 ,YtJ - 3), PSET 
460 	LINE(X1,Y1 + 8) - (X1 ,Y1 + 13), PSET 
470 	IF I = N THEN 53Q 
480 	LI NE(X1 ,YO - 8) - (X2,YO - 11 ),PSET 
490 	LI NE(X2,YQ - 11) - (X3,YO - 8), PSET 
50Q 	 LINE(X1 ,Y1 + 13) - (X2,Y1 + 16),PSET 
510 	 LINE(X2,Y1 16) (X3,Y1 + 13),PSET 
520 	NEXTI 
530 	NEXTN 
540 	PAINT(O ,Cil),6,6 
550 	FOAi = 85T09CJ :PSET(14, 1,5):NEXT:PSET(12,85,5) :PSET( 12,9CJ ,5) :PSET(16,9Cil ,5) 
56CJ 	 PSET(20 ,78,5) : PSET(22,77,5) : PSET(24,78,5) : PSET{24,79,5) : PSET(22,8Cil ,5) : PSET(20,81 ,5) 

PSET(2Cil ,82 ,5): PSET(22,82,5) : PSET(24,82,5) 
570 PSET(31J ,7Cil ,5) : PSET(32,69,5) : PSET{34,70,5) : PSET(34,71 ,5) : PSET(32,72,5) : PSET(34,73,5) 

PSET{34,74,5) : PSET(32,75,5) : PSET(3G,74,5) : PSET(34,69,5) 
58(i} FOAi = 61T066 : PSET(44,l,5) : NEXT: PSET(4G,61 ,5) : PSET(4CJ ,62,5) : PSET(40,63,5) : PSET(40 ,64,5) : 

PSET(42,64,5) 
590 PSET(50,54,5) : PSET(52,54,5) : PSET(54,54,5) : PSET(50 ,55,5) : PSET(5CJ ,56,5) : PSET(52,56,5) : 

PSET(54,57,5) : PSET(54,58,5) : PSET{52,59,5) : PSET(5Q,58,5) 
600 FOR = 46T050 : PSET(60,l,5) : NEXT : PSET(62,45,5) : PSET(62,51,5) ; PSET(64,50 ,5) : PSET(64,49,5) : 

PSET(63,48,5) 
610 PSET(70,38,5) :PSET(72,38,5):PSET(74,38,5) :PSET(74,39,5):PSET(72,40,5) :PSET(70,41 ,5) :PSET{70,42,5): 

PSET(70 ,43,5) 
620 PSET(82 ,30,5) :PSET(8Cl ,31 ,5) :PSET{80 ,32,5) :PSET(84,31,5) :PSET(84,32 ,5) :PSET(80,33,5) :PSET 

(80 ,34,5) :PSET{80 ,35,5) : PSET(84,34,5) :PS ET(B4,35 ,5):PSET(82,36, 5) 
630 FOR I = 22T026 :PS ET(94 , 1,5) :NEXT: PSET(92,21 ,5) :PSET(90 ,22,5): PSET(90 ,23,5) :PSET(92,24, 5) :PSET 

(92,27,5) 
64Gl 	 FOAi = 15T018:PSET(1QO,l,5) :PSET(104,l,5):NEXT:PSET(1Q2, 14,5):PSET(102, 19,5) 
650 	 PSET(112,7,5) :PSET(1 12,8,5):PSET(112, Hl,5) :PSET(112, 11,5) 
66Gl 	 FOAi = 100T0105:PSET(1Cil ,l,5) :PSET(14,l,5) :NEXT:PSET(1 2,99,5) :PSET(12,1tJ2,5) 
670 	 FORI = 1Gl6T01 11 : PSET(20,l,5) : NEXT : PSET(22,1Cil6,5): PSET(24,1Q7,5) : PSET(22,108,5) : PSET 

(24, 1 Ci>9 ,5) : PSET(24, 110,5) : PSET(22, 111 ,5) 
680 	 FOAi = 115T01 1B:PSET(30,l,5) :NEXT:PSET(32, 114,5): PSET(32, 119,5) :PSET(34, 115,5):PSET(34, 118,5) 
690 	 FOAi = 123T0128 :PSET(40,l,5) :NEXT:FORI = 124T0127:PSET(44,l,5) :NEXT:PSET(42, 123,5) : 

PSET(42, 128,5) 
7(i)0 	 FOAi = 131T0136 : PSET(50,l,5) : NEXT : PSET(52,131 ,5) : PSET(54,131,5) : PSET(52,133,5) 

PSET(52. 136,5) : PSET(54, 136,5) 
710 	FORI = 139T0144:PSET(60,l,5) :NEXT:PSET(62, 139,5) :PSET(64, 139,5):PSET(62, 142,5) 
720 	FORI = 148T0151 : PSET(70,l,5) : NEXT : PSET(72,1 47,5) : PSET(74,148,5) : PSET(72,152,5) 

PSET(74, 151 ,5) : PSET(74, 150,5) : PSET(74, 152,5) : PSET(72, 150,5) 
730 	FOAi = 155T0160:PSET(8Cil ,l,5) :PSET(84,l ,5} ;NEXT:PSET(B2, 157,5) 
740 	FOAi = 163T0168:PSET(92,l,5) :NEXT 
750 	FOAi = 171T0175:PSET(104,l ,5):NEXT:PSET(102, 171 ,5} :PSET(1(i)2,176,5):PSET(1G0 ,175,5) 
760 FOAi = 179T0184 : PSET(110,l,5) : NEXT : PSET(114,179,5): PSET(114,18Ci>,5) : PSET(112,181 ,5) : 

PSET(112, 182,5) : PSET(114, 183,5) : PSET(114, 184,5)77Q COLOR8,6 
780 LINE(5, 108)- (5, 186), PSET 
790 LINE(5. 1Cil8)-(102, 186), PSET 
8<lCi> LINE(5, 186)- (102, 186),PSET 
810 PAINT(6, 115),8,8 
820 COLOURS,6 
830 LINE(150 , 186)- {250 , 186),PSET 
840 LINE(l 50 , 186)-(250, 108),PSET 
850 LINE(250 , 108)-{250. 186),PSET 
860 PRINT(249, 185),5,5 
870 LINE(5,84)- (5,5) ,PSET 
880 LINE(S,5)-(102,5),PSET 
89Cil LINE(1 !J2,5)- (5,84) ,PSET 
9Ci>O PAINT(6,6),5,5 
91() COLOR8,6 
920 LINE(15C3,5)- (25G,5), PSET 
930 LI NE(250 ,5}-(25(i),84 ). PSET 
940 LINE(250,84)- (15Ci>,5), PSET 
950 PRINT(249,6) , 8,8 
960 	FOAi = 165T0174:PSET(194,l,B) :PSET(204,l,8}:PSET(21 O,l,8):NEXT 
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970 FORl = OT01 
980 PSET(196,169 + l) :PSET(198,169 l,8) :PSET(2G'l(i) ,169 + l,8):PSET(2G2,169 l,B) :NEXT 
990 FORI = CH01 :PSET(212,165 + l,8) :PSET(214,165 l,8) :PSET(216,165 + l,8) :PSET(212,169 + 

l,8) :PSET(214,169 + l,8) :PSET(212,173 + l,8) :PSET(214,173 + l) :PSET(216,173 + 1,8) :PSET(218,173 + 
l,8):NEXT 

1000 PSET(224, 165,8) : PSET(224, 166,8) : PSET(226, 167,8) : PSET(226, 168,8) : PSET(228, 16,9,8) : PSET 
(228 ,170,8) : PSET(230 ,rn7,8) : PSET(232,166,8) : PSET(228,16,9,8) : PSET(228,170 ,8) : 
PSET(23G, 168,8) : PSET(23G, 167,8) : PSET(232, 166,8) : PSET(232, 16.5,8) : PSET(226, 171 ,8) : 
PSET(226, 172,8) : PSET(224, 173,8) : PSET(224, 174,8) : PSET(230 , 17, 1.8 

101 Q PSET(23G, 172,8) :PSET(232, 173,8) :PSET(232, 174,8) 
1020 GOSUB1140 
1030 GOSUB132Q 
1G40 IF PPOINT{X,Y) = 7 THEN 1Q60 
1050 SOUND10,5:GOT01 Q2(i) 
1060 PRINT(X ,Y),5,6 
1070 GOSUB1 14Q 
1080 GOSUB132Q 
1<390 IF PPOINT(X,Y) = 7 THEN 1110 
1100 SOUND150 ,5:GOT01G70 
11 Ha PRINT(X,Y) ,8,6 
1 1 W GOT01020 
1130 GOT0113G 
114G A$ = INKEY$:1F A$ = "" THEN 114Q 
1150 8$ = INKEY$:1F 8$ = "" THEN 115Cil 
1160 IFB$ = CHR$(58) THEN B = 11 :GOT012QO 
117fJ IF B$><"(i) " THEN 119Q 
1180 B = 1G3 :GOT01200 
1190 B = VAL(B$) 
1200 IF A$ = " A" THEN A = 1 
1210 IF A$ = " B" THEN A = 2 
1220 IF A$ = " C" THEN A = 3 
1230 IF A$ = " D" THEN A= 4 
1240 IF A$= " E" THEN A = 5 
1250 IF A$ = " F" THEN A = 6 
126G IF A$ = " G" THEN A = 7 
127G IF A$ = " H" THEN A = 8 
1280 IF A$ = " I" THEN A= 9 
1290 IF A$ = " J" THEN A = 10 
13GJO IF A$ = " K" THEN A= 11 
1310 RETURN 
1320 X = 7 + 10*(A + B) :Y = 94 + 8* (A - 8) 
133fJ RETURN 

Writing a program to read. edit and record 
a data file is straigtitforward, but if the 
same could be done for a program file then 
Dragon users would be able to move lines 
around, merge and append programs for 
iinstanoe. In short a text editor. 

This program shows how 10 read in 
program into an array, which can then be 
manipulated as required. 

First you must record the program to be 
read in ASCII format using Csave" name 
",A. Don't worry about the unusual noises 
emerging from the Dragon during this 
operation. Then the following program will 
read it into array F$, a line to each 
element. 

To edit the program, just deal with each 
array element as if it were a string. To save 
the edited program. just write it to the 
cassette as if it were a data file , ie Print 
-1,F$(1),F$(2), ... 

Don't forget to make enough string 
space available with a Clear. This program 
was submitted by M. Twigger of Fleet, 
Hants. 

Ba1i1 of aled.editor 

10 CLEAR 100 00 

2 0 DIM F$(200> 


11 11 ..30 OPEN I , - 1 , " name 
40 1=0 

50 IF EOF< - 1> THEN 100 

60 INPUT - 1,E$ 

7 0 F$<I> =E$ 

80 I = I+ l 

9 0 GOTO 50 


100 CLOSE - 1 
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•-----I-----SUNSHINE - - - - - - - - - -1
I I
Please send m~A'" tDle th•cur,• \'J H <;""" .. •"tl C0"10 UIA• """ .,... °<<10! ·ae oD• ' '""" .,.• ., """' O'Tle 

D The Working D Cruising arne -------- ------ - ------- II Spectrum on Broadway 
a 1:595 eacn at 1:4 95 eac11 Add•ess - - - ------ ------------

•• D The Woriclng D Blind ••Dragon 32 Alley 
al£5 95 ecic a r-i 95 each 

I 
1en IOSf' a c 1eque1po~ 1a101der lor I:____ _ I 

SiqnP.0 - - --- --- ------- ---- - - 
payable to Sunshine Books 

~ - - : ·: 0: 1==2=--- _ W; 11: a1: .-·; o: lo: ys- - - - - - ~ 
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Open Fiie 


I Plelllan I 
game. If you get 5,000 or 10,000 points 
you get an extra life. 

This program uses sound to tell you if 
.________________, you have any power or if you eat a power 
This is a Pa~type game which has pill or if you eat a pill. 
been translated from Sinclair Basic to The program also has high scores and if 
Dragon Basic. The program takes up you have the highest score It asks for your 
about 3K of Ram. name. Then at the end of every game and 

The object of the game is to eat as many If no one beats your score your name is 
of the power pills '•' and as many pills '.' as printed up. 
possibJe before the ghost eats you. You or The program uses a Peek to find out if 
the ghost cannot go through walls. You you have hit anything and the same with 
can chose between two speeds fast or the ghost. 
slow. This is asked for at the start of the The program should be bug-free and I 

tioP8 that all Dragon owners have a. good 
time. Atip for Dragon owners: 

H you are saving a program and you 
wish to find out If Itis saved correctly then If 
you rewind your tape and then type in 
Cload 'verify' then this checks if the 
program is saved correctly. 

H you get a '?10' 8l'TOI" then it is not 
saved correctly. H it is OK then press 
'reset' to get back to your program. This 
does not go aver the prooram in memory 
- that is if you don't have a program 
called 'verify' on the tape. This program 
was submitted by B. Watson of Edinburgh. 

10 REM CC> 1 /2/83 BRIAN WATSON 
20 CLS 

CO - 0 : GllTO 100 
:.HO GOSUB 4 00 

30 INPUT "FAST OR SLOW " ; A~fi 

4 0 I F' A $ - "F" CJR A $ · "FAST" T HEN 
Pm<~ E 65495, 0 

50 IF A$ = "S" OR A $ - "SLOW" T HEN 
Prn<E 65494 ~ 0 

6 0 G$ ·- "G": F(EM INVERSE 'G '' 
70 SS - O:CO - 0 
80 LL - 4 

380 GOTO 170 
390 M - MM: GOTO 280 
4 00 REM MOVE GHOST 
41 0 RX = RNO <3> 

RY - RN D (3) 

IF RX - 1 THEN 
lF RY · l THEN 
IF RX - ::s THEN 

. 
G -- G + l 
G - G ,,_ ~-2 
G ..: G - 1 

·z .....'90 'Cl.S4 

420 
4 30 
440 
4 50 
4 60 
4 70 
480 

I F RY - :3 THEN G - G + ·- · ~.. 
100 L - L _.. 1 
110 W$ - II. I 

l 2c:> RE STORE 
130 FOR N - 0 TO 485 STEP 32: READ 

A$: PRINT @N,A$; : NEXT 
140 M - 465 : G = 335 
170 PRINT :'i>l9, " POWER=" ; I l\lT <F' Dl 

; : F'RINT @5 1 , " L IVES = 11 LL.; : PR .UH 
@5 1 + 3:2, "SCORE:= "; SS ; 

180 PRINT @M, ";i)";: MM -· M 
190 IF PO < 4 THEN G$ - "G II : F\ . M 

I NVERSE ' G ,. 
200 IF PO ( > 0 THEN PO - PO -

210 IF PO > 4 THEN Bit> - 11 G " : EM 
NORMAL G' 

220 IF F'O < > 0 THEN F'LAY II (J.l~ 20 
OG" 

2:30 J:F PO ·- l THEN PU.W " 01L. '.200AO 
2 1 -200A03L200A04L~~ O()A II 

240 PRINT @!3,G$j:G<>- ~ G 
250 IF SS - 5000 THEN L L - L L + 

1 : 86 = SS + 1 
260 I F SS - 10000 TH-N LL - L L ~ 

l:SS = SS + 1 
270 Q$ - INl<EY $ 
280 IF Q $ = II I II THEN M - M · :3:2 
290 IF Q$ = 11 M" THEl·..i M - M · 2-'2 
300 IF Q $ = "J" THEN 1'1 ... M - 1 
310 I F (.)$ - " I<" THEN M - M + l 
320 IF PEEK t 1024 + M> = 9 THE N 

/vi = MM 
3~0 IF PEEK 11 024 + Ml - 106 THEN 

PLAY II 04L25AII: PO - 50 : SS -· SS 
+ 10 

3 40 IF PEEK <1024 + MJ = 110 THEN 
r~LAY " 02L250BL.250DL250A" : CO -
CD + l :SS - SS + 1 

360 IF CO = 175 OR CO - 174 THEN 

PRI NT ;iJ MM, " II • 
i 

PRINT ; iJGG~ W$ ; 
490 W$ - II II 

500 IF G = M OR GG - M OR GG ;;;: M 
MM THEN ~~60M OH G = 

520 IF PEEi< 
G - GG 

( 1024 + (;)) - 9 THEN 

~530 IF PEEi< ( 1024 + ·c.;l -
W$ · II. II 

( 1024 + G> -
W$ - 11 * 11 

550 F\E~Tl.IRN 

560 IF PO < > O THEN 690 
57 0 PLAY 11 L. 1OOAL. 1OOBL5 0C '' 

11 c) THEN 

106 THEN 

5 8 0 LL - LL - 1: IF LL. - - 1 THEN 

~i90 ' RI NT @M M, " 11 
; . : L=?crro 14 0 

600 l:lf(I NT "HARD LUCK YOlJ' RE TOO 
SLOW" ~ I "HA I HA~ HA~ " 

6 10 FOR Y = 1 TO 10 
620 P LAY"L200ABCDE-FGL200AL200BL2 

(li:>C02D02E II 
630 l\IEXT 
640 CLS 
650 IF SS ~ HS T HE N 670 
660 I F SS > HS THEN HS - SS : INPUT 

"WHAT IS YO UR NAME "; N$ 
670 F'RI NT 11 THE HIGHEST SCORE WA 

s · "HS" BY "N$ 
680 OR I = 1 TO 5500 : NEX T I: GOT O 

1 (l 

690 RE M EATEN GHOST 
700 F·O -· 0 

710 SS = SS + RND {4 ) * 50 
720 G -· 335 
730 PLAY"L50AL100BL 150CL200D" 
740 GOTO 170 
750 REM MAZE • •• ALL LETTER "I " A 

Continued on page 45 
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--

--------------------------------------

Classified 

COMPUTER 


CORRESPONDENCE 

COURSES 


LEAR/I 111 MAS~ THE DRAGON 
. A comptei. course In BASIC program
ming which is designed specifically fOI' 
ll>e DRAGON micro·computer. It in
c;l uOe s word proceni ng , fi l e . 
m11neoement, Sloek-eonlrol, gamts, and 
educational applicatiOns. Suilal>le IOt tne 
COf'l1Plete beginnet, hobbyist, teacher, 
ano business person. 

ConofCourM 

Inch.ting comptJter: £212.40 (illell 

Extludiflg computer: teUI (incl) 


Price per Module: EU$ (incl) 


For lull details wrl/1 ffflclos/frQ sa~ to· 
COMPUTER CORRESPONDENCE 

COURSES 
Churchway, WHI Ilsley 

NrNewbury 

- ~ 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES 
Une by llne: 20p per word. minimum 10 words. 
Semklleplay: £5 per single column oentlmetre, minimum length 2 cm. 

(Please supply artwork as PMT, or supply rough setting ins1ructions.) 

Conditions: All copy for Classified section must be pre-paid. Cheques and 

postal orders, made payable to Dragon User, should arrive at least two weeks 

before the publication date. 

11 you wish to discuss your ad, please ring Simon Langston on 01-930 3840. 


PROTECT YOUR DRAGON with aKOPIKAT fitted PVC dust cover. only £3.95 inclu· 

Dragon 32 Owners sive . Sherborne Designs. ·v ictory 
House', Ba The Rank. North Bradle~ . 

Nowavdable: a Kop<Kat duphca1in9 Cape Trowbridge. Wilts. Tel: 02214 442$ 
will copy most of your own m c oode Access and Barclaycard. Covers 1or all 
lepes - even double IOaders - £15. computers , printers. monitors . etc 

KOPIKAT, 2 Bell une available. Dealer enquiries welcome. Narbo<ough, ~lceeterahlre 

- · 

WANTED URGENTLY 
Arcade 1ypc games for micros. 
ZX81. Spectrum. VIC 20. D rngon 
and Orie. We pay cop royalties ur 
buy outright. Any good games 
programs. N•tional mail order and 
dealer sales ensure maximum re 
ward for your work . 

Rtply Immediately lo: 
ORTHWlSH. 

CROU D FLOOR, 
RALL! BUii.DiNG , 
STANLEY STREET, 

IA CHESTUJ 
or phone 061-832 9143 

DRAGON 32 JOYSTICKS 
,,,. F 

BERKS RG16 OAH i - ~~.AT LAST Tel (08328) 336 

!1 
., . .'( ' 

AN AITRACTIVE DUST COVER. CUS / 
TOM-MADE TO FIT YOUR DRAGON. 
COLOUR CO-OROINATl GTO MATCH £14.95,jTRLaN YOUR MICRO . SCREEN PRINTED 

08AGONfTANDYJOYSTICKS ptus 75pplop WITH "DRAGON". "" ., 

ONLY 

DRAGON 32 
(Acom have already offieially MERGE PROGRAMS ~·;u~~.-~$1~:1 approved our BBC cover) Top quallty, easy to handle joy·ButtonPrograms can be fuUy merged ONLY £3.25 INC P&P sticks, for the enthuslHtic 

on. . the Dragon 32. For full games player. TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME details and instructions send £1S PAIR /l.ncliored 
Available trom COTSWOLD COVERS, PARK HILL 


'Allenwoods', 105 Conway 

£1 plus sae to G. Grimwood, INCL POST Cable (1 .5rnl 

HOOK NORTON, OXONEXlENSIO LEADS CASCOM 
Firsl Meire £2 anel Wm tllerealttrRoad, Colwyn Bay, Clwyd. Mr Thomllnson 67 ELSTOW ROAD, 104 Waodb'1-91 Rd, 1111111111119 0608737472 BEDFORD MK42 9NT St Aldnw. lpswlclt. Slllhl• IP4 5RA r------------------------------------,


I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Here's my classified ad. 

(Please write your copy in capital letters on the lines below.) 

ro.20 C0.40 ro.so m.eo 

C1 .00 £1.20 £140 £1.60 

C1.80 L2.00 r2.20 £240 

C2.60 r2 eo C3.00 

£3.40 1:3.60 [380 t 4.00 

C4 .20 [4.40 Please continue on a separate sheel of paoe< 

I make this ....... ... ..... ......... .... ..... words, at 20p per word so I owe you £ ...... ............... ........... . 

Name ............................................................. . 

Address ........................................................ . 

I 
Telephone ..................................................... . I 

I 
Please cut out and send this form to: Cla~ified Department, Dragon User, Hobhouse Court, 19 Whitcomb I 

Street, London WC2 I 
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Open Fiie 

760 
771) 
780 
790 
800 
810 
820 

RE IN INVERSE IN THE MAZE 

DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 

"IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII" 
"I*· · .......... ···*I" 
"I •• I •• I •• I •• I •• I • • I" 
"I •• I •• I •• I •• I •• I •. I" 
"I .• I •• I •• I •• I •• I •. I" 
"I ••••....••...•..• I" 
"I •• !III. III. IIII .• I" 

830 
840 
850 
86-0 
870 
880 
E390 
9 0 0 
910 

DATA 
[)ATf.¥ 
DA1.A 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 

ii l ................... I II 

"I. *I .• I •. I •• I.*I·. I" 
"I •• I .. I •• I .. I .. I •. I" 
ur ........... "••••••• 1 ·11 
"I •• III!. III. IIII •• I " 
u I .................. I If 

"I. I ••• IIIIIII ••• I. I" 
11 1 .................. 1 11 

"lIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII" 

Character 

generator 


This program allows you to design 8 x 8 
characters for the high resolution screen. 
When the program is run a large 8 x 8 grid 
appears on the screen. 

In the top left hand comer is a flashing 
cursor, this cursor can be moved around 
the screen by the use of the four arrow 

9000 REM DRAGON 

CHARACTER 

GENERATOR 


9010 REM CLIVE ROBERTS 1982 

9020 DIM Z(10, 10):DIM A(8,8):DIM 8(8,S):DIM 


C(S,8):DIM 0(8.S):DIM E(8,8) 
903" PMODE 4:SCREEN 1.1 :COLOR 0.1 :PCLS 
9040 DRAW "BMO,OR11D8SR11 U88A11DSSR11 

U88A11D88R11US8R11088R11U88L8S 
D88A88U11L88U11 R88U11 LSSU11 R88 
U11L88UI 1 R88U11 L88" 

9050 PUT(150,0) - (157,7) ,A,PSET 

9060 PUT(170,0) - [177,7) ,B.PSET 

9070 PUT(190,0) - (197,7) ,C,PSET 

9080 PUT(210,0) - (217,7),D,PSET 

9090 PUT(230,0) - (237,7) ,E,PSET 

9100 VE = 1:HO • 1 

9110 GOT09160 

9120FORY • 1 T050 

9130 IF PEEK(337) < 255 THEN 92.20 

9140 NEXTY 

9150 RETURN 

9160 PUT(HO,VE) - (HO + 9,VE + 9).Z,PSET 

9170 GOSUB9120 


keys. If you wish to fill any of the squares 
press the shift key as well. 

When you have finished your design 
move the cursor out of the grid or into a 
blank square then press key S. The five 
arrays you can use (A to E) are plotted on 
the right side of the grid, if the array is 
empty a black square is shown. Any 
characters used can be stored on tape and 
then you can go back to them later for 
further use. 

You can use other modes and colours 
by altering line 9030 but I have found that 
mode 4 is the most clear to use. This 
program was submitted to us by C. 

9180 PUT(HO.VE) - (HO + 9,VE + 9),Z,PRESET 
9190 GOSU89120 
9200 GOT09160 
9220 PUT(HO,VE) - (HO + 9,VE + 9).Z,PRESET 
9230 IF PEEK(337) = 223 AND PEEK(344) = 223 

AND HO < 77THEN HO = HO + 11 
9240 IF PEEK(337) = 223 AND PEEK(343) = 223 

AND HO> 1iHENHO= H0 - 11 
9250 IF PEEK(337) • 223 AND PEEK(342) = 223 

AND VE < 77THENVE ,. VE + 11 
9260 IF PEEK(33n = 223 AND PEEK{341) • 223 

AND VE > eTHEN VE "" VE - 11 
9270 	IF PEEK(337) = 159 AND PEEK(344) = 223 

ANDH0 < 8STHEN PUT(HO.VE) - (HO 
9,VE + 9).Z,PSET:HO • HO + 11 

9280 IF PEEK(337) = 159 AND PEEK(343) "' 223 
AND HO > 1 THEN PUT(HO,VE) - (HO + 9,VE 
+ 9) ,Z.PSET:HO = HO - 11 

9290 IF PEEK(337) = 159 AND PEEK(342) • 223 
AND VE < S8 THEN PUT(HO,VE) - (HO 
+ 9,VE + 9),Z,PSET:VE : VE + 11 

9300 IF PEEK(337) "' 159 AND PEEK(341) • 223 
AND VE > 1 THEN PUT(HO,VE) - (HO + 9.VE 
+ 9),Z,PSET:VE = VE - 11 

Roberts who lives in Bootle, Merseyside. 
Program notea 
Lines 
9000·9090 Sets up arrays and draws high 

resolution screen. 
9100·9320 Controls the cursor movement 

and reads the keyboard. 
9330-9390 Plots character at bottom of 

screen, 
9400-9440 Selects array to be used. 
9450-951 O Gers character from bottom of 

screen and stores this in the 
array selected then returns to 
high res screen. · 

9310 IFINKEY$ "" " S" THEN9330 
9320 GOTO 916!il 
9330 Ho .. - 1:vE .. - 1 
9340 FOR Y = 5 TOS2STEP11 
935@ VE = VE + 1:HO = 0 
9360 FOR X • 5 TOS2 STEP 11 
9370 HO = HO + 1 
9380 IF PPOINT (X,Y) = 0 THEN PSET (HO.VE + 

150) 
9390 NEXT X, Y 
9400 CLS:SCREEN 0, 1 
9410 PRINT" SELECT CHARACTER A TO E'" 
9420 IF INKEY$ > '"' THEN 9420 
9430 A$=1NKEY$:1F A$<"A"OR AS> " E" 

THEN9430 
9440 Q = (ASC(A$) -64) 
9450 ON Q GOSUB 9470,9480,9490. 

9500,9510 
9460 GOTO 9030 
9470 GET(1 ,150) - (S,157),A,G:RETURN 
9480 GET(l , 150) - (S, 157),B,G:RETURN 
9490 GET(l ,150) - (8,157),C.G:RETURN 
9500 GET(1,150) - (8,157),D,G:AETURN 
9510 GET(1 .150) - (S,157),E,G:RETURN 

Drawing 

The line function on the Dragon is a very 
useful feature; however, it is limited to 
drawing a line from A to B, or else use the 
Draw command. 

Here is a program that you can feed into 
the Dragon, then kick it around and have 
hours of fun. For example clock fingers 
moving at any speed, printing points of a 
circle or oval. It can be used in all kinds of 
programs. This program was submitted by 
W. Slater of Brampton, Chesterfield. Der
byshire. 

Line 20 defines pi. 

The figure 30 in line 50 is half the number 

of lines or points to be drawn in the circle 

or oval. 

The figure 80 in lines 60 and 70 giVes the 

size of the circle or dimensions of an oval. 


10 P MODE 4,1: SCREEN1,1: PCLS. 
20 DEF FN R (X) = 4.0 * ATN (1.0) 
30 FOR T = 0 TO 1 Q000 
40 TIMER= 0 
50 A= T/30 * FN A (A) 
60 X = 128 + 80 * COS (A) 
70 Y = 96 + 80 * SIN (A) 
80 LINE (128,96) - (X,Y),PSET 
90 IF TIMER = 48 THEN GOSUB 1000 

110 NEXTT 
999 END 

1000 LINE (128,96) - (X,Y), PRESET 
1100 RETURN 
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Open Fiie 
·D et I around with the Draw command. Careful Trill who comes from Rochester, Kent. 

attention must be given to the instruction inragon 
the Draw command to prevent Paint spill. It Program note• 
is left up to you to discover exactly what it 10-120 Draw the figure. 

This program was devised when playing does. This program was submitted by J. 130-180 Movement. 

5 REM ORAGONET BY J. TRILL 
10 PMODE 3,1 : SCREEN 1,0: PCLS3 

20 DRAW "BM130, 178 ; S16C4D2L 11U2E.1U3E1U3H1 

U1 H1L1H1L1H 1L1 U1LlU4H1U1H2U1H 1U2HlU2 

E2U1E6R 1 E1R1~F 1 R1E1R5D1R2F 1R4G102 

F503G1D3G201L1G4L2G4D1G1D 1G1D2G1D5" 

30 DRAW "BM-15,-30; E3R3F20 1G2L1G1L1H1L1 H1U 1E1" 
~ 

40 DRAW "BM+18 , +1 , U2E 2R2F 1R 101F1 G2L3H3' ' 

50 DRAW "BM-1, +10 U1H2G1 H1L1G1L 1G1L 1G1R1F11 

R1E1R2F1E1R2" 

60 DRA\~ "BM+ 1 , -10 H1G1D1F1E1U1 ; BM- 4,0; H1G1' 
D1F1E1 U1" 

.... 65 PAINT <120, 160>,4,4 


70 DRAW "BM-7,-2; G202F1R1 " 


80 DRAW "BM+ 18, - 1 ; L1H2U2E2" 


90 PA INT C80,65), 2,4 


100 PAINT C150,55),2,4 


110 DRAW "BM 60, 180; C4E5F 1G5L2E3" 


120 PAINT C62, 179),4,4 


130 CIRCLE (83, 160) , 5,2 


140 PAINT C83, 160>,2,2 


150 FOR I = 1 TO 500 : NEXT I 


155 CIRCLE (83, 160),5,4 


160 PAINT (83,160>,4 , 4 


170 FOR I = 1 TO 500 : NEXT I 


180 GO TO 130 
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Open Fiie 


Noughts 

an~ eron• 


This program prints the noughts-and
crosses grid on the screen, and then 

invites you to play the game: first by typing 
x or o depending on whieh you are, and. 
then by typing a number between 1 and 9: 
3 is top right, 9 is bottom right, etc. This 
program is by C. Davies of Eastleigh. 

Program notes 
Lines 
2-10 Print headings and clear 

screen. 

20-60 Set hi·res graphics and draws 
grid. 

70-100 Established whether it is "x" 
or "o". 

500-600 Established position of " x's" 
on grid. 

700-800 Established position of " o's" 
on grid. 

2000-2430 Draw the " x's" on the screen, 
3000·3420 Draw the " o's" on the screen. 

1 REM "noughts and crosses " 206G LINE ( 140 , 3~) - (120,50) ,PSET 
2 REM "CARL DAVIES, 1982 2070 GOT070 
3 PRINT @ 128 + 11 ,"NOUGHTS' 2100 LINE (160,30) - (18(l} ,50) ,PSET 
4 PRINT @ 192 + 13 ,"AND" 2110 LINE(180,30)-(16G,50) ,PSET 
6 PRINT @ 256 + 11 , " CROSSES" 2120 GOT070 
8 FOR Z = 1TO13Ci>C~ :NEXT Z 2150 LINE (80 ,70) - (100,90) ,PSET 

10 CLS 2160 LINE (1GH~ . 70) - (80,90) ,PSET 
20 PMODE 3, 1 :SCREEN 1,0:PCLS 2170 GOTO 70 
30 LINE (110,2(i)) - (110, 140),PSET 22Q)0 LINE (120,70) - (14(l} ,90),PSET 
40 LINE (150,20) - (150, 140),PSET 2210 LINE (140,70) - (120,9Q)) ,PSET 
50 LINE (70,60) - (190,60) ,PSET 2220 GOT070 


··- 60 LINE (70, 1G0) - (190, 100),PSET 2250 LINE (160,70) - (180,90) ,PSET 

70 A$ == INKEY$ 2260 LINE (180, 7fll) - (16Q,90) , PSET 

80 IF A$ = " x" THEN GOSU8 500; 2270 GOTO 70 

90 IF A$ = "o" THEN GOSU8 700; 2300 LINE(80,110)- (100,130),PSET 


100 GOT070 231(i} LINE(10fJ,110) - (80 ,130),PSET 

500 8$ = INKEY$ 232(i} GOT070 
510 IF 8$ = " 1" THEN GOSU8 2000; 2350 LINE (120, 110) - (140, 13(l}),PSET 
520 IF 8$ = " 2" THEN GOSU8 2050 ; 2360 LINE (140,110) - (120,130),PSET 
530 IF 8$ = "3" THEN GOSU8 21Gfll ; 2370 GOT07fll 
540 IF 8$ = "4" THEN GOSU8 2150; 240G LINE (160,110)- (180,13G),PSET 
55~ IF 8$ = " 5" THEN GOSUB 2200 ; 2410 LINE(180 ,110) -(16fll ,130),PSET 
560 IF 8$ = " 6'' THEN GOSU8 2250; 2420 GOTO 70 
570 IF 8$ = " 7" THEN GOSU8 2300 ; 300fll LINE (80 ,30) - (10G>,5<3),PSET,B 
580 IF 8$ = " 8" THEN GOSU8 2350; 301 Q GOTO 70 
590 IF 8$ = ' '9" THEN GOSU8 2400 ; 3050 LINE (120,30) - (14fJ ,50) ,PSET,8 
600 GOTO 500 3060 GOTO 70 
700 C$ = INKEY$ 31 fJ0 LINE (160, 130) - (180,50),PSET,B 
710 IF C$ = " 1" THEN GOSU8 30G>0; 3110 GOTO 70 
720 IF C$ = ' '2" THEN GOSU8 3050 ; 315G Ll'NE (80 ,70) - (100,90) ,PSET,B 
730 IF C$ = "3" THEN GOSU8 3Hb0 ; 316G GOTO 70 
74~ IF 8$ = "4" THEN GOSUB 3150; 3200 LINE (120,70) - (140,90),PSET,B 
750 IF 8$ = " 5" THEN GOSU8 3200; 321 C3 GOTO 70 
760 IF 8$ = " 6" TH~N GOSU8 3250; 325G LINE (160,70) - (180,90),PSET,B 
770 IF 8$ = " 7" THEN GOSU8 33G0; 3260 GOT070 
780 IF 8$ = "'8" THEN GOSU8 3350; 3300 LINE (.80,110) - (100,130),PSET,8 
790 IF~$ = " 9" THEN GOSU8 3400 ; 3310 GOTO 70 
800 GOT0700 3350 LINE (120,110) - (140,130),PSET,8 

2000 LINE (80,30) - (10(i) ,50),PSET 3360 GOTO 70 . 

2G10 LINE (100,30) - (80,50),PSET 340<3 LINE (160, 110) - (18G> , 130), 

2G20 GOTO 70 PSET,8 

2050 LINE (120,3G) - (140,50),PSET 3410 GOT0-70 


~ '--~--__..~~~.;__~~__;_~~...,,...,.,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~====::... 
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llragon32 W:sers <!lub 

Frfl fl fllflrn·rJflr~rmilJ! 

Why Not Join Now 

And Receive: 

... A FREE 'TOOL BOX' CASSETTE FOR 

YOUR DRAGON TIPS 
... A CHANCE TO BUY OUR 'TAPE OF THE 

MONTH' AT A DISCOUNT PRICE 
... 	THE WIDEST SELECTION OF SOFTWARE 

FOR YOUR DRAGON AT COMPETITIVE 
PRICES 

... A GUARANTEED 48-HOUR MAIL ORDER 
SERVICE 

... DETAILS OF THE UK'S FIRST CASSETTE 
BASED MAGAZINE 

JOIN NOW ENCLOSING 

YOUR NAME AND 

ADDRESS TO: 

DRAGON 32 
"USERS CLUB 
31 North Str_eet 
Wareham 
Dorset BH20 1AD 

Pef'ICUB 8UllftlU 

-------~ . 21 UNION STRID ;: 
lAMS&OTlOM LANCS g;

'---'.._'°_"__s2_12_6_,_38_383_9-1~ 
-;veww£lV4A!£lV ~ 

l!xc.Uut U:lu.. 8 t/{l.1tJ! JtJMf<_g ; 
,...~-·....._ .;,.-. Alw.-. ~...l;at,_rr.,. §

~--A.f-..,_J~,-~ ~ 

M & J SOFTWARE 
DRAGON COMPANION BOOK............................. £4.95 

Study the wori<ings of BASIC with the disssssmbler 
OiscoYer seven extra graphies modes 
Take complete control ol video memory m8Pl)ln9 
Increase the processor speed (n01 a ha.rdwa111 modi 
Append programs fr<lm laps 
lnoorpo<ate useful routines lrom BASIC In your machine programs 
Add commands 10 BASIC 

DRAGON IMPLEMENTATION OF FORTH ......... £15.00 

TIWs is a cassen.e based implementation and Is luly documented 

FORTH LISTINGS.................................................. £7.00 

6502, 808DIZ80. 6809, 6800. 1802, 808S.' ll088. 68000 POP 11 in slack 

INSTALLATION MANUAL ..................................... £5~00 

Necessary lat implementing FORTH and its ed lat 

All prices Inclusive ol postage and packmg 
Cheques and PCs mads payable please to: 

M & J SOFTWARE 
34 Gr.ya Clo.e, Schoh1r Green, Stolle-on-Tn1nt ST7 3LU 

Tel ' (07121 517lJ78 

Computasolve Ltd. 
8 Central Parade, St Mark's Hiii 

Surblton 
Telephone: 01-390 5135. Opening hours: 9.30--6.30, Mon-Sat 

Dragons from stock .. . ... .. .. . . . . ... ... .. . .. . .. . ... ... £199.99 
Dragon joysticks .. :.. ...... .................... ... ...... £19.95 
-Telewriter word processor for the Dragon £49.95 
STA51 O matrix printer.. ....................... ....... £399.00 
Seikosha GP1 OOA matrix printer....... ........ ·£240.00 
A large selection of Microdeal software in· stock such 

as Donkey King, Planet Invasion, Storm, Invaders 


Revenge, Katerpillar Attack and many more. 

Plus Bugbyte software. 


All prices including VAT. 

FIRST TIME ADVERTISED 

IN STOCK NOW 


• Lazer Cycles 
• Mission Dru 
•Hangman 
• Breakout 

Test your skill 
Challenge your friends 
Orders sent by return of post 

Lasersound Software Ltd 
Unit 004 
Stretford Workshops 
Burford Road 
London E15 

Telephone 01-519 0791 
01-519 7809 

All on one 
cassette 

only £6.95 
including p&p 

DEALER/EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME 


PROGRAMS WANTEO - 30% OR CAS.H 
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If you've got a technical question or problem write to Cathy 

Hyde, Dragon Answers, Dragon User, Hobhouse Court, 19 


Whitcomb Street, London WC2 7HF 


No Joy 
on Joysticks 
I HAVE a Dragon 32 and on page 
88. 89 and 90 of the manual there 
is a game using joysticks. It is 
supposed to be a battle between 
two ships in space. It uses the 
joystick to move your craft and 
the fire button to operate your 
weapon to hit the other ship. But 
when I press the fire button on 
the left joystick the right joystick 's 
ship fires at me and vice-versa. I 
think that the trouble is in lines 
140, 150 and 160. If it is possible 

trot PMODES and also works in can you find out if there is an 
<:onjunction with the processorerror anywhere. 
to update the RAM .John Winter (Age 12), 

There is no simple way toAylesbury, 
write a program which IgnoresBucks. 
commands such as LIST andIT APPEARS THAT you have an 
BREAK. You would need a goodearlier edition ol the manual 
knowledge of machine code andwith a misprinl on the joystick 
the Basic Interpreter in order to · commands. The joysticks are 
do this.actually reversed from those 

Temporary crashing can, begiven, le JOYSTK (0) and (1) 
brought about by POKING to therefer to rl ght Joystick and 
wrong number, especially in theJOYSTK (2) and {3} to the left 
area of the SAM chip but nojoystick. The simplest method of 
permanent damage should bealtering the program on page 88 
done.Is to reverse the scores and lire ....C.llll........IE::J......


buttons. Amen!' lines 120, 150 

and 160 as below: 

120 CLSO: FOR Y=O TO 1: 
 Call tor 

PRINT @O,Z(1 );:PRINT @ 
26,Z (0). 

150 IF P = 1l:5 OR P = 253 software 
THEN F = l :T=O:GOSUB MY SON has had a Dragon 32 for
200. several months now but is sti ll

160 IF P = 126 OR P == 254 very disappointed at the quality of
THEN F = O:T = 1:GOSUB software printed in computer
200. magazines . A friend managed to 

get hold of a magazine called the 
Rainbow. I would like to know if 
you could supply me with theSAM 
name and address of the distribu 
tors in this country.expla.lned M A Connolly, 

Bewdley,I WONDER if you could answer 
Worcs .the following queries I have on 

computers and programming . THE MAGAZINE RAINBOW is 
1) What is SAM? available in this country, fJom 
2} Is there any way which I could Elkan Electronics, 28 Bury New 

write aprogram that can total Road, Prestwich, Manchester. 
ly ignore commands like list Tel: 061 -773 3965. 
and break? 

3) Is it possible to damage the 
computer by 'POKING ' a Programswrong number? · 

PRanson. 
Great Moor. disappear


Stockport. 
COULD YOU please explain to me 


Address Multiplexer which con

THE SAM IS a Synchronous I 

why errors start to appear, and 

trols the way in which the mem
 whole lines - even programs 
ory works. It is programmed to 
 start to disappear on my Dragon , 
work in conjunction with the after a while in the higher resolu· 

Video Display Generator to con-
 lions, especially re-running a par-

D,ragon Answers 
RESTORE IS USED to get to the 
beginning of the data and, once 
us,ed, the only way to get to any 
particular bit of data Is by read
ing through all data before it. 
For example, to get to the f;flh 
bit Of data use RESTORE fol
lowed by: FOR I = 1 TO 5 READ 
AS NEXT. This Wiii read the first 
live values into A$ successively, 
and leave the liflh one there . 

Crashing 

at speed 

ON MORE than one occasion your

ticular program? I have noticed magazine has printed information 
that many of such disappearing that the speed of the Dragon 32 
programs do not contain PCLEAR can be increased by POKE 
or CLEAR statements, but I'm not 65495,0. On my machine th is 
sure whether this is important. Is always causes an immediate 
my Dragon faulty or am I one of program crash; it is necessary to 
many with the same problem? switch off to regain control. What 

Dennis Lawrence, am I doing wrong?
South Woodford, BHayton, 

London. Willaston, 
South Wirral.WE ARE AT PRESENT looklng 

THE DRAGON 32 HAS been de
have encountered. Transients In 
into the type ol problem you' 

signed to work at a certain speed 
the domestic power supply may and the POKE mentioned causes 
cause loss of programs and cor It to run at double speed . There· 
ruption, as described. If this Is fore It is working out of the 
the case then pressing RESET or orlglnal design specifications 
switching the machine off then and may crash. We do not re
on again usually clears the prob commend the use ot this POKE 
lem. However, it may be worth lor the above reasons. 
while returning your machine to 
the original dealer for testing as 
you may have a fault on the Solution 
Dragon itseIf. Is a loop 

I HAVE got a Dragon 32 and forSklpplng1 

the past few weeks have been 
trying to write a certain program. 
It involves the user putting in a 
number, say five. The computer 

MY DRAGON 32 wil l not accept a 

data 
then adds five + four + three + 

very long , supposedly Microsoft two + one. If the number was 10, 
compatible program, Sea Battle, " the computer would add 1 O + 9 
taken from Creative Computing 's + 8 etc. I haven' t had any 
More Basic Computer Games. success in writing the program 
Data statements appear in a num and hope you can help me out. 
ber of places and these are im Chris Denne, 
plemented by the use of: " RES· Morden, 
TORE" followed by the line num Surrey. 
ber of the data statement as THE TYPE OF PROGRAM you 
required. The Dragon gives me a require Is made relatively sim
syntax error at each RESTORE. ple using the FOR NEXT loop: 

Preliminary instructions ack· 10 ANSWER = 0 : N = 0 : A = 
nowledge possible difficulty and 0. 
advise: " Improvise by Using a 20 CLS. 
Restore and FOR . . . NEXT with 30 INPUT " NUMBER";N. 
Read statements to skip over the 40 If N> D THEN 50 ELSE 10. 
data that should be ignored" . I do • 50 FOR A = 1 TO N. 
not understand this advice - can 60 ANSWER = ANSWER + A. 
you assist me please? 70 NEXT A. 

WA Coysh. 80 PRINT ANSWER. 
Southwick, 90 IF INKEY$ = "" THEN GO 

Brighton. ELSE 10. 
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Send your answers to Competition 
Corner, Dragon User, Hobhouse Court,Competition Corner London WC2 7HF 
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Win a printer 

ONE OF THE advantages of a computer is 
its unflagging ability to carry out its tasks. 
Even when it is running a complex pro
gram, say, high level chess, the computer 
is always ready and willing for another 
game. Similarly, its capability of repeatedly 
carrying out simple claculatrons hundreds 
or thousands of times, is far superior to 
when the task is pertormed by a human 
operator, where fatigue and distraction 
could lead to errors. No matter how late 
the hour, the computer is, or should be, as 
bright as a button - or at least as bright as 
the VDU! 

As an example of using the computer to 
run a program involving hundreds of indi 
vidual calculations, let's consider som.e 
mathematical series. A series is a set of 
numbers, each of which bears a rela
tionship to the preceding terms. Take this 
simple-progression : 
1/1 - 1/2 + 1) 3 - 1/4 + 115 - 1/6 + .. ' 

This can be easily translated into a 
simple program, and if the program is run 
and the cumulative total displayed as each 
successive term is added, it can be seen to 
be converging towards a specific value. As 

PrlZll 
THE l?RIZE FOR this month's competi
tion is donated by the software house 
Mlcrodeal. The pad(age offered Is: one 
Epson MX80FIT Ill dot matrix printer for 
your Dragon, a word processing package 
and the full range of software from 
Microdeal. 

Rultl 
TO WIN THE software and printer, all 
you have to do is send in the most 
elegant solution to the puule. You must 
shoW how the puzzle can be solved with 

the series progresses, the total stabilises 
towards 0.693147 ..., the natural logar
ithm of 2. This is one of the ways in which 
this value can be evaluated empirically. 

Other mathematical constants can be 
similarly found. The series 1 + 1/1 ! + 1/2! 
+ 1/3! + 1/4! + 1/5! + .. . converges on 
2.718281828 .. . , the mathematical con
stant e. The exclamation marks are facto
rial signs. For example, 4!, or factorial 4, 
equals 4 • 3 • 2 • 1. 

That enigmatic constant, pi , despite its 
irrational value, can be evaluated by 
means of a series. Here are just two series 
which produce pi. 
SERIES (1): 
2 • {211 • 2/3 * 4/3 " 4/5 " 6/5 • 617 * 817 • 
8/9' '.) 

Note that the numerator and denomina
tor increase by two, but on alternate steps. 
SERIES (2) : 
4. (1/1 - 113 + 1/5 - 1/7 + 1/9 - . . . ) 

It seems incredible that so simple a 
series as this can produce so complex a 
value as pi. 

The series that we have considered so 
far are convergent - that is, they con

tbe use of a Basic program, developed 
on your Dragon 32 computer. 

AS a tiebreaker, complete 1he sent
ence below in 10 words or less: 
I will use my Dragon 32 as a word 
processor because .. ,.-·····--················-· ..... 

Your entry must arrive at Dragon User 
by the last wo~lng day Jn May 1983. The 
n'"18 of the winner. and the solution to 
the puzzle submitted by the winner. will 
be printed in the July issue of Dragon 
USJIJ'. You may only enter the competition 
once. Entries will not be acknowledged 
and we cannot enter into correspond
ence on the result. 

verge to a definite value. Another type of 
series is called divergent - and these 
increase withou t limit. For instance the 
series 
1 +2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + ... 
will do this, increasing to infinity - or, in 
the case of a computer. until the mathema
tical capacity of the machine is exceeded. 
Obviously, if each successive term gets 
larger then the series is divergent Does 
this mean that if successive terms get 
smaller, the series wi ll converge to a finite 
value? Not necessarily - consider the 
following : 
1 + 1/2 + 1/3 + 1/4 + 1/5 + 1/6 + 1/7 + 
1/8 + .. ' 

Here, although each term gets smaller 
the series does, in fact, diverge. This can 
be seen readily if we break the series up 
into sections. The two terms 113 + 1 /4 sum 
to more than 114 + 1/4. Therefore, these 
two terms are greater than 1/2. 

Similarly the next lour terms, 1 /5 + 1 /6 
+ 1/7 + 1/8 are greater than 1/8 + 1/8 + 
1/8 + 1/8- This group is therefore also 
greater than 1/2, as is the next group of 
eight terms, the next group of sixteen 
terms, and so on. We can now see that our 
final total must be greater than: 
1 + 1 /2 + 1/ 2 + 1 /2 + 112 + 1 /2 + ... 

Thus, it will diverge to infinity, although it 
will do so very slowly. 

The rate of divergence of the series 1 + 
1/2 + 1/3 + 1/4 + 1/5 + 1/6 + 1/7 + 1/8 + 
. . . forms the basis of this month 's com
petition. 

It can be seen that the total sum. 
exceeds 2 when the fourth term is added 
(1 + 1/2 + 1/3 + 114). ln ordertoexceed3 
the series has to be extended to include 
the eleventh term. 

How many terms need to _be added 
for the total to exceed each Integer up 
to 10? 
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(DRAGON 32) Pirate 
Fast thinking - that 's th e name of the game! 

You are the Captain of a Galleon whose brief 
is to free the seas from Pirates. 
You can manoeuvre north, south , east,or west 
up to 4 leagues at a time as you roam the 
oceans. Replenishment of crew members,food 
etc. can only come from harbows. 
Navigate to avoid collisions with Islands or 
Pirates and don't fall off the edge of the 
world. 
Take care of your stock of guns, cannonballs , 
sails and men in this action packed high seas 
adventure with its ingeneous High-Res Graphics. 

r-----------------------------------1 

Please Send: 

PIRATE £8.50 D 
I enclose CHFQUE/P.O. Please Debit Access Card No . 


fo r £. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. ... . . . . I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 


Name: ......... ....................................................................... . 


Address : .................................... : .. .. ................... · ............. ·.. 


L 
~:;::·::~·::::~:·:~~~;:~::·:~::~:.:::::~~~-·::~· ~.--~:~:~ ~ 

-----------------------------------· 
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